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. ·The purpose of this st~dy.·14~s to survey all princip.at~ of 
' large ~igh s~hools ~n the ~Province of Newfoundland ·and Labrador t~ 
. I 
ascertain what they perceived as professional probl'ems in the 
. . . 
performance of their tasks. In addition, information was obtained 
' . ' 
' on .the sources of' hE!lp used by pr~ncipals : in so~ving or dealing with 
these problems. 
The data for the study were · <;:ollected by means of a mailed.:. 
questionnaire on which principals w~t~ asked to rate problems as 
. \ ·. · .. 
to their degree of difficulty and to 'list· sources of h~lp • .' 
Mean ·difficulty rat·ings ·.were obtain~d for each specific 
\ . 
problem and the problems were then classified as maj,or, moderate, 
,. 
or minor. 
~ ~ 
Grand mean diff~ct.f).ty ratings w~re 'obtained for eac.li of , 
I 
.,. 
' I 
eight problem areas to determ~ne which general ~rea ·was I>er.ceived . ~s · . 
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being most difficult by the principals, ',' . ~ : C) ' .C. 
, .. · 
. •, 
It was · concluded. th~t: · 
1. .· Problems ·.·~elated to:' · (a). developing programs fot the gi~ted 
and low-a-chievers, . (b) involving students in school· ' 
t 
activiti.es, · (c) securing sufficient numbers of qualified. 
q ' : ' • 
. ' . 
staff pe~sonnel, and · (d)'. finding time to evaluate school 
. ' 
staff and programs, were perc'eived by all prin<:_ipals to be 
... ,
. ' 
.... l : •• 
. · ·~: ... ~~· .. \ 
the most difficult. 
J, 
2, · Problems .encountered by principals ~over all the major 
.. <:. ' • • .. . ' • 
administration .. task areas of school admin,is~.a~ion·, with_ 
0 , .. 
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'. th'e 'areas of cu'rr'iculum and . instruction, .and organi'zation t . . . . 
ana s~ructure, prese~ti~g the mopt_ ~evere problems. 
3·.- The severity of. most· pro~lems had a ~elat~onship to: 
(a) . t_he ' n~mber of years of experience t.\a principal had. as . a 
,. ' . 
(~) the type o{. school admiJlistrator, (b) school· size, 
school in 't<lhicjl the · p'rindpal worked,' and (d) .'the amount. 
<l 
,of professional prepa_rat~on ·that a principal- had rece~:ved • . 
4 ~ · Pupils travelli~·g to centralized schools· e~:~e prevented .':from 
participati~g fully in many school activities. · 
5. SOI1Je of · the major p-r'oblem.s · that aft'ect principals are 
.. 
for 
.. . . ' .,.;~,. 
problems that cannot be ·s.olved by them, ~lone. 
' ' • ) 11'.;--" 
' ' ... •\' ;.J 
A number: of recommendations were made by the r~sea~cher-
• 
' . ' . ...... ' 
' • • • j 
the improvem.ent· ... of pres.ervice and inservice _.prdgrams "'for 
' '. 
f 
.. 
I ' . . I ·- ~ . · .• 
principals, for reducing 'the severity of the professional problems· · 
. '· 
·.of principals, 'and for fu'rther ·research. -
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CHAPTER 1 
h . 
.-
THE PROBLEM 
.. 
. \ INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM-AREA 
The importance of · the principal in the educational system 
has long· been a major· topi:c for Writers in the · educational field. 
In .general~ the principal has .been expected to be the planner• the 
organizer, t:he admini~trator, " ~d the leader of 'all that is h~?pening 
in the sch~ol building. 
- . A brief survey oi~the lit~rature of c~ntempora~y writers on· 
-~he respon,sibilities .of the school prin~ipa-1, with respect to the 
, operation ~d development 'of a progressive, -fl'exible, and worthwhile 
.:. 
·. e~ucatiotial program, will show the' importance placed on .the positiort 
. ' . 
of principal-by those concede& to be authorities in the .field of 
-'education~ 
In 1961, Downey wrote, ~'The 'principal .of today is eXJ>ected to 
assume authority over and responsibility for-every a~tivity · in · which 
• 0 
his schoo_l engages." 1 Downey emphasized that no longer should the 
principal be regarded as the ·"head tea~her11 or the manager of the 
school office. 2 . \. 
~ 
In ~965, P. J. Warren, writing in an article enti~led,, . 
' I 
1Lawrence W. Downey, "The Skills of an Effective Principal," 
The Canadian Administrator, Vol. 1 (pecember, 1961?, 11. 
2Ibid., p. •ll. 
·-· 
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..r · 
"The PrinciP.al as an E~ilcational Leader," said: I 
"' 
·The principal· has a major responsibiiity in set~ing the 
tone, establishing ' the conditions, and providing stimulatiqn 
for the kind of learning that goes on 'in the school. His 
skill in human relations, his ability_ to marshall every 
possible resource through constant and careful planning, 
and his ability to relate eff6rt to purpose are factors 
of major importance in determinirl§ the extent to which 
goals ~f the school are attained. 
( 
The_ supervisory function of the principal has _ ~~en ' s'tressed 
. ;,:.if # 
strongly in the literature. The Royal Commission ·on ~aucation and·· 
.-. 
Youth for Newfoundland and Labrador stated the following: 
Being close .to the scene of educational action, tbe 
school principal is in an excellent position to perform the 
motivation and consultation functions of supervision.. He can 
foster improve~ morale and promote in~service education 
among teachers. 4 · 
Leonard Kraft, · in a book published in 1971, wrote: 
The superVisory leadership role of the principal is one of 
marshalling resources--human and material. The leadership 
ability of the principal in this ·area greatly~etermines 
.the quality of the educational program as well as the · 
teaching-learning situation in his school.~ 
Kraft also wrote of the function of the principal as it 
r~l~tes to cu~5icu~um leadership: 
_, 
. Of the many functions performed.,by the secondary school 
· · p·rincipal, probably the most significant is cur"riculum 
leadership. More than .ever before, _he is called up~n to 
3Ph~lip J. Warren, "The Principal as an Educational Leader," 
Monographs in Education, No. 2 (~t. John's: Memoriai University of 
N~w~oundland, · l965), p. 1. 
2 
· ~Philip J~ Warren, and ·others, Newfoundland Royal oCommissiori • 
on Education ·and Youth, Vol. II (St. John 1s: Province of Newfoundland 
"' .and Labrador, 1968), 61. 
5Leonard Kraft, The Secondary School Principal in Action, 
(Dubuq~e: Wm. C. Brown Comp~ny Publishers, .l971), p. 1~5. 
_. 
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·- exercise 'leadership tn the development of a curriculum which 
will meet the changing deman.ds of students and society. 
He . is charged with moving the students anf faculty through 
the constant swirl of curriculum change. The-principal is 
held accountable £o~ s~ttinf the stage for ~urricUlum 
innovation and development. · 
3 
Ovard, writing in a humoro~ tone, listed some of the expecte~ 
• ·and self-perceived roles of the p~in~ip~; 
· The secondaty school principal-has been regarded as a 
warden' a boss,, an autocrat' a will-a' -the wisp' a slave 
-driver, a good Jcie, and occasionally a capable administrator •. 
He sees himself as a person who is harried, tired, lonely, . 
imposed on, Jack-of-all-trades, back patteT, father confessor, 
'offi~e boy, and revolutionizer of the c'tirriculum. 7 
" T" 
The new trends in education, the larger .and more complex 
schools, and the greater expectations ror the role of the princpal 
haye all helped to increase the problemS 0~ arid 'pressures . . on the 
person who assumes the position :of principal ,of ·a school. Kraft 
. . .----r 
wrote: 
As the secondary school principalship emerges in the 
_seventies, it is undergoing rapid and turbulent change. 
Those serving in the position 'might feel as if it is .the 
"eye" of the educational hurricane ·. 8 · · · .. . 
-. 9o~of the problems encountered by princi_pals as 
~~ministrat rs ~d as ;,fillers" of roles were vividly d~~cribe~ 
by M. B. Sco t. He wrote: 
Principals are foun·d everywhere-~behind desks, at.- 1?. T.A, · 
meetings, in halls, on stairways, on buses, in and out .of 
classes'· up and down between ' fourth floor storerooms and 
' . 
' , t 
. 
7Glen A. oVard, Administration of' the Changing s·econdary 
. School, (New York: Tlie MacMillan Co~any, 1969)_, p. 3. ' . 
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"""-fti.rs t floor 
w"atc& them; 
expect .them 
keep . .out of 
\....;/ 
shoP,S. School boards- question . them; supervisors . 
teachers plague t~em; parents wonder at ' them ,and 
to teach . Johnny to ~e 'a ~lliorlaire and still 
jail· in sixty eas~ lessons, 9. - _ 
4 
. ) 
# :. • ---
' . The increased pressure and, problems faced by today' s principals 
are no.t w:l.th~~.t their ef-fect. John A. Stanavage, Executive ' Secretary 
' · 
of -the North· Central Association (NCA) Commission on Secon~ary 
.' 
. ' ' 
SchooLs, indicated one of the effects when ·he wrote: 
' . 
during ·the last· five ' years the strains o~ the · Q 
principal have become almost seismic, .far exc!!eding in · ~ 
intensity the ' more' halcyon _ t~rbulances of the past. That· 
' many principals' inured to the tremblers' of the_ office 
though they may have be~n, have found the aggravated 
pressures of the present intolerable, is evidenced by _-
the -large number who have· left their posts i~ recent years · 
via ''retirement, strategic transfers, new career ventures, 
or sheer exhaustion. 10 
. A mci~e . detailed descripti,on of research directly ·related ., 
to problems faced by ~oday's prin~ipals has been .made in · a later . 
- ., ' . . . ' . ' 
. . 
section- .o~ . this thesis. . However ,._th~ ·. imp~rtance . of. t, principa~ 
in the educational syst~m and the fact· that principafs of today· 
. . ' 
.I '-
are encounterin~ ~e p~oblems and _pressures are clear • 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
- ~!- · 
lv 
Partially as a · result of the reorganization of school 
~. ' . . . . 
·'districts and the input of Federal Governm~nt monies into .school 
. . ~-r~ . . . 
construction mapy changes h~ve taken place'• recently in .education 
' · 
u 
9 M. B. Scott, "What is a High School Principal?'~ 
' Hou!'le, Vol. · 32, (September, 1957), · 30. 
' - . Clearing 
10 John A. Stanavage·, "NCA Principals' Perception of Their 
. Principalship," The North Central Association Quarterly,' Vol. 46, . 
(Winter, 1972), 319. 
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in the. Province of Newfoimdland and Labrador. The number of school 
, r 
" . boards has been re;tuce'd from over 300 to 32. .This reorganizati~n 
•, 
'fuis. resulted in th~ .availability. of m~re central offi'ce personnel · 
-;-.\ : 
to · assist principals and teacher~ in the performance of their tasks. 
·_-.... £1: - . ·. . !i 
New instructional programs .and methods such as pre-vocations~· 
. 
education,' team-teaching, · continuous progress., and non-'~radedness 
~., 
·4 ... cen~~·lized 
., 
hav·e been intrc:>d1lced; and larger, be,tter equipped, 
.high schoo~s have been built. These changes have, no doubt, 
resulted in the . ~limination ' of some of the problems of the principal; 
but it is al~ost certai~ that · ~ew·complexities have raised new 
issue's and have confronted the principal witli a new variety of 
. 
concerns • 
The purpose of ~his study was to· survey the principals of 
all large high schools in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador 
to ascerta~n what they a~tually perceive as problems in the 
· performance of their tasks. More specific~lly, th~ study attempted 
to answer the. following questions related to the profession~! _' 
problemS of princii>als: 
1. What is the nature of principals'· problems as perceived 
and rep9rted by them? 
1.2. Wb)ch . specific: problems, 'as perceived by the principals, . 
cause the most diffic~lties? 
' "' 
3. Which of t"he problem areas, as perceived by the principals, . 
cause the most serious problems? 
4. Are the problems as perceived by experienced pr~ncipals 
similar· to ~hcis~ perceived .. ~y ineX-perienced princ~pals? 
' . 
' I 
-~ 
• ·. 
. r· 
,.... -~ 
I. 6 ., 
~ 
5. Are the pr~blems as perceiyed by principals with a 
I) ' • , ;. -
Graduate · Diploma or M. Ed. Degree in Educat.ional Administ~at~o~ · 
similar to those perceived by principals with neither?. 
6. Are th:e ·probi~ms as perc:eived by principals of central 
high schools similar to those perceived by principal~ of 
) 
' regional high school? 
7. Are the problems as perceived ?Y principals q'f schools with 
a student. :en~ollment of five hu!ldred or more, 'simila;-.to ' , 
problems perceived by principals of schools with a student 
. / 
enrollment between three hundred and five hundred? 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
' In· ~rder to gain a more comprehensive insight · into the needs 
-and con~ern~ of.the. high school principal today, an understanding of 
the current professional problems f~cing ~~his administrator seems of 
great importance. Norton s~ated: 
An identification of th~ kinds of problems being en-
~ countered is a vital first step to a number of considerations, 
· including s'!-ch factors as problem s ·olut ion, pr:i.ncipal . 
· preparation; .staffing, and ·research.l.l 
Since no survey of t~ professional problems of pri:ncipals 
of large high schools in the ~rovince of Newfoundland and ·Labrador 
has been reported, it is hop-ed by the researcher that this study, 
in attempting to fill the need, will ,have the foll owing significan~e: 
1. This study should provide the Faculty of Education, 
11M. Scott Norton, "Current :Problems of the. ~igh School 
Principal,_: The Clearing House, Vol. 46 (April, 1972), ·451. 
'·. 
~' . 
·'· . ... 
- . 
. . ~ 
.· 
• ' . : ~I 
. ' 
·.·. 
'-· 
.· 
Memorial Un~versity qf Newfoundland; The ' Newfoundland 
p . 
Teachers' Association; school boards; and other interested 
groups ·with information that will assist them in pfanning 
preservice. and.' inservice training programs for high .. 
schoot administrators. 
7 
2. This study should help those who plan to become high · scho~l 
administrators to be more aware of the problems they are 
'likely to encounter in th~s role • 
.. 
.. . 
3.·. Since the findings of this study are. broadly suggestive 
· I 
.. . 
' rather than conclusive, heuristic rather than definit-ive,- ... ~ 
th~y should serve as a basis for more d~tailed research 
.- . 
on a -number of important aspects of the areas of concern 
· to principals. 
DEFINITION. OF TERMS 
For. the puto.s~s of this study • the following terms have 
been defined: 
. .. 
:J ,, 
Central· High School 
A central high scQool is considered to be a school tha~ has 
' 
students enrolled in grades seven to eleven or in grades eight to 
- \ ~!even, .·inc~usive, 
,· . 
Regional High School 
· . A regional high s chool is considered to be· a school that 
• • " • • # • has no students .. enrolled in a grade below grade ni1;1e ~ The grades 
· ' generally present in a regional high school a 're grad~s nine to eleven 
·. ! . . 
,I 
.. 
·! . 
·r 
.. 
.· 
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or grades ten :and elevep, .inclusive, : 
Large High School ' ' 
A large high school is; considered to be a central or 
8 
.. · regio~al high school with a student. enroilment · ~f three hundred or · 
more. 
Principal 
· A p·rincipal is. generally defined as the chief administrator· 
o,f a school; and as such, he is 1 responsible for provi.ding ·ehe 
. , . 
administrative and supervisory leadership within his school. 
' ' I 
iri this Province, however, a principal of a central or 
' , . 
o regional ·high school has additional tasks •. He is the supervising 
. or_ co-ordinating princip~l of a ~"school system" which is composed · 
:of. a central ~ ot;' regional high "school and Qne or more elementary, 
primary, or junior high schools ~ The p~pils of the primary, 
. elementa!y, or· junior high ~ch~o~s .attend the · central or · reg~onal 
high schools 
grade level. 
nine·, 
within the ."system" ··when they reach·. the appropriate 
...,. 
That grade level is generally grade seven or grade 
In .contrast to many other areas, a principal' in this 
. . . . 
Province is not required· to have.- an_y specialized training or sper:r.ial 
~ ·· certification, 
' . 
Experienced Pdricipal" 
-·· . ' -t~ . . . 
··An experienced principal is considered to be one who· has 
. hacf more than . three years expeJ;ience as . pri ncipal" of a school. 
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!~eXperienced Principal 
An inexperienced princiJ?al_ .is ·considered. to be one who lias ' 
h~d three year~ or less experienc~. as principal of' a school. 
Problems 
' This term refers to any perple-xing 'and/ or challenging sftuation 
as perceived by the principal in,t~e performa~ce of his professional 
. duties, While,' no do~bt, '~ principal 1 s personal,. so~ial, and emotional 
. . 
~roblems g~.ea~ly . in~lue'r\fe the wa~ he perceives h~s prof~ssional · ~ 
problems, no attempt was made '•to ~relate a principar'' s professional 
' . 
problems to other, more.personal problems\ he might .haye. 
Graduate Diploma 
A graduate diplome in educational administration has been 
equated with seven to ten graduate cour:;es in educational adm'inistration • 
. '
ASSUMPATIONS, DELIMITATIONS, AND LIMITATIONS 
Assumptions 
It was assured by the researcher tha~, · through . analysi~ ·of 
their professional situations, principals were aware of problems 
confrorlting the~ as administ~ators~ . It ~as further assu~ed that 
t4ey would be.willing to report thei~ problems with candor. 
' . ' 
Delimitations 
This study was delimited to ~hose regional and cent~al high 
schools in the Province of. Newfoundland and Labrador that had a 
student enroll~ent of three hundred or more. Schools of this_size 
• I 
. ' . .. 
were chosen because they permit, th~ principal, si!lce he _:has at least 
twelve·teachers on his staff,· and h~s. few, if any, ~eaching duties, 
' ·-
' 
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· .. ,;::.~. Limi ta tiona·-.; ·; , 
. . ·-·-:,. ··:· , __ . 
.k -i\"',.. . 
The ~nsive limitations that accrue to data collection-by 
10 . 
~ana Qf a mailed -questionnaire apply in this study • . ' Wallace stated 
the weaknesses as follows: . 
1. The pr~blem of . non-re~rned questionnaires. 
2 . 
·• . 
3, 
4 '· 
The poss~bility the~ those who answer the questfon~aire 
may d~ffer from the n~n~respondents thereby ·biasing the 
sample. 
The validity depends, tp a great ~xtent, on the ability and 
willingnes~ of the respondent t? prq.vide information. 
T~e possibility_of misinterpretation of the, questions without 
'; this being detected by the researcher·. · 
... 
5, No follow-through· on ~isunders.tood · ques~ions or evasive : 
answers; no-observation .of apparent reluctance or 
·~ -
., 
e~ariveness. 12 . 
Despite the known weaknesses -it was · decided to use the mailed- .. 
. . . . . ~ . . 
questionnaire to gather the needed data because it afforded an 
. 0 . ' • 
opp~rtunity to effeci~~tly cove~ a wid~ _ ge~raphlc area at minimum · 
expense. Copseque~ly, ' an effort was made 4urin~- the developing of 
the· instrument, and durin~ the gathering of the data, to lessen the · 
' 0 . ~ 
, influ~nce of the weaknesses of the mailed questionnaire upon this 
<.: 
12D.- C. Miller~ Handbook of Research Design' and Social Measure-
ment, (New York: David McKay Campany, Inc., 1970) _ pp ~ 76~77, citing ' . 
· .D. "Wallace, "A Case For - and Against - Mailed Quest!_onnaires," Public 
Opinion Quarteriy, Vol. 18 ' (1954), pp. 40-52. · 
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A~ stu~~. By the use of .a pilot study, as described iri Chap~er 3, anQ 
attempt was made to e1iminate the possibility of misin~erp~etation of 
, I 
t~e questions. The appare~t h~gh interest- on the part of those . . 
involved in th:·- study and ·the foUo~~up routin~'l! ;h~er~ imp~e.;Ont~d, '\ 
realized · a return of 84.1 percen~ ,. assuring a wide and st~ong sample. · 
The fact that the respondents participated in, ~he study 
voluntarily _wa,s ~f'aken as an indication 'that their answers were .likely 
' . :. :;:-.::~;::~~~ 
to be vaii~f:.:."~· 
. ' :'!-:--~·--· 
~efe .were also lititations ;elated to the adequacy of the .. 
instrUment. The instrument was developed by the researc~er utiliz~n~ 
. . ' 
the general problems areas developed in a simi!ar ~tu~y by Witty. 13 
' . 
The specific problems were derived. from related literature, from 
' ' · 
dis~~ssion with fe11~~ grad~ate students::m" :educational "'ad~nistration, 
II> • - • • • .. 
and from the resear~~er's 'own experieqce a~ principal of a 'high 
b 
.school in the Province • . An attempt was made to assure face~validity 
.. • 0 1 ,.-
and relevancy of the specific problems by condu~t~ng a pilot study' 
as 9,escdbed in Chapt.er 3. No further claim as to the reliability 
t ' : 
- or va~idity of the insttum~nt is made. ' ·· , - -
The techniques used in the treatment of the data in this 
' . 
study were not standardized. No claim is made that a rating of 
. . ~ 
5 on ~lfe rating 'scaie by ,pn~ principal indicat~d ·a proble .. m of the 
same de.gree of.; difficulty as· a rating of 5 by a~~-:~rincipal. 
Neither is it · 'claimed that a rating of 5 for one specific problem by 
• • > 
--------..:.-.· '· 
'•· 
. . . : 
. · .. 
. 
1 ~I>Jight t. Witty, "The P~rcetved ~robi~ms. 'of Beginning Senior 
High Schools .Principds in Florida." (tinpubl;f.§hed Doctor's project; 
· Uriiversity of Miami, 1972). ' ·. · 
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I ~ principal indicated the same·:de8ree of diffiCulty as ·a rating of s" .  ·, 
II· 
by the same principal on another problem. , An ar~itary decision was 
. ~ . 
Q 
made by the researcher to .classiJy problems "bY' us.ing' i:he' mean 
' 
· diffic~lty ratipgs. Problems with mean difficulty ratings .above 
• • ) l ., . . 
wtth a ·mean difficult{ 3:50 were classified as ma~ ~roblems; those 
and 3. 51 \er-~ cla~sif.ied ~ -. ratings between 2.50 as mod~rate; an~ 
problems wi!=.h mean .dif.ficulty ratings. of 2.50. a~d le'ss' were 
~ classifi~d as minor· problems. 
Despit~ its limitations, mean difficalty ratings and the 
. l . - ); 
. . . . ' . . 
classification of problems were use.d becaus·~ Tt 'provided • a clear 
. . . . q. 
and concise .;,ay fqr ~h~- r7se8:rcher to . Show in proUle foci the 
. ' ' ~ . . 
p~'rceived profess~ona~ prob1ems _of"th~ re~ponden~s .• 
•> 
o· . 
• 0 OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY . -
'\ 
r , . 
Chapter 1 of the study has defined the p~oblem, described 
' I> 
- ? 
background, and outlined general parameters of the study • . 
.. 
Chapter 2 focuses on a review of. studies related to the 
' 
· problems of principals. Also included fs ·a brief review of tlie 
) 
'\ r ~ c--~-
.J I 
.. 
I' 
· literature· related to the role of 'the principal and\ the preparation 
.~ / , i 
. ' 
of principals. 
. ~ -~· · ·· 
Chapter 3 presents the procedure followed in constructing the 
" 
.. 
' ' 
, 
-
"-~ instrument, and in gath~ring and treating the data. · 
' ~ 
. . . . . ~ ~ .· The findings of the .study are reported by means of tables' 
with explana~s~ in Chapter 4. 
0 (), 
. ~ 1 
. 
. 
The final chapter provides a summary of the · study, the· con-
\ . • . - 11 
.c~usion reached, and t'l;le recommendations made. A section is inc'!uded 
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·REVIEW OF ~ELATED LITERATURE 
INTRODUC.:IION 
< • 
• j 
This review of related literature will ~mphasize studies tha~ · 
have been ·done -.related to problems of principals. of sE!condary schools. 
•. 
0 •• t>l 
A brief report, however. will. be g~ven on the literature related to 
,. 
. ' 
~::· . ·the role of. the .principal and o~ two approaches · that have been used 
in an att~mp~ to ~mp;o~e ~reparatio~ogr~s for pri~cip~ls; 
• • • • .. • • • ( > . • 
The review of the studies related --to the problems of.·-principals 
. . . 
will be repo~ted u~ing the following,points as guidelines: 
0 • 
... . . 
~. Problem or problems being investigated. 
. . • ' . 
2. Res~arch procedures used i~ the studi~s. ' 
3. Significant findings of the studies. 
· 4 ._. Conclusions reacJi~d ·by the researcher • 
. THE Rgli OF THE PRI~CIPAL 
1::7 
~ There is general agreement that the secondary -~chool 
principal--whether_ in a small village, a town, or a_ city--is con~ 
fronted with problems n~ver befo~e encountered. In an attempt to 
\.... 
i~entify his role, writers -have used such terms as educational 
leader, philosopher, $timulator, implementet; and planner • 
. ' 
Stanavage wrote that ~he principal's role will be· that of an 
. . . •. -
. . . ( 
educational, leader--face-to-face witH curriculum and instruction 
14 
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as'the two affect the te~ch!?g~learning confrontation. 1 Trump 
~­
" · 
contended that the secondary sch.C>ol_ pri~cipal sho~l~ dedicate 75 . j 
·percent of his .working time to improvement of i~struction. 2 Thomas 
expressed his thoughts on t~e principals?ip as follows: ~ 
Since the principal has this important leati'ih:~hip role, 
he· is_riding the crest of chan~e; he is hard pressed._ 
sometimes to keep his feet on solid ground. To keep his 
balance .the principal ·must constantly study to understand 
our society. The .principal must master the tools of his 
trade, but he must be willing to turn them over to someone . 
else. He cannot_ allow himself to become bogged down with 
trivia for he must.perceive the · entire situation of his 
school. 3 ~ 
... Spears . be~ieve~ that . school administration is a "means to 
an end" and that a principal'' s role should include the establishment 
, 
... 
· of optimal learn~ng conditions and the coprdination of the school 
p~ogram. The ·priil.~ipal, according to Spears, must be a stimulator, . 
. . . 1J 
· - ~ -· J ~--- ericourager_; and facilitator. It Another writer fel~ that the princival's 
.. .., 
\. 
~_.i · ~ ~· .. .. : -'\...- ~ 
' ~oi~ in curriculum development included initiating and encouraging 
t 
research and . e~erimentation, keeplng abreast of major subject matter 
. . I . . , Q, • 
aev.elopments in each discipline, developing and maintaining a 
. 
1 J. A. Stanavage, "Educational Leader: An Authentic Role," 
National Association of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, Vol. 1 51 
(November, 1967) f 3-17. 
•< 
2 J. L. Trump,· "Changes Needed fa~ Further Improv~ments of 
Secondary Education in th~ United States," National Association- of 
Secondary School irincipals ·Bulletin, Vo~. 53 (January, 1969), 118. 
; 
/ . 
. \,.: ... ~E. s.- Thomas, "The Principals Role in Ch.ange," Nationa.l 
Associar~on · of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, · Vol. 47 
(February, 1963), 26. 
• ltM. J. Spears, ''A Principal's Influence," National Association 
of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, . Vol. 51 (Novembe~, 19~7),· 
45-53. ) ~ 
·. " 
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receptive .. climate for new programs, and measuring the results with. · 
appr-opriate evaluation tools. 5 -
Ovard sees the-p-1=-incipalship as a profession ·for th()se 
interested in the organization and -administration of all aspects 
of education necessary to produce the attitudes, val~es, knowl~dge, 
and skills_ for f~ture generation~. 6 He centers the major responsibility , 
' J ,, 
of the principal around .developing instruction. and curricul~ policies," 
' ' . a~d community relations policies.' ~ 
Neagley and Evans see the principal as the educational leader 
of ·his school and immediate cqmmunity, responsible for both the super-
. . 9 
vision of instruction and the execution of administrative functions. 
Harvey Goldman foresaw the prime function of the principal 
- ,. . . 
as being a · school~community specialist and believed, in this role, he 
' ' 
should be responsible· for four major " task a~eas: 
1. Interpreting th~ educational program to the community 
affec-ted by the school. 
2. Intetpretihg the community to teachers and administrators 
within the system. 't ' ·1 
• .<j• ' 
3. Mediating loc~l conflict at the, local ievel.~ 
"' . 
5H. L·. _Walen, "A Principal's Role in Curriculum Deve_lopment," 
National Association 'of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, Vol. 51 
(November, 1967), 36-44. , -
. ' . ,. 
6Glen F. Ovard, Administration of the Changing Secondary 
· School (New Yor~: The Macmillan Co., 1969), p. 4 • 
7 Ibid., PP• 56-57. 
9Ross L •. Neagley add Dean N. Evans, Handbook for Effective 
Supervision (Englewoodl Cliffs: Prentice Hall, Inc.,. _1964), p. 12. 
f. 
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0 
4. Acti~ as facilitator in those cases which cannot be 
;, mediated at a local level. 9 
Although writers d~ffer somewhat in opinions concerning the 
role of the principal, most agree that there is a need. for t1 re-
:-definition of the principalship. Goldman stated: · . 
\ 
. . 
• • • principals throughout the educatio~al spectrum 
are re-examining their roles and functions 'in hopes of 
effecting modifications necessary to insure the ·maintenance ' 
of their le~dership potentia1. 10 9 ' 
.. . 
THE PROBLEMS OF PRINCIPALS 
Recognition . of problems obviously .. is a prerequisite. to the 
-
solution ~f ·problems. .. ' ' . . The solution' of problems encountered by high ' 
school principals. calls ~or unique abilities on the part of the 
. . 
individuals. · Mort ·and Ross stated, "The heart of .the school 
- . 
ad.ministrator' s work· is problem solvirt'g." 11 ·· They contended that many 
aspects of the work of 'the princip.al depended upon what wa,s thought 
of as "common sense judgment" and that .through effective preparation 
programs,. such judgment could. be devel~ped· in. younger men without 
. ,. 
• 1 
th~ hazardous t disappoint in~ years of t~ial ~d error·. i 2 
Since the early 195?'~, there has been a growing awareness of 
't' 
the impor~anc~ of studying t~ problems .of principa[s. I~ 1954, 
.... .. 
·- ~~ . 
.. 
- ;, . 
9Harvey Goldinan, "New Role for Principals," Clearing House, 
'Vol. '45 (.November, 1970), 135-139. ·: 
. l 0Ib;Ld;, p. 139. c. 
11Paul R. MOrt and Dona.ld ,H. Ross, Princ;Lples of School 
Administration (New Yor~: McGraw-Hill Book · c~., Inc., 1957, p. 17 • 
. ' 
12Ibid. ,0 pp. 17-19. 
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Jacobson·; ~ al., -reported problem areas of the pr:i~c;ipal.ship identical-o 
;o those of the Zweibach study. 13 
The Zweibach ·Study 
The l~st of problem areas .. used by Jacobson, Reav:l.s, and · , 
. . . . 
. . ' 
· Logsdon wa_s taken from data gathered by S •• I. Z~eibach and ·reported .. 
in the October, 1952, issue. of the National Association of Secondary 
School Principals Bulletin. The survey ·_was initiated. to detei'mine 
I 
an~ identify ~he problems that' high schoo+ principals were en-
co~ntering. Zweibach felt that the identification of the problems 
woui'd serve as gui~eli~es ~ identifyi~g the · ~et. professional 
needs of secondary school administrators. 
A.questionnaire 'consisting of two questions was employed by 
zweio.ach to determine the probl~ms that high school principals- were 
. enco\.Ultering! The two que~?tions were: 
. ' 
. ' 
1. What were your most pressing problems during iour 
first ye~r as a ?ish. school principal? 
· 2 ~ I~ your o~inion, how could your professional training_· 
school have better prepared you to 'meet these problems? 
The questi-onnaire was sent ~o 261 principals of secondary ' . ' 
. . 
s~hools, and of tnat n~ber, 135 or 51:7 percent returned them. 
In order, to ~i4 the principals with their replies, seve.ral 
. . 
categories of problems were· .listed. The major divisions were: 
. \ 
~ .----------------~ 
13l>aul :B. Jacobson; William c. ~avis, and James n • . Logsdon, 
The Effective School Principal (N~w York: .Prentice-Hall, Inc. , · 1954)~ 
P•- 9. \ . ~;, , ., 
.. 
CJ 
• 
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• 
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.. 
"' 1. ~Internal Organization. and -Aclministration ._:- · · 
J • 
• I 
2.; Relationship's with Fac~lty. 
3. Supervisibn and Instruction. 
i. Curriculum and Programming. 
. . 
- 5. Pupil Relations, Guidance, 'and Activiti~s. 
6. School Relations (community, board, etc,). · 
7.· School Plant, Purchasing, and S~pplies. 
8. .Finance and Budge~. 
9. Pupil Transportation. 
19 
'· 
The problems reported by the. p-rincipals were separated and . · 
· .. classified acc~rding to the major ·ateas of concern int~ which the 
,• 
. problems seemed to fall. A s..~ary of all the problems reported by 
a 
the :Principals in the survey was pr!'!sented in a chart showi~g t~e. 
total n~ber ~£ pr,oblems reported within a category. A. seGond column 
showed the _percent.e of·. pd.ncipals report'ing i>roblems under a 
particular c·ategory. 
Zweibach's findings were: 
1. Tlte largest percentage of principa:ls; 62 percent-~ ~ere 
.. 
concerned with problems . involvi~g relationships with . 
. 2. 
faculty. ) :· .. \ · 
Approxi~~ly- half of the principals expressed equal 
concern over the areas of supervision of instr~ction 
(.1' . 
and pupil . relations, g~idance, and activities. 
.. -
3. · There ~ere· n~ s~gnificant di~ference between the problems. 
. . 
. expressed by _ princ·:f,.pals. wi_th less than thre_e years . · 
. ,... , 
experi~nce a~d those whose experience r ' nged. from.three 
·. 
,· 
., 
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• I 
to · fi~teen years. 
.· 
Zweibacb · concluded that the ·prob.lems· requiring . i~ediat~ 
solutions were the ones that were reported, and that this 'urgency 
.t:ended to• obscure more basic issues such '"as the · aims of th~ : .Secondary 
school and administrative 'theory and policies. 1 ~ 
The Rollins Study 
Rollins utilized a "Prob~~ms . Qut;!_~tionnaire" to gatper data . 
:from .public and · private junior .and senior h.ig~ school prin.cipals in 
. I 
Rhode Island in an atte~pt to identify their problems.~ 
I • 
The questionnaire 'asked, "As a principal, what do you consider 
your five most pressing scho(jl. problems.? Please l:f:st in . ra'nk order." 
~is was. sent to 84 prihc:l.pals, and of that number,- 36, or 43 percent, 
retu~ed them. 
A total· of 34 problems was l~st'e~, . and an index ratiqg was .. 
used to weigh~ the prbblems ~n the bas!"'trof their severity. Index 
" 
ratings were develop·ed in ·the following manner: 
Problems ranked first . Index rating 5 . 
Problems ranked second Index rating 4 
Problems ranked third·. ... • • Index rating } 
Problems ranked -fourth . . . . Index rating .:Z 
·' · Problems ranked fifth • ' ; · • • • Index ;rat;l.ng 1 
The results of the surV-ey· shc:>wed . the follo~ng rank order for · · 
I . , 
the ten most pressing problems facing the principals o~Rhode Island: : 
. . 
111 S: I." Zweibach ~ "frob lem~ of New . High Schoo'l Frincipals,"' 
National Association of Secondary School .Principals Bulletin; · Vol.. 36 
. (O~tob~r, 1952), 69-84. 
, 
' I 
. , 
' \ 
' . 
... 
, . 
·, 
l 
(/' 
' \ 
1'.· ~taff ' I 
. 2. Low ·ability and. hig_h ability pupils 
3. Curriculum 
4. Gu:lidance and testing 
I 
5. Reading 
6. Discipline · 
1. Overcrowded classrooms 
. " 
. 
,. ',. 
··-
... 8, I 
.. 
Scheduling for most effective· us~ of .. spa~e and s'@rvice 
t~\. 
. 9. · school ~inanee 
10. Teachers' salaries15 
·The Wilklow and Markarian Study_ 
.;. 
I 
.... 
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r 
In their study, ·wilklow and Markarian attempted to find the . 
answer to ~wo q~estions.: 
-
1.' 'What are the most il!lportant probl~ms of secondary 
sc'hool principals? I • .,.;.... -,-
2. How does the school sJze affect these problems? 
..J'<.:' 
_ ... 
. ' ~o secure the answers, -~n opinionnaire w~s developed. The 
' ' 
op.inionnaire consisted of forty-seven specific problems which were to 
' 
. be judged ~s being of: • (a) major importanc_e, (b) minor. importance, 
·' 
or (c) no importance. In all, sixty opinio,anaires were returned: 
twenty from small schoois (below five hundred 'students)' twenty-four 
. -
from medium s.chools (five hundred to eight htmdred students). and 
., 
sixteen· from large school~·· (above eight hundred students) • 
. . 
. - ~ · 
. . . . . . ' . ) .. 
15s, P. Rollit\S, "Survey· of ·Problems of the Principal," . . 
National · Association of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, Vol~ · 44 
(February.~ 1960)·, 55-57. 1 /'· • 
·, ' ' 
, . 
.. 
. ' 
' .. 
.. 
• •• ·-1 
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u. 
Wilklow and Markarian found that .75 percent of the principals 
. . 
·rat'ed, "finding good teachers and keeping good teachers," as ma)or· 
problems. This was follow~d in order by probleJDs related to 'finding 
• • - • !:' -:.. (! 
time for supervisory duties and providing for gifted an.d slow 
., 
learners. 
0 
They found that · problems related to: (a) prograuming and 
' 
. · scheduling,. (b) getting to know all the students as well as desired, 
(} . . . . . 
l 
. r, 
a~d (c) schedulin-g .of ·large gro~p·s i~creased according to s~hool. size. 
Problems related to: · (a) keeping g~od 'teachers, (b) provid;l.ng at;l · 
en~iched curriculum for gifted children, and (c) lack of facilities . 
to carry ;an the program deemed necessary, decreased according to {.) 
s~hool size. · 
They ~oncluded that: 
1. F:Lnding and ke~ping goo~ t~achers, moti(rating children to 
learri, finding time for supervision of teachers and ~­
programs, and providing . for gifted and slo~ ' learners wer~ · 
r .i 
2 . 
the major- problems identiUed by secortdary school principals. · 
The severity of most problems had a relationship to the 
. school size, with som'e problems !~creasing , and others 
. " 
. . 
decreasing in importance as school· size increased. 
. -
" 3. Principals of medium size schools ·not only considered their. 
. ' 
: problems as a whole more important than their counterparts in 
larger or ~maller schools, but also identified certain specific 
.. ' 
PtO'blems as being _!llore imp.ortant to their si.ze school th11n 
· ~ 
. " 
... 
-
. , Q • 
.' 
· ~ ..... . 
,..- . 
·. 
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., 
to· t'be other size schools. '16 · 
,· 
. ( 
T.he oii'eeves Study . 
~ •. 
. Reeves utilized the case stwl-y · m~thod . to inve~tigate problems 
of fourteen high school principals. An interview instrument was 
• J . . 
developed which consisted ~f two segments: (1) ·problems confronting 
high schoot principals~ and (2) resources utilized by principa1s in . 
reso1ving probl~ms. The problems confronting principals were . grouped . 
under eight headings: 
. . . 
. \ 
1·. Instructional 'Prog~am 
2. School Staff Personnel 
·' 
.. 3.· Sch,ool Pupil Person~el 
~; Curricul~r Program 
5. Business and Finance 
' 6. Mai.nten4nce and Operating of Plant·. 
7. -Schoo~and Commun~t~ Relations 
. -
8. Special Services , . ~.;. · 
From his fi.~dings Reeves 1isted the. fo~low~ · proble~s in. 
' -
otder of frequency and serverity: 
I ·. 
1. Finding time ~or classroom vis~tat.ion and supervision._. 
2. Achieving a balance _between det~ile(administ~a\ive work 
arid a supervisory program designed to. improve .instruction. 
3. De"leloping· an adequate program fo~ the · lowest 20 percent of · 
' 
16Leighton· W. Wilklow and Robert Markarian, "School· Population·. 
and .the Pro~lems of the Principal," Clearing House, Vo_l. 40 (Oceob.er, 
1965)' 97- 99. ,. ' 
'. 
... ' . 
,, , .· 
.. 
' & •• 
·.·· 
.. ' 
·, 
--
o , ' 
. ' 
' " 
... 
.· 
the students. 
......... 
4. 
. ........ - • • .. < 
Getting students interested in plan_n_ing for the future. 
~~ ' . : 
5, Organizing a program to satisfy .the needs of students with 
. ' •' . ~ 
! • 
varying levels of interest, deterlni.ning what· shall be done 
' . 
for t~ose students who are mer~ly attending school because 
they tntlst, and _wo~king with students who want to drop ,out 
pf school. 17 
The sources utilized most frequently and also given the 
1?-ighe_~t rating . of helpfulness by high scho~i p~incipals" were: the 
National Association of SecondarY. School Principals Bulleti~, 
- independent t:ea~ing, and. visita·d.~n -in other schools ·. 18 
The Norton Study 
.. 
~orton' s study was undertaken in Nebraska to identify the 
24 
current problems ot the high school principal. The study investigated 
four different levels of ptoblems encountered . by principals. These 
' . 
levels included the categories of "routine problems," problems which 
. . . .. . 
h~v~ been spmewhat irr~utinized_ ~ften · reoccur,'" "difficult_ and . 
pressing" problems, and those which seemingly have '.'no solutioJl• '' 
I 
The 121 p'rincipals pa':ticipati~g represented " a wide vahety 
' ' 
1
.7:Reeves found that the three J;>roblems listed in Number 5 
ranked equally in frequency and .severity. 
' . . 
1 8 Blli, E. Reeves ·, ''The. Improvement of College Preparation 
Programs at the Graduate Level for Hig~ Schoo~ Principals. Based .· 
Upon Case Analysis of Problems Encountered by Principals in ·selected 
Public High Schools,"· (unpub'lished Doctor's project; Texas 
Technological College, .. 1965). · 
., 
f • 
r 
',. 
•'' 
·" 
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of school 'sizes. The largest h~gh ~chool ·included had an enrollment 
. .. 
T -
of twenty-ope hundred students and· the smallest an enrollment of, 50~ 
Twenty-nine schools had a _student enrollment abov.e five hundred . . 
The number ~f years of experience of the 12i· principals -ranged froJil 
that o~ first-year positions to twenty-five· years. · The average 
experience of ~articipan-~s was almost 'seven. years. 
Participating priric'ipllls were asked t~ respo:nd to an open- . 
0 • • 
ended que~tionnaire. 
1 
I_t _posed four __ key questions wh,ich sought. to 
. ·identify the kinds of problems being encountered currently and to 
- ~ ' . 
ge~ some indication as. to the l'evel o~ difficulty of the .solution for 
·. I. ' these ·problems. 
The first question posed asked·-principals to· ide~~ify ~ t~ose 
. ' 
kinds of problems being encoun.tered which ·were ·eolved in a "routine"-
' ' . 
. 
manner. The five most frequently repo~ted probleYn areas unQ.er this 
- category, with the three' leading sub-:problems' -.were: 
1. Records and Reports 
a. Attendance · 
b. Records Keeping 
c.· Reports 
2. Scbedul;i,ng and Organization · 
a. Class sche4~ling 
b. Scheduled co-curricular activities 
c. Lunch arrangements and dismissals 
.., . . . . 
. 3. Pr-oblems of Pup;f.l Pers~nnel 
a. Tardiness a~d 4b,sences 
b. Minor disciplin~ · 
_, 
...... 
.. 
. 
. , 
... 
/ 
.. . 
l 
' ' . 
~ . 
, 
'o 
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~ 
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c. Make-up absences . ' 
4. · Teacher Personnel 
' - . ;' , 
I ' 
a.o Teachers meetings • • • I 
I . •• 
b~ Class assignments,. .. I -~ · 
c. Teacher-·administrator relationships 
- ' 
' -. 
· 5. General h:'oblems ' ' · . 
·;.·.· 
· a. · . Transportation 
b :· . CJs:to.dial · Pr~ blems I 1 
c. · Others 
The secoud question posed t .o· partic.:lp~t·ing principals asked 
' .. • ~ I ' 
\ . 
. ' . 
for the kinds . of'. problems which_ had been routinized wi.th some success, 
I• • , 
but whith were 7xpect.ed -.to 'feturn again for furf:her ·s.onsi~rati.on and 
0 ., t~.:o • • 
solut:ion. 
' l 
I) •• -- ,... - ~ :. 
-- ~ 
NC?r ton reported ~he findings un_de·r this . category as· 
' I 
.follows: 
. 0 . ' I • 
1 
1. Problems of Pupil Per sonnel 
- . I 
.... 
"' 
' 
. " - . 
a . - General' discipline · --., 
.. 
' b. Tardiness and , absence 
c •. St udent 'dress code. i 
~· Schedulag and Organization . 
.. 
~~· . 
o-· 
t, 
a. Co-currit ula r activitie s and sponsorship 
, 
·II .. 
b. Class s t;heduli ng l. \ . 
1 
:c •• ·Lunch program , •. 
. ~ 
I J \ 
' \ 
.. -
3. Tea-cher Per sonne l ·:. ... 
.a. Student r elationships . . ,. 
'\ ' '. ' '{ , -· b. Teacher attitude 
... ' 
. . 
'·'' 
\' 
_, 
j) 
• 
{ ' 9 
<J r ., ·.' ., 
. " 
.. 
, 
0 
~ 
' . 
'II 
., 
. ' 
.. 
. 
' ... 
. ·, 
. ' 
.• 
(? 
.• 
:.· · 
: 
•' . . 
c • 
. . ' . 
In-service · progra~ . 
. -4 • . 
J \ 
c · : 
• j 
. . . 
-~.\. 5. :if) 
. ~ ' ' ' 
.. . .. 
L -
• < 
Parent.al ~e.la:tions · · 
. t . <> 
~ . ""\• . . 
a. Pu. lie :i.elati~s 
b. 
. 
Business 
" 
. ~ 
a. 
{airs, 
utilization 
.. 
p " 
b. ing and distribution . 
"1 . - . •' i ( --
• ..... 1 
...~ .. ~-: . . 
&~.i! ·_.;·. ~ 
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I ' ' • ~ ' 
c. r funds 
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~h: third tes~ion posed for .pr.iric~pa:s w~s ~~:i:t.~t:.~o . 
determine the more difficult and pressing ~inds .of prpble$s 1being 
•, 
'·' 
·rt asked pa:rticipants to identify the kinds of '. 
• ' • I ' 
. \ . 
IJ"': ~.: • ~ : ' • 
problems being faced· for which ' ~ol~tions were found, but at the expense 
of considerable time,, effort, <:ommtmication·; c~ntr6versy, and 
. ·~. 
soul-seat.cbing. . ' i 0 -· 
' The · problem!3 und . 
0 - 0 
this .·category were report'ed as follows 
by Norton: 
;,.. . -
.. · 
1. Problems of 
·a·~· Discipline. coosidera tibns. 
b •. · Teacher-student relatfonshiifs 
IT • " .. ' 
c •. _ Student activism and dress code for students 
2. Curriculum Development and In~truction 
.a. Cqrriculum planning an~ development 
. .. . . 
b . ... Effe.cting ·change and· innovatio11 
c. Extracurricular pri>gram 
.... . 
. 
, .. 
.... 
'I 
.- --:::~ .. . 
~ · .-
.. 
~ •, 
I . 
' . 
p . 
/ 
. ., 
. .. 
. 
0 
, . 
.. 
. 
·J 
·.· ·· ;-
" 
.. 
. . 
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3 • . 
. Teacher Personnel 
... Staff evaluation and s~pervision a. 
b. Teacher-to-teacher relationships I 
"\ 
' c. Teacher ~pathy . . 
4. S~heduling and Organization . 
a. Class schedule 
1 b. Extracurricular assignments \ 
0 
' 
... 
c. Placement of law ability students 
5. Pare~tal Relations 7 
9· Public relations 
' b. Cooperation 
c •. .. Others 
The 'fourth and final question presented to principals asked 
them to identi~y problems for which "no solutions" are found .excep_t 
· what· Udght appear to be e~edient or emergency measur~s.. ·The total 
. 
number of responses within this question category was ·less than any 
t 
" · !Jf the other three questions categorie_s. 
·The problems within the "no solution" category -was' repqrted .11 
by Norton as follows: 
.. ,
1. Problems. of Pupil Personnel .. 
a. Drug abuse · 
~. 
b; Student activism 
- c • Student dress code 
. ' J 2. "General Problems 
a. ~ Crowded condition's and' pqor fa.cilities 
,, 
·~ . b. Interference by boarp of education 
I 
·. 
'. ,, . 
·- ·-· . 
I ' 
·-
c. Work overload and superintendents inte~ference 
' 3. -Curriculum Development and Instruction 
a. 
'b. 
c. 
Non-motivated learner 
~ Cu~riculum development 
Slow learners 
· 4. Parental Relations 
a. Public relations · 
b. . Community i~~olyeme~t 
c. Parental expectation~ 
. . 
· 5; 'reacher Personnel 
.· a. Teacher-student relations 
b. Others 
,. 
I~ an: attempt to ~nderline the ·averridin~ conce~s of 
29 
'';":"f.: • ' • ' I • • o 
.. ,, '· (; . . 
_principals in,~ ~d~y' s higp schools, No.rtot:~ ··ca~culated .a ra~ing indE7x • 
'.J.l;.•.' I ._' . ,. 
for each ke}' question· category by utiltzing a "degree of difficulty 
__J_ 
factor" for · each problem category. . The, overall rating index ~!iS 
det~rmined for each problem classification simply· by .multiplying 
I ' ' . . ·, . I 
. ' . 
the· "degree of difficulty factor" by the total responses for each 
~ . . ? ~ 
'problem classification. 
•· 
.. .. . ~ 
-rhe results of Norton's study showed that the: participating 
. ' . 
principals -saw t~eir ten major ptoblems in the fo~lo~ing ranked 
c>1;der: 
I 
l. Problems of Pupil Personnel 
2 • . Curriculum and Instruction 
_______ _._ . 3." ·'Problems · oi Teacher Pers.on~ei 
•, I 
4. • Scheduling and Orga~ization · 
I 
-~ 
. ' 
. , . 
"• . 
I 
' ' ' 
-.• 
.. 
. ; 
'· . 
.. \. . 
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5. · ·General Problems 
6. Parental Relations ' 
1 •. Business Affairs G' 
8·. Records a~;td Reporting 
9. Communication 
·, 
10. Policies and Regulati~ns19 
The"Stanavage Study · ... ,I ' 
. This study, dealin-g wf~~ principals' perceptions of their 
principalship, wa~ conducted with 3!587 secondary school principals • 
A section of the 'study ·'on the . problems afflicting the p·rincipalship .. 
listecr~s~y~p~problem ar~as, and the respondents were requeste~ to rank 
- ' 
these. in order of gravity. Ninety-nine and nine tenths percent ·of the 
' ' ~total school principals · returned .the questionnaire. 
.The findi~gs of the· study disclosed that both junior and 
senio~ high ~chool principals concurred in citing the pro~ife~ation 
. \ ' 
· ot demands upon the principal's time. and energies as the most 
intractable single diffitulty; This held true for high school· 
, ' , 
principals regardles's of the type 'or size of· the school. 
' ' . . . ., ' ·. . 
The seconei moat '. acute probletn seen PY the participating 
• • '!l> 
principals was th.e whole complex of difficulties centered around 
. . I • 
attempts to change and renew the school. 
The erosion ·of the authority of the principal, decreasing 
' fiscal support for th~ schools, and·. special_ interest groups were 
(!} • 
other problems corrsidered' to b~ major ones ·by.the principals. 
·· ·~ . 
' .' . . ·~ ~ : 
• • ,. J)·, • 
. 
19M. Scott Norton~ "Current . P~oblems of the Hig}{ School · 
Principa-l," The Clearing House, Vol. · 46_ (April._ 1972), 4'51-4,57. • 
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c Problems related to -organizational assertiveness of -teachers 
~ 
:and student militancy were ranked low_by those principals involVed 
in the study,. 2 0 
C' 
The Witty Study "" I 
A combinat1on questionnaire and interview was employed.by 
.. 
Witty to gather d~ta conce~ing the probl~s encounter~p by beg~nning ' 
seconda.ry scltool principals_ in _Florida-. ·Two sources of data .. were 
"#. 
used in the study:_ (1) the beginning secondary school principals, 
. . 
. . ' 
and (2) .the immediate supervisors of the principa~s. ·lnv~lved 
in_ the study were twenty-nine principals· and an eqi.Jal number "of 
f 
, supervisors.· · 
i} ~ ' -~ -· 
..• 
·~ · 
. The results of the study 'showed · that: 
..,_ . 
1. The .number of problems reported by principals far exc~eded 
those submitted by the immediate supetv~sors: 
' ' 
2. Principals indicated that they perceive~ the problems 
I , 
.to be more serious than di~ su?ervisors. 
[} " 
3.- Beg~ning principals reported more than f~~r tim·e's the 
n~ber of1te~ probl~ms at the end of the year than did 
.. -
supervisors. 
. . 
4. The principals ~ndicated- that they perceived "no help 
received" in slightly over 40 percent of the · p~oblems • 
· The findings of the study showed that· beginning secondary 
l • • 
2 0 John A. Stanavage, ·"NcA· Principals' Perception of Their · 
Principalship," The North Central· Association Quarterly, Vol. 44 
(_Winter', 1972h 319.:.330. · -~- f • · 
I • 
\ 
-I 
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. ·
.-· 
., 
~ ' 
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I 
- . . .~,( . 
school pdncipals perceived their pr.oblems ·in the following order of 
~ 
·severity and related to the following · areas: 
. . . 
1 • . Staff Personne~ 
2·. Pupil . Personnel 
3. Organization and Instruction 
' 4. School Plant and Grounds 
s. Public Relations 
. 6 •. School Ffnance 
7. Curriculum and Instruction 
8. Transportation 
" 
. •' 
Witty drew the following conclusions based upon the fi~dings 
o~ ·the study: 
1. Problems encountered by .beginning secondary ~chool principals 
<: 
· cover all ~he. major administrative · task areas of school 
admini.stration. 
\ ' 
2. ~roblems which concirn working with people are the most 
pressing problems confronting biginning principals • . 
3. .Supervisors either do not realize 'the .number of problem? 
. f . l ,' 
4' . 
I • 
~~ ' ~ 
with which beg~nning principals must contend. or they 
. . 
p consi.der many ·of the problems· to be trivial. 
. # 
serious than do ' their immediate supervisors. 
. ~ . . . 
5. ~ines of communicatipn betwe~n beginning principals and 
their supervisors are not effective. · 
6 . . .. Problems· encountered by beginning principals tend to 
persist and remain .~solved at the end o~ th~ first yea.r • . 
' \ 
• 
i 
.1 
·. 
. 0 
.. 
"-. · 
. . I 
·: 
.. 
.. 
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~. Beg~nn!ng principals need more assistance in coping with 
their problems. 21 
PREPARATION OF PRINCIPALS ·· 
Since the role of .the principal is in a.state of flux, and 
D .• ' 
the problems confronting 'principals are increasing and changing in 
nature, it is reasonal?le to assume that preparation programs for 
principals must continuously be ·examined, evaluat~d, and cl}anged to 
'meet the needs of prospective principals. 'Austin wrote: 
' . 
Yesterday's schools are n~t good enough for today's~ .... 
needs, and it is equally certain that this year's · schoo·r 
and this year's school administrator are not going to · qe 
good enough for th~ times we are moying into,. To fill 
his office, literally and figuratively, a high school 
principal must be able to do, more than handle a bag of . 
age-old tricks.. And the . preparation of men and wom~n for 
.~his crucial educational post must be based on.< contemporary 
conditions and contemporary scholarship rather · than on 
the simpler educational ways that continue to be the 
• . 22 
.foundation of much so-called preparation for principals. 
. . 
~eedback from Administrators / 
Austin :auggested that one i_mportarit step in incr~asing the 
· effectiveness of the preparation programs for p~incipals . was · to 
. • . I . . . 
develop more frequent and. frank f~edback from the 'field whereiq the 
. r , . • 
-"' 
profession is_ p.racticed·. 2 3 He sta:ted, that . through such a step, 
21Dwight C. Witty, "The Percei~ed Problems of Beginning Senior 
High School Principals in Florida," (unpublf'she~Doctor ,s project, 
University of Miamf, 1972). 
' . 
· · 
22David · B. Austin, ":rho~ghts and Predictions on ·the Princi pa l-
ship, 11 National Association of Secondary· School Principals BulJ._etin, 
VoL .52, (December, 1968), ~41. 
' . . ~ 3 Ibid.; P• 150. 
'· 
• P .l .. -. . , ·y 
Ut 
· t. 
. , 
·, 
r , 
' . '. \ 
'• 
' . 
.. 
. .. . · 
"more reaJ.ism will :enter into the a·cademic programs than is now 
.appar~n& · poss~bl~>-24 · 
Hor~on described what one coliege did in attempting to 
L . , . 
· ' 
examine and revamp its preparation program for principals: 
' . 
· • .• ·: Faculty members at Appalachian State Teachers 
College became concerned.about· the program for the education 
of principals. ~ Thus, the logical approach was to tum to 
the beginning principals who had · received master's degrees 
'i~ school adminis~rat~on. These .beginning principals were 
visited tliree times during the school year. During each· 
visit they were· asked to identify their ·problems and to 
analyze them in .relation to the educatipnal program. 25 . 
Mort and Ross encourage·d those who are responf!!_ib~e for 
34 
preparing school administrators for their positions to take . a 
l~ok at . the p;o-y{ems ~nco~tered. ,''T'hese prep~rat~on programs 
c!oser 
\ ' 
should 
provi~e more than ''only the most general assistance to the· 
administrator." 26 
The Administrative Internship 
· Another approach to the improvement of preparation programs 
for principals that has received considerable attention since the 
~arly 1960's is" the idea of providing prosp_ective pr:l,ncipals with 
on~the-job experience. 
! In 1963, the National Association _of Secondary School· · · 
Prin'cip-als (NASSP) announced an Administrative Intern.ship Project 
24Ibid. 
·-
I 
... · 
25Ben H. Horton, ' Jr . , "High School Principals L~ok at Their 
ProblemS," National Association of Secondary School Principals · 
Bulle~in; Vol. 43 (Septemb~r 1959), ·115. 
26Paui R ~· Mort anii Do1!_ald H. Ross, .2£• cit., P• 17. 
' \ 
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supported by the Fund for the Advancement of Education (Ford ) 
Foundation) • .,.. This pro~ram was de~elope~ as a result• of the staff 
utilization studies conducted by the NASSP from 1956~to 1962. 
These studi~s show~d clearly the crucial role of the principal in 
star. ting· and deve1oping1 high quality educational. innovations. The 
.. ~ 
. stud'ies documented, also, the need for more principals · with the 
know-how ~nd leadership skills that wouid produce the improvements 
needed in education. ; 
The NASSP projec.t p1-aced great · emphasises on innovation, B:Ild. 
· ~ach intern was carefully placed ~~r a princ~pal wh~ had demonstrated 
. the ability t~ initiate and maintain innovative programs. The goa~ 
· wa's secondary s~liool iinprovement for pupils and t~achers in cur:dculum 
and i~ many, other· aspects of admfnistration. 27 
·. 
'• 
. In 1972 ,-.the Department of Educational Administrat~on, · Faculty 
of Education, Memorial Univers~ty of Newfoundland, introduced, as an · 
\ 
. . 
alternative to the thesis route, an internship route to the Master of 
I 
Educa~ion degree in Equcational A~ministration • .· 
. The ~bje~tives of the internShip for the intern were $tated 
~-
as fo'ilows: · 
1. To enable the intem to develop a more comprehensive view 
. ~ . 
o£ educational administration. The gap between theory and 
practice, between what is taugh} in university and.what 
act~1ly takes place 1n the field is often quite substantial. · ' ,IJ 
. 
2 7 Warren ·c.·. ·Seyfert (ed.) , "A Special Kind of Int ernship f or · 
. Principals," National Association of Secondary. School Principals 
Builetin, . VoL 53 (January, ·1969), 3-10. · .. . 
. . 
. . . 
'. 
. ~- . 
•• • 
~ -- , 
, . . 
,. 
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·2.· ' To provide the int~rn with the experience of c~riying 
real administrative responsibility. Being ~aught to 
' accept responsibility and actually accepting it are tYo 
.. 
different things." 
3. To enable the intern to benefit from the experiences of 
s. 
the cooperating a~ministrator. It is the same as having 
a teacher-pupil ratio of pne-to-one. 
. "'(~ 
To provide a testing ground for ' th~ beginning educator whereby 
• # \ .l , ~ 
the a~equacy of his training, probable success as an 
. . 
administrator, and •the type of p_osition for which he is 
best suited can be determin'ed. 
-To in'still in the intern a correct interpretation of the 
code of prof~ssional ethics. 2~ . 
Q • 
It would appear that the internship, ,as a part of the training 
program ~or school administr~tors, is be~ng widely accepted. ·A report 
in the. January, 1969, NASSP Bulletin stat~d: 
. 
• • • the~e is general agreement· that the internship should 
c~nstitute an integral part o~ the preparation program for 
all pri~cipals; :and that it provides ways of developing 
admtnistrators more satisfactorily than completely on-
campus programs can. 29 . , · 
r 
~ . . 
SUMMARY ( 
The role of :'the secondary school principal is changing. 
. ' 
. ' 
28Department of Educat;ional Administration, "A Descriptive. 
Statement gf t~e !nternship in Education~l Administration as Partial 
Fulfi·lJ.ment for the. Master's Degree,. in Eaqcation." (St. John's: 
Memqrial Universit~ of Ne~foundland, 1972) • . 
' 
2 9 Warren C. Seyfert, .21!.: cit., p ~ 12. 
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... The problems encountered ' by today' s principal are numerous' and 
· · ' . ptore. complex than ~ver before. Preparation programs for princip~als . _ . . . 
should . continuously be evalu.ated and improved. One approach · to the · 
' \ 
' 
improyement of .preparation programs is the study of problems encountered 
by'princ~pa~. The internship is recognized as· an effectiv.e means of 
. . ' 
providing on~the-job t~atning .for ~rincipals~ _ 
o I ' • 
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CHAPTER 3 \ 
. ; 
DESIGN OF·THE STUDY 
SYNOPSIS OF THE PROBLEM. 
, .. 
~~... j~ 
'f··. · -~:-· 
' '~ 
.This study, .. was. designed to ascertain what . the participating 
·pri~cipals perceived as pr~fessional problems in the performance ·of 
th~ir tasks. 
. ~ . 
A comparison was made of the perceived professional 
problems as . they relate to experience. and. qualific~ti<?ns ':of the 
. 
principals. A similar comparison was made pf the perceived 
professional problems as they reYate to the type ~d size of school 
' in which the principals worked. "The stupy further ~attempted to 
. -
'· determine .,the sources from which principals received help in solving 
or dealing with .their ·problems. 
Development 
. ' .. 
THE INSTRUMENT 
\ 
.. 
. ·---
The instrument .used to gather data for this study was divided 
lr 
into three parts •. Part I contained questions which· obtained . 
. 0 " ge~eral information conc~ndn_g the schools ·and the.'principals. 
-•· 
. ..,. 
0 
b 0 • ' 
Part. II wa~si~~d to have principals_ d~sclose the seriousness 
o~ ·diffi~ulty they ~erc~ived1 .certain· ~ro~le~ to be. Part III of ··. 
the questionnaire asked the p,articipants · t'o . ist the sources ·from · 
. . ' 
which they ~eceived help in the solving ·of ot dealing with ~eir 
pro~?,lems • . 
.. 38 
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Part II, of the questionnaire, was developed by the 
~~sea~cher utilizing the general problem areas developed ~n a 
.,.. . . I . 
... ~similar st~dy by 'fitty·. 1 · ~he sp~cific ,problem::, which were de.rived 
) . . . \ . . . 
~ from r~lated liteiiture, from discussions with fellow gr~duate 
'. . 
. 
own experience as principal of a high school in the' .Province were 
~isted ~der problem areas. The eight. probl~m areas were: 
1.' . Staff Personnel 
2. Pupil Personnel 
3. Organization and Structure 
4. Public Relations 
· 5. · Curriculum and Instruction 
6. ·Physical F.a~ilit-ies 
7. · .Pupil Transportati~m · 
B. School Finance 
' . 
Space was provided within each p~oblem area for the participants to 
write in and rate specific problems that were not· included by the · · 
-." 
researcher. 
Pilot Study 
To insure that the sju:.~ific problems in. the questionnaire 
. I 
were ·relevant and unambigious, and to· maximize face-validity·,· .a pi~ot . 
, study was conduc~ed; . . -i ... '
;. _ ~~i:::s:~~::::~ ~::.·:::::~~~:·:r::l~~u:: :::::~:::gt::i~r 
· High .School Principals .in Florida," (unpublished DoCtor's repoi~~ . . 
Universi,ty of Miami, 1972) • ,· 
( · ' 
I 
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Q ., 
three former principals of high ·schools in the Pr&Vince and two 
.· 
professpra in the· Department of Educational Administration at Memorial 
" 
. University of New-foundland. 
. • I . 
The jury~was given the .following written 
( · ' 
·instructions:' . ... ~ 
1. 
.... 
Using the black-ink pen proyided·, answer _the questionnaire as_ 
• 
•I I 0 ,r. 1? • ~· _:' :_!. I 
2. 
though you were a principal and had just received the · 
0 ' ' 
ques4_~nnaire in ~he mail.. ~ 
. I . - . 
After answering the. questionnaire, please go through ~t 
.. again making any reco~~ndat-~ons. yo) f~e1 .. ~gh~ · ~dd to. 
. th~. validity ~nd . improvement of t;ef question.:.ire·. Use 
· the red-ink ~en provid~d. ., 
, ' I 
·The purpose of having the, me!,llhe'rs ,of the, jury a9swer the 
. ' 
i j . 
I-
f 
i 
.,. 
.., ' I . . 
questionnair~, in .ad~ition to tD:akfng recqtnmEmdations·, was to provide 
- . I . . . . . . 
the researcher wit;h a ·check for. misinterpretations•.,or. ambigui;ties 'th~t . 
• c • 
the 'jury members might not notice. · 
, 
... 
D • I • 
As a result of ·the , pilot study, · .minor ' chat}ges1 were made in 
. . . ' . l· . . ' .· . . 
the ~ording of some of th~ problems; problems that were considered 
the questionnaire. A co.py .. of the uestionnaire 'has been.: included · 
. \ .· ' : 
in Appendix B • . 
S'ource · 
-· 
.. - ~ 
. . 
. . 
COLLECTION AND TREATMENT oF ·nATA 
' 
' 
; . . . 
.... 
. . J 
,._· .. 
. 
·; ' " 
ptis study was co.rid~cted dn the Province_ 9£. N~wfoun'diand and 
. 0 
c¢)• ~ • 4 ' c 
Labrador with the priQ£ipals of ~11 ~egional an~centraY high schools 
'• ., I ' • o 0 ' 
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~av~ng a studen~ enrollme~t of 300 or more. The size -of the 
' . 
population was 44~ The names and addresses of the principals were 
- "' 
obtained from the Directory of ~econdary Schools in Newfoundland, 
'1912-73. 2 -! ; 
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On April 23, 1973, materials_· cons_isting of th~ questionnaire, .. 
a self-addressed prepaid return envelope, and a covering ~etter 
' . 
.. - ~ were sent to the pri~cipals. The covering- letter and the "Information 
... 
.' ·S·h~et11 of the questionnaire both explained to t-he prfhcipals the : 
\ -purJlOSe of the study. On May .. a, a follow-up letter was sent. to .rJlll 
> • 
· _ .p-rinc_ipals .'who had no_t .. responded up t6 that date. By May 15·; Jm 
. ·. 
84.1 percent retprn rat~ had been i~a1i~~d. It was ·felt that this 
. 
was su'fficient. for the .purpose of ·-this study. 
, I . • • 
Table 1 gives details regarding th~ number of questionnaires 
• .• . , I 
·sent out and the n~in1:>er returned. 
. •' 
It · shows ' that central high s~oql 
. ~ "' ~ . . 
• • h 
., 
· 1 prin.cipals were ~more willing th~n x;egional high• s~hool . principals 
t~espond· to the questionnaire. 
~ ' . . ... 
p . • , 
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2Dep~rtinent of Ed_uca~ion, Direct~ry _ of Secondary Schools ip.; . 
Newfoundland., 1972..,73 (St • .{ohn 1 s: G_ov":rnmeiif~.' · . :-
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Table ·1 
- ~ 
Number of Quest_ionnaires Sent and R~turned 
by Type of School 
, 
" Numbet;· Number 
0 
( 
42 
Percent 
' , . - Sent Returned Q Returned 
. '
. 
J 
--
Central High Schools 24 23 95.8 
,' 
Regional High Schools 20 14 70.0 
Totals 44 - 37 84.1 
Personal and School Data 
Backgrotmd information is p'rov.ided in this section of the 
thesis on the qualifications and'exPerience of the participating 4' ' ' • . 
., principals. lnfo~tion is' also· provided · on the student enrollment 
of the schools in which the principals are working. It was hoped 
that this· information would .enable th~ reader to better understand 
the nature; the findingsS and the-conclusions of this study. 
. - ' 
Table 2 classifies the principals of central and regional 
. ' , ~-' I : . 
.. . 
high schools by _years of ·professional preparation. All of the 
principals participating-in the study held a degree or degre~ 
. 
equiv~lent. Approximately one-third of t~e principals had seven, 
. 
years of prcofessional and academic training beyond the secondary 
school level. 
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·.Table· 2 
Principals of C~ntrai and_ Regio~al High Schools 
' by Years of Professional.Preparation 
" 
43 
Years of Central High Regional . High Total 
Profea.¥onal Schools Schools 
Preparation (N = 23) (N = 14) 
. 
4 _years 1 ' .1 - 2 
5 yeats t 2 2 4 < 
.," 
6. years 0 . 14 " 5 19 : 
7 years 6 6 .. 12 
. , 
·· Table 3 provides information on the number ,of graduate : 
courses completed in educatio~al administration by the principals 
. . . 
o~ ~he central and_ regional high schools. · Twenty-six of the thirty-
. . 
seven principals had commenced or compl~ted a phase of a graduate 
progra~ in educational administration~ Eight had completed a 
master's degree in educational administration, and another four had 
. . . . -
completed seven to ten graduate courses.· The table shows that over 
. ,. 
70 percent of the principals had completed or were involved iri up-
~ • ' • • ' • I ' 
'grading in educational administration at the graduate level. 
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Table· 3 
Principals of Central and Regional High .ScQools by· · 
Graduate ~ork_ in Educational Administration 
' 
44 
. ' 
. . 
-Number of \ Central High Regional High Total 
Graduate Schools Schools 
·' (N=23) (N=l4) Courses . 
-· ~ ' 
-No Cburses 7 It 
,. 
. 
1 to 3 Courses 5 
' 
3 
., 
' . 
4 to 6 Gourses ' .4 2 
.-
"' 7 to 10 Courses* 3" 1 
' J 
Master's Degree . 4 4 
.. 
. 
*Considered -in this study as -- the equivalent of a graduate · 
diploma in educational admiidstration. 
. I 
From Table 4 it can be seen that approximate~~- ona-third 
of the p~rticipants in the,study had•from on~ to three years 
experience as a principal of ·a school. The same number . had more 
_than ten years expetience as a princip_al. The table also shows 
. . 
that four, of the .principals participating in the study - wer~ 
be~i~ning' ~rincipals; ·. 
, . . 
._ .. 
. . . ~ . 
.. 
' 
'· . 
. . . 
. 
11 
8 
6 
4 
8 
0 
·' . 
... 
. . . 
• 
II 
. .. ·' 
.. ' 
' 
• I 
Table 4 
Principals Currently Serv:i.n'g in Centra~ and ·Regionai High 
Schools by Years of Expe.rience ·as ·8: Principal 
Years of Experience Central High Regional High 
as a Principal* Schools ·Schools 
' <~. (N=14) 
1 year .. 3 '1 
2 yea_rs . . 1 1 
. 
3 ·years . 2 . 1 
~-- . 
4. years . , I 4 · 1 
-
. 
" 
. 
5 years 5 1 
-
6 years - 1 2 
. 
7 years 
- -· 
* 
,, I 
8 years . 1 -•' 
" 
' . ~ 
9 years 
-
1 2 I 
' 
' 
) 
10 years • ·4 5 
,. 0 
over 10 years 4 5 
. ~ 
., 
. 45 
·Total 
4 
' 
2 
lj 
3 
5 
( 6 
2 
-
-1 
3 
9 
9 
*Exp~rience reported is not limited to experience as a principal 
of a central or regional high scho'ol. The eXperiences as a principal 
may have been· in a variety of school types, L e. ·, all gra~e, primary, 
elementary, or junior qigh~ 
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This Province's. secondary schoq,ls would probably stil;L be 
considered small by _North American standards. Table 5 shows th~t 
twenty-five~ or 68 percent, of the schools involved in the study had 
a student enrollment of five hundred or less; only one of the schools 
had an enrollment 9ver one thousand. It should be remembered that 
central ~nd regional high . schools with a student en~ollment of less 
. than three hundred· were delimited from this study. 
Table · 5 
.•. 
Central and Regi onal High ·schools by 
Student Enrollment 
. \ 
Student CeQtra:i;. High Regional High Total 
Enrollment Scl}"ools- Schools 
(N~~) _ _.- . {N=l4) 
. 
300-400 12 6 . 18 
" 
' 
401-500 4 · 3 7 
501-600 ~· 1 7· 
-
601-700 - ' 1 ' . 1 ., 
. 
701-800 1 1 2 
c 
801-900 '- 1 ( 1 
' 
901-1000 
- - -•. 
•' 
., \ 
.. 1000 over 
- ?!' 1 . 1 
I 
c. 
; 
. 
.., . 
Data Treatment Procedures ; 
Two types of data were collected i n this study: (1) data 
. ' 
.. 
- concern_i~g (;!le 'nature of the professiona l problems of pri ncipals as· 
.. . 
\ 
. .. 
.. 
... 
. · · :r~' 1 
-~ -. 
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-· 
perceiv.ed' and .• r~ported' by th~m·, and '(2) data ~oncerning the ·sources 
from · which principals received help with their problems· . 
. By the use of mean. and grand mean difficulty rating, obtained 
·from the raw ,data,. tables were developed to show the degree of 
' 
- difficulty assign~d to each problem area; and to all the problems 
. ;tn the ques~ionnaire, taken coll~ctively,  by: 
1. Principals of central high schools, and principal~ of 
\ 
regional high s~hools. 
. . 
2. Princip_tlS who w.~re cexperi_enced' and principal~ ''who 
·- . were inexperie~ced. 
. . 
3. Principals of schools with a student enrollment of more 
-
.than five hundred, and pri~<ipal~ o~ schools with a 
· studen~ enrollment · fro~ three hundred to five hundred. J·' 
4. Principals with a graduate. degree or d~lo~ in . 
~,i - "" 
educational administration, and those who have ·neither • 
In.order to show more clearly the problems of chief concern 
-t:o the principals of this. Province.' s large high schoqls, . an arbita_ry 
• .. t 
decision was made by the researcher to classify the pr.oblems as 
• I 
. minor ', moderat~, o~ · major .. according to the meap. difficulty rat'ing. 
· . The following ~cale was used for thi~ classification·: (1) 1.00 ':"' 
2.50, min·or; (2) 2.51 - 3;50, moderate; ~nd 0) 3.51 - . 5.00, major• 
- . 
· , .It was also possible, ~ecause the participants were rating 
. . -
- ' . . . . . \. . 
specific proi?lems, to ·isola problems within the eight problem 
. areas that the p~incipals 
:A: set of .table s was develo 
r~eived as causing the most difficulty. 
show the problems ·rated as major 
. ' . 
· ~ 
. ... . 
: . 
' ·' · 
' 
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··by the different con;tparison group,s of principais. 
1'lle data concerning the sources of . help. receivea by pd.nd.pals 
. in the ·solving' of or dealing with their professional problems ~ere 
. .. .· . 
·-· 
. . , 
• p 
-· 
: ,· "' 
CHAPTER 4 . 
. , 
~ ·' ' 
'PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
INTRODUC'fiON 
Thi's purpose ~f this c~C!-pter ·is to present a descrip.tive 
' ;'' 
· -""" analysis of the data gathered on11 the perceived professional -problems 
' . . ' 
•. 
• ·· fl' r 
. ' 
. . 
of princ.ipals of large high s.chools in the Province of Newfoundlal}d 
and Labrador. (_ 
By _using mean difficulty ratings and :r;:anked order, tabl~~ ,are 
provid~d to. sho.;., the maj~r problems1 as perc~ived by. principals in 
rela tio~ship .to ~he following ,characteristics: (1) size and type of 
school,, . and (2) experience and professional preparation of the 
' . principal •. 
. . 
Grand mean difficulty_ ratings and ranked order .were us~d to · 
. . 
l? . • 
· show in profile ~orm how t;he specific problems· in each area were·. rated 
, - . . ' 
by all princip~ls. . This" same method w~s used . to 'dete~~e ·h_ow .. the 
dif~erent groups pf pa~ng principals rated the eight probiem 
. ' 
. -
areas, and to determine which group of pJ;incipals rated the items on 
. . 
the questionnaire, taken ~·oll~ctiy~ly, the most diffi~ult. 
PROBLEMS OF. PRINCIPALS RELATED TO TYPE OF SCHOOL 
· The Major Problems · 
J 
. . 
"J;able ~ - presents in ranked order the major problems of centra~ • . 
~ .. 
. 
1For - ~thod of determining· major 'problemS, see Chapter 3: 
11Design of the ·:Study, ", ·p '! 1+7 ~ . i 
4 . _\ 
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big~ school principals. Central high ·'school principals perceived eleven 
problems· to be :of major di~ficulty, .'-11th four of these prob_lems having 
~ r. 
a mean difficulty rating over 4.00 on a five po_int scale. "Involving 
all students in school activitiesn and "Developing. programs to meet the 
, ·----:~eds of the low-achievers,-' both had a mean difficulty rating of 4.30. 
•,~-1be problems of "Developing pro~ra~ to meet the n'eeds . of the gift.ec;l 
.. ·' 
'· 
student" and "Securing qualified·\substitute teachers" also had mean 
diffi_culty ratings above 4 .00. 
Table 7 shqws tbat regional high school principals rated ·five 
problems as being of major difficulty. "Students traveiliJl~ on buses 
~n!:!.ble t~rticipate fully in extra-curricular activities" was rateq 
the mo.st -~~f~icult with a mean difficulty rating of 3~93. The next 
two problems in ranked order, with mean dlfficulty ratings of.-3. 71, 
were -the problems of "Secu'ring qualified substi~ute teachers"· and 
11Invo1ving all students. in school activities." 
A comparison. of Tables 6 and 7 reveals that the five problems 
ranked as the most difficult by central high s~hool principals were 
the. same problems that regional high school principals reported as 
major. Central high school J?rincipals, however, considered more 
problems to be of majQr difficult'y and rated problems considerably 
: ' 1. '~higher on the rating scale than regional high school principals dfd. 
' I • ~ ' 
• • J 
An examination of Tables 35 to .42 in Appendix A reveals that 
-all problem's · rated as major by central high school principals were 
rated high· by regional high school principals, although th~y ~were not 
.. 
rated ~igh enough to be 'considered as ~j or problems. 
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Rank 
Order 
1.5 
1.5 
3. 
4. 
. 5 
6 
.7 .5 
9 
10 -
.n 
.- ~ .. - _.../ 
Table 6 
Major Problems · of Central High School Principals 
· Major Problems ·· 
$ 
Involving all students in school activities 
J?eveloping 
.. 
the needs of the low-programs to meet 
achievers 
Developing programs to meet the needs of the ·.gifi:ed 
student 
Securing qualified sub~titute teachers 
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Mean 
Difficulty 
Rati~g . . 
4.30 
4\ 30 ° 
4.13 
4·.04 
0 
I . 
Studenrs--cravelling on bus~s unable to participate 3."96· · ...... · ...... ·:· . 
fully in extra-curricular activities . : _.. . · · ... · · · · · · · 
...... 
• • ~ ,.ol ' • 0 ' 
..... . 
... . . . 
Inability tq . p.tov1:de· ·exb~a.:..·~~~-~~~~lar opportuniti'e~ 
... for· ~Il "$tudent_s · ' ' · 
Insufficient time to spend in evaluation of · the 
staff 
Insufficient time to spend in evaluation of the 
programs offered in your school. 
Insufficient number of non- instructional staff 
The transportation of students tC) extra-curricular · 
actiVities 
3.87 
3.83 
3.83 
3. 73 
3. 70 
Insufficient funds for equipment repairs and needed 3.57 
materials .. 
' .• 
I 
' l . 
. \ .. 
\ 
' , . 
·. I ·. 
' ' 
' . 
. ' 
1 - .. 
... :··;""' 
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.. , .. 
"· 
. .... 
.... · 
Rank 
Order 
., 
1 
. . 
Table 7 
Major Problems of Regional High School Principals 
.- ~ 
Major ~roblems 
., .. ·• 
Students travelling on l?.':l~r-s .. urtabi'~ ·:~o particip~te 
fully in extr~-c~r.rical·ar activities · 
. , . I • 
• • .. . .. • • • I , " 
2 .5· ?.ecuring qualified su!>stitute· teachers 
. ... 
. . . 
2.5 
4 
5 
•• {I .. • 
Involving. all students in school activities 
Developing programs to meet the '.needs cif the 
gifted student · 
Developing programs .to meet the needs of the 
low-achievers · 
The Problem Areas 
,, 
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• ' . ' 
Mean 
Difficulty 
Riit'i.ng 
3.93 
3. 71 
3. 71 ' 
3.6'4 
3.57 
· Grand mean difficulty. ratings obtained for each of . the· eight 
• 
· ... 
! 
I 
. I 
. , .. • 
······ 
J .) 
1. 
'I 
·i . 
I 
. . 
. ' 
probleiiJ. areas, :as shown in Tabl~ 8, reveal that central high ac~ool ,p 
~~ : 
principals .rated probl~Iris .related .to curriculum and' instruc~ion as bein& 
the ~oat . difficult area'. This 'was tollowed by the pr~bleiD: area con-:-
cerning organization and structure, Problems concerning instructional 
and non-instructi()nal . staff ~~-'{l_;.ob~ems · rel::tted to public ~elations_ ·. 
I ' --- • I 
---were ranked-seventh and 'eight, tespectively. 
. . 
Table 9 provides the ranked .order and grand mean difficulty 
~ 
. / 
ratings of the different problems 'areas-: as percebed by· regional high 
. . ·. ' ' . 
c • 0 
school principals. ProblemS· related t'o curriculum and instruction 
. . 
RanJced· second and third were problems 
p • • • 
I 
concerning organization and stru.cture and problems related to.' school 
. • : .• · . ·o.. . • I . . 
finance. 
7 · I ,. 
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Tabl.es 8 ·and C· that ·central hii<h·· .6~ooi 'principal• 
rated all ~he problem _areas as being mo~e difficult th~· regiop~l 
high school principals did. Both groups. however, rated the areas 
• I 
of curr._iculum ~d ~nstruction, and . of organization and ' stru~ture 
as being the two most difficult. 
. . : 
Table 8 
Rank Order and Grand Mean Difficulty . Rating of the F'roblem 
Areas as Perceived by. Central High School 'Principals · 
~ . 
53 . 
•' 
··:·. Rank 
O~der Problem Area 
Grand Mean. 
Oiff~ulty , 
Rating~ . 
Curriculum an~ Ins~ruc.tion ... 
Organization ·and Structure 
Physical. Facilities 
School }i:inance 
- ' . 
_.-:;:.."'!'.". 
Sttide!l:t Personnel 
. ' . ... :t . 
. , . 
Transportation ·of Pupils 
. i 
-. 
Instructional;~nd 
l ¥ .. . 
N~n-Instructional ·Staff Person'nel ·· 
Public Re:la ~otis · 
~ ........ -. 
' '-' 
.. ' 
f ~ . . 
·. 
. · · . 
' ., 
' ,, 
' .· 
(\ . 
.. 
• • • J 
. ~ . .__ 
. ; 
·.· 
.. 
I 
.·. 
•... 
. • 3~02 . 
• 2. 76 
2. '44; 
2.37 
2.26 
'· 
2.14 
2.09·· 
' 
1. '93 ' 
. . 
• 0 
.,., . 
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Table · 9 
!fank prder and Grand Mean Dif.ficulty Rating _ of the Problem 
Areas <as Perceived by Regional High. School' Principals • 
.;· 
.· 
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Ran It 
Order Problem Area ' 
. > Grarid Mean 
Difficulty 
R,ating 
·. 
4 
5. 
.6 
7 · 
. . 8 
.. 
,, 
" Q "~ ·-
Curriculum and Instruction 
. .... : 
Organizat·ion and Structure 
School Finance 
, . Physical . Fa · i ties 
. ·' 
•, . 
··stud Personnel 
' 
·, 
.Ttanspprtation of -Pupils 
Instructio:nal a·n.d Non-InlJtruational Staff Personnel 
..... 
Ptib~ic Relations 
'.· 
"' - .. 
.. 
·, , l · 
.. 
.' 
• I 
' . 
... 
, .. 
. l 
... ' ' · 
:S".?:. ,· ' . 
' · 
. ., 
• q 
. . . 
.. . 
'2. 78 
2.46 . 
2.32 
. ~· 
' 
., ' 
•' I 
' 
·. 
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. •.f 
... . 
, . . 
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PROBLEMs -OF PRINCIPALS RELATED .TO THEIR ·YEARS · 
.· 
. :o ·aF EXPERIENCE .. AS ADMINISTRATORS 
' 
The Major•Problems " 
t . .,.Vi 
,. . ' 
. Table 10 lists in ranked ord'~~· the major problems· as perceived 
by principals with ' three years or less exp~r~eqce as pr~ncipals. of a 
schooL Nineteen p:ro.blems. were·_ classifie~, according to th~ir mean 
., 
4Hf~cu~ty rating, as· being major problems. - The problem of "I~vl?lvin~ 
' ' 
0 -:., r • ~ ~ 
all students in' ~chool ac~ivities''' was rated th~ .mo~t difficult with a · · 
I 
mean difficulty ~ating of 4.44 on -the five point scale. Seven other 
t 
, problems, as shown in the Table, had mean-~ifficulty rating of uver 
' ' 
4.00. 
Table 11 presents the major-problems as perceived by principals 
with more .. tl:).an three years experiet;~c!( as principal of a school. The __......-
. ' • 
II ' , •,.,.. 
two· pr~bleJils_, "Students ~tavelling on bu.ses unable to participate ful_~Y 
. . 
in extra-curricular activities" and· ."Developing prog~ams to meet the 1. : • f 
1 ' .· · ~'\ . 
·~efed~ . o~~/h~ ,:~?w a~~ievers" were rated the most difficult with mean 
• '\ • • .. : ~ f ·.~ - --, .. 
diffictt.l,;t:~~:~~fting of 4.00 out of a possible 5. 00 . 
. . . 44''·1 ,.. "'. . 
.. . : .t «' - ; t · ... 
....  ,.:. : r'~ -~-~s; 1.!-l~~r from Taoles 10 and ,11 that - in~xperienced 
·-,\~\-;""' .. ~::: = .. :~.!--: 
Dpi:-incip·9is p~rcei~ed more prob;I.ems to be of majo_r difficulty than 
~ ·.:-: . 
-~ 
· experienced pdncipals did ·. ~t should be noted~ however, that the 
., .. . "' 
. ., 
:· s-ix problems rated as ma:j or ones. by experienced principa1s were .also . 
I • .• .;.: . 
·rated as being of maj_or difficulty by' 'the inexperienced princip~ls. 
': . .. ' . ;,. 
.  
/ \ 
. .. 
' · 
\-: 
· J 
. . 
. .. 
"\. : ... ,. 
...... . : 
,. 
.. 
·;··.: 
=· ... 
.. \ 
\,'... ·- ' 
,, -. ·-
" . 
r. .. 
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· Rank· 
Order 
. I 
.2.5 
4 
6.5 
6.5 
6.5 
6.5 
· io. 5 
10.5 
~0.5 
j 
<' 
' - Table 10 
M~jor Problems of · Inexperie~ced Princ~pals 
Major Problems" 
Involving all students in school acti'Vities . 
Insufficient time to spend in evaluation of the 
programs offered .in yom;. school• 
I . • . 
Inability to· pr~ide extra-curricular opportunities 
. I 
for all students 
Fo.rmation o£ a ·home and school association 
Securing qualified substitute teachers 
Insufficient time to "spend in evaluation of the staff 
. ' Developing programs to meet the needs of the low-
. achievers · 
Developing . p,.rogr~s to me'et · the needs gf the gifted · 
student - · 
Students travelling· on buse·s unable tq partic_ipa~e 
fully in extra-curricular activities 
·Insufficient funds for equipment repairs and needed 
materials ' 
Deyeloping a master schedule for the school 
Transportation bf students" to extra-curricular 
a·ctivities · 
' 13 . Sche.duling extra-cutri.cular activities into the 
· school day 1 
' 1s:s ·Insufficient number of non instructional staff 
1~. 5 .. Schedul.ing /tudents into classes of their choi~e 
15.5 ·Developing a strong -student council 
15. s· 
18.5 
{ 
i8.5 
Developi~~n adequate student evaluat~o~ system 
Buildin~choo~:spirit ' and ·pride 
$ho~~age of books and other pr~rit~d material 
. ' 
. 
: ·~ 
,, 
... 
,, 
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\ 
• ~ean 
Diffic,ulty 
~ting 
"4.44 
4.22 
4.22 
4.17 
4.11 
4.11 
4.11 
4.11 
3.78 
3.78 
3.78 
3.78 
3.75 
3.67 
3.67 
3.67 
3.67 
' 
3.56 
3.56 
--l 
0 
' , 
-p . • 
.· 
Rank 
Order 
1.5 
I 
·' 
]abl~ 11 
Major Problems of Experienc_ed 'Principals 
· Major Pr'oblems 
Students travelling on buses unable to participate 
fully in_ .extra-curricular ~ activities 
1.5 Developing _programs to meet the needs of the low-
achievers 
3 
4 
.s 
6 
Involving all students in school activi'ties 
II 
Developing programs to meet the needs of the gifted 
student 
? . 
Secu!ing qualified substitute teachers 
Insufficient number of non-instructiQnal staff 
The Problem Areas 
Mean 
Difficulty · 
Radng 
4.00 
4.00 
3.96 
3.89 
3.86 ' 
3.52 
Table 12 shows in ranked .order, ' based:· on gra~d mea~ )ifficul ty 
• ~ , 0 ; • 
ratings, the deg~ee of diffic~lty attacHed to . the probl,em areas by 
inexper~enced ·principals_. The problem. area ·of curriculum and in-
~ 
struction was rated the most · dir'ficult with a _grand mean ~ifficulty' 
. . . . 
rating of 3 .• 38. ·Problenis concerning organizatiop. and structure :were 
·· also rated very difficult with: a grand mean · difficulty rating o.f 
, 
. . . . .. ' . 
3.06. Public relations problems and probl¢ms concerning instructional 
and non-instJ;:cti~_n_al, staff per,sonnel w~re rated as beii the. least 
difficult· • 
. , 
· · The degre~ of difficulty assigned' to the e·ight problEim aF\as 
b~ .. experJenced 'principals : ~s shown · in Table 13. . The pro~lem areas of 
. . . 
" 
... 
I 
·' 
l! , 
·" 
·. 9 
. ... 
( 
• 
. ' 
:· 
·. 
, .. 
58·.~ 
-_curr~culum and . ins~ruction» ?rganization and structure, and ph~¥-tcal . · 
facilities were ra't.ed as the three most difficult areas in the ab~ve 
.. 
. order. The problem area. of· public relations was rated.very low by 
experienced principals. 0 • ' It obtained a grand mean ~ifficulty ratfng of 
'0 
L 74 ·On the five point· scale • . 
Table 12 add 13 show bhat proble~s of cu·rriculum and instruction ,. 
: ' 
were rated· most difficult · by both inexperienced ·and experi~nced 
principals. Inexperienced principals, ho~ever, rated all 'problem areas· 
... 
. \ 
as being· more difficult than did experienced p_rincipals . 
' . 
Rank 
. Order 
,r 
~Table 12 ' 
·. Rank Order and Grand Mean Difficulty .Rating of the· 
Problem Areas as Perceived by 
Inexperienced : Pr~~cipals . 
·-
Problem Areas . '· 
1 ·. Curriculum and Instruction 
_2 Organiza tion and Structure 
·' 
3 School Finance 
\ 
'~ Physi cal-Facilities 
• I .. • 
·S · .Student· Pe rsonnel 
6 
1 . 
L J.S .. 
Transportaticw· of Pupils_. 0 
. '• . 
Instructional and Non-Instructional Staff Personnel 
< • 
7.5 Public Rela tions 
"' . . , 
: 
.; 
Grand Mean 
o'if ficulty 
Rating 
3.38 
3.06 
- . 
2.98 
2.5.4 
'2!'43 
2.31 
2.1~ 
2.18 · 
. .. 
I 
A 
<• 
. 
' 
·• 
- ~ 
~ . . 
. . 
-
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Table 13. 
- ' ' Rank Order and Grand Mean Difficulty Rating ·of the 
. Problem A~eas as Per~eived' by 
· Experienced Principals · 
Rank 
or de~ Prob.lem Area 
. •' 
.. Grand Mean · 
Difficulty. 
Rating 
Jl 
'1 
2 
4 
5 
. . 
Currlculum and . In!3truction· 
brg~n±zation and-Structure 
.. 
. . 
_Physical Facilities 
. Student Pers_onnel ' 
.. 
School Finance -
2.78 
2.52 
2. ;33 
2.20 
"2.14 
6 .·5 Instructional and Non~Instructional Staff Personnel 2.03 
6.5 !ransportatiorl of Pupils 2 . 03 
8 Public Relations 1. 74 
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PROBLEMS OF PRINCIPALS RELA'!ED .TO SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 
The Major Problems 
"Securing. q~·atified -substitute teachers" 
. . . . . . . . .. : ($ . 
st4dents in scho-ol activities" were rated as the 
. . 
and "Involving all 
two most d-ifficult 
_problems · in schools with a student enrol:)..ment of three · hundred to __ five · 
hundred.'. ·Tabl'e 14 lists the eight ·major ttrob~ems as perceiv~d by these 
" princi~als, The mean di~ficult ratings for the major- problems ranged 
fr9m a high of 4.40 to a low of 3.55, · 
Ta ble 15 gi¥es, ~n ·r~nked order, ~he pe;ceived major -problem! 
.. :-
· . of principals_ in schools -with a s t udent en·rollment over five hundred •. . 
. . 
~ - i 
. J 
. -·~ . . · .... 
._ : • ' -, T. 
\ 
f: 
\. 
,. 
. . 
-::-~ ~ - - -
• ' 
•', 
' . 
' 0 
_) .. 
0 
'\ 
.. ,~ 
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.· 
. The problems of 11Invqlving al+ . students ·in ~chool. acti\dties" and · 
"D.eveloping 'programs to meet the ne.eds of the low-achiev~rs" were ratelf 
the most difficult·.with mean difficulty ratings of 4.25. These two 
problems were followed very close.ly by· the problem of "Developing · 
·' . ~ . . 
programs to· meet the needs of the gifted student. 11 · This· problem had 
a mean difficulty rating of 4.17 on the five point scale. 
In comparing the major problems of principals grouped according 
to school size, one _finds that both groups agreed upon .only four of ·. 
the twelve major. problems listed by them, Both groups rated "Invo.lving 
all stud~ts in. ~chool actiyities, 11 "Students t;ravelling on busef? 
unable to participate fully ~n . extra~curricular activi~ies," · 
"Developing programs to meet the needs of the low-achiev~rs , 11 and. 
"Developing programs to meet the ne~ds of the gifted student" as 
' 
major _problems (See.' Tables 141 and 15) ·• 
,:- .,., --.... 
~ 
) 
/ c·-
!J: 
f . ·. 
' ' . 
u 
·' 
. . • 
. . 
. . 
. . 
' . 
_ .....:. __ ._,..:_ __ . _.... - .. -.~-
, n 
("' . 
.· .. . 
... t .' 
•. 
. • 
... . 
Rank 
Order. 
1 
2 
3 
4· 
7 
8 
. ·' 
... . 
.· 
' I , • 
.. . 
· Table ' 14 
· Major, ~roblems · of Principals in Schools with. a 
Student Enrollment· of 300 to:1.soo 
Major. Problems 
Securing qualified ~ubstitute teachers ) 
.,Involving all students in school activities 
Students trave~ling on buses unable to participate 
.fully in extra-curricular activities 
. 'Developing progranis to meet the needs ·of the lo~-
achievers 
( 
Developing pr!Jgrams to. meet the needs of the· gifted 
student 
-Insufficient .number of non-instructional staff 
Th~ transport~tion of students to extra-curricuiar 
activities· . . ' .. . . . . . 
Formation of~~ . ?o~e. an~ ~ch'bol associat;~on 
. • 
: . 
~ .:..·I 
. ( " 
-~ 
: ( '; . • > 
. 
' 
. ·, :· 
·' • 0 
'• I ' 
) 
, r.· 
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.· . 
l1ean 
Difficulty 
Ratit:tg 
. 4.40 
4.00 
3,96 . 
,}.92 
. 3.84 
-3,67 
3;6o . .. ;. 
'3,55 
• 
: f:i-.. ~· 
I ,1 • 
. ~ t-1 ' 
~ . 
' ' 
- .(:' .. . . 
: "·\!. . 
\ 
-.. 
.· . 
•, 
-:~ .. 
k<:" 
' .. 
.. 
. • 
• _J 
. ' 
: J. 
.. : I 
~·, • f 
. .. 
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Table 15 
. . . 
Major Proqlems of Principals -in Schools with a 
Student Enrollment over 500 · 
Rank 
Order Major Problemq 
1.5 Invo1ying - ~ll students in school activities_ 
1.5 
4 
Develo.ping· progra,ms to meet the needs o-f · the low..:. 
achievers 
. . . 
·y. 
Developing prpgrams to .meet · the needs of the gif,ted 
' student q 
' • 
Students travelling on buses unable to"participate 
fully in extra-curricular activities 
s:s Insufficient time t'o spend in evaluaticul of the 
pt9grams offered· in 'yo~r school _./ . 
. 5.5 : Insufficient funds for equipment repair$ and needed ' 
7 • .5. 
7.5 
- _, 
materials 
Insufficient .ti~f to spend in evaluation of the 
staff I 
Inability,to provide extra-curricular opportunities 
for all students 
.• 
- ().· .. 
• l . : 
. , . . 
l ·.  Y:. 
. \ 
·, 
·. 
., 62 
Mean 
Diffi_culty 
Rating 
4.25 
4.25 
4.-17 
3. 92' 
3.75 
3. 75 . 
3:58 
· 3.58 
" 
.. , 
0 
0 
0 
. I 
\1 
. I 
~. 
_l : 
I ' . 
" . 
. ·. 
'· .· 
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The ·Problem Areas 
·As 'shown_ in 'Table 16, principals of schools with a s~uden~ 
enrollment between three hundred and fi~e hiro.dred rated probl.eins in the 
··area of curriculum and instruction the most 'difficult. Problems· 
coricernin~organization an~ _ structure were rated s~cond, 
Principals in schools ' with a student enrollment over five 
. . 
. htm.dred also· rated proble_ms in the area of curriculum ~d instruction 
as being the mos~ difficult, Table . l7 provides information on the 
grand mean difficulty . ratin~ assigned to ~ach problem area by principals 
in schools with a stude~t enrollment over five 'hundred, The probi~m · · 
area of curric~lum and; instruction had a grand mean difficulty rating 
of. 3.13 on the five point seal~. 
TabJes . l6 and 17 .s~ow that principals d~vided according to 
.· 
school enrollment perceiv~d the problem _area of curriculum an~ 
. . 
inst ru~tion as ~~.}ng , the most difficul~, regardless of the siz~ ·of the 
school. The principals of the _larger schoo~s did :rate, however, the 
ar~a as being more difficult than did the principals of the smaller 
• 0 . 
schools. 
. 
:;,. 
· .. 
.·· 
. . 
· . 
.. . · 
. ... 
.. . 
I 
~ ' ,, . ... ; 
'\ ~-' 
.. 
.. 
' Rank 
RanR Order and Grand Mean Difficulty Rating· of the Problem· 
• Areas as Perceived by Principals of Schools with 
a Student Enrollment between -300 and 500 
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Grand Mean 
Order Problem 'Area Diff i~J.ll ty 
~-. { - Ratil).g 
1 Curriculum and Instruction . 2. 76 
I' 
2 . o'rganization and Structure 2.62 . 
.. 
3 Physical Facilities 2 .. 50 . 
'4 School Finance . '" 2.26 
5 - Student Personnel 2 ~ 18 
6 Transportation of Pupils 2.14 
7' ·Ins true t io-nal and ~n-Instructional Sta.{f' ' ~.07 
Personnel · 
a · Public Relations - 1.85 
. ·-
... 
,. 
' .. 
.. . 
.. . .. 
.-
-. I . • { -..._,' 
; . 
·'· 
.  ' 
·.· 
·~. / 
-. . 
.·., 
,. 
- · 
, · 
. . . 
·' /• 
I • '-. 
• 
: i 
I, 
·f . 
; 
\ ' 
0 • .' 
• :J) 
. , . 
' .. 
1 •. I. 
·Table 17 
Rank Order ·and Gr~nd Me;n Difficulty ~~ing of the Problem . 
Areas as Perceived by Pril!cipals of,:Schools with .a .. ·· 
Student Enrollment over ' SOO 
Rank 
Order 
1 -
.2 
3 
4 
5 
·6 
7 
·. 8 
: 
. l '". ~ 
Problem Area 
. '• 
Curriculum .and: Instruction 
Organization and. Structure 
School Finance' . . ·. 
Student· Personnel 
.Physical Facilities 
Instructional -and Non-Instructional Staff Personrtel 
,• 
Transportation of Pupils I 
Publ!ic Relat·ions 
.. PROBLEMS OF PRINCIPALS RE~TED tO 
P~O~SSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS·· . 
.. 
The Major Problems 
. 
' . 
{IS 
Grand Mean 
Difficulty 
Rating 
3.13 
2.70 
2.54 · 
2.41 
2.14 
2.06 ' 
- 2. 00 . 
1.84 ·. 
' . 
· ·. · Principals ~ithout efther a master's degree or a graduate 
.. • ' # · • . • ' • ',· •• 
diplo~ i~ educational: administration rated six problems as being. 
. . . . ' 
of inajor d.ifficulty. · Table 18 shows that the problem of "Involving 
• .... • • l •• 
.. 
. 
: 
.-
all students in ·school activitieS11 wa_s .. rated the most difficult' with a ~ 
m~an difficulty rating of 4.24. -The problems of 11Develbping programs . · 
• • u ... , 
to me~t the needs of the : low-achi~vers11 and "Developing p-rograms t~ .·. 
0 • . 
, . ' 
meet the ne·eds · o{ the gifted · student'~ .were. rank~d as th_e next· two most 
·. 
. ' 
. ' 
' .· 
. 
.' 
I. 
' 
<! 
'•. 
" 
.. 
.... 
.• ~- _, 
b 
·.< 
. r 
· . .;.;-...!. 
• 'r •l 
_,.. 
. 
.. 
. : ' 
difficult probiems, 
•, 
~I t 
. 
f • 
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Table 19 'liats .the major ·problems as perceived by .vrincipals 
\ . .' . . . 1 
·/ 
./ 
' : 
. ~ith either a master's degree br grad_u~te~lo~ .. in ~~~ca.t..~?n~~J ~ 
administ ra tiol!,: . · Twelve ,p~oblems were ra.ted as ~j or ~Y the'se ~rincipa}~, 
· an~. · the mean· difficulty ratings. assign~~. fo _n~ne o~ these · problems · (4i.oo 
or over on 'the tiv~ point ~cale) indi~at~i that the~e . problems ~re . con-
~ . "' ' . 
. 
J3idered quite· s~!ious by , thi~ g:roup of .principals. 
I 
Tables 18 and 19 give evidence that principals with more years 
of .professional preparat.ion perceive more· problems to be more dif.ficult 
than princi pals with fewer years 6f professional preparation do. 
l • • ~ ~ 
Table 18 
Majo~ Problems of Principals without a Master's Degree or 
GradUate Diploma in Educational Administration 
Rank 
Order Major ·Problem 
. -=--
1 Involving all students in school activities 
' 
2 
.. , 
of the ·low-Developing progr.ams to meet the needs 
achievers 
-3 Developing programs tp meet the needs of the gifted 
student • 
4 Securing qualified substitute teachers 
5 Students trciveliing on .huses unable to partici pate 
fully in ·extra-curricufar ·activities · · '· 
D 
6 Formation ·of a .home 'and school association . 
.. 
Mean 
Difficulty 
Rating 
4.24 
3~84 
3.80 
3.76 
3.68 
3.58 · 
' . :{ 
,. .; "' 
I 
. L • - .. ·. 
. .
.· 
.. 
; •. 
•' 
.· .... 
() , 
.. ' 
. 
.. ... 
,:!) 
. . . · ..
Table f-9 .. 
Maj'or Pr~~lems qf'Priruhpals with a Ma~ter' s Degree or 
· Graduate Diploma in Education Administration 
Rank 
Order 
1 
'· 2 
··' 
Major, Problem 
.. Q 
Students travelling on buses unable .to participate 
fully in ex.tra-curricular activities 
Developing programs to meet the needs of the low-
achievers ~ 1 
·o 
... . 
p 
3.5 Securing qualified substitute teachers . 
. ~ \ 
3.5 · Developing a ·program to meet the needs of the gifted 
student 
5 · 
7 
7 
' • 7 
. ! 9.5 
9.5 
' 11.5 
. 
Insufficient number of non-inst'tucti,onal staff 
Insufficient time to spend in evaluation of the 
p~ograms offered in your school 
' . . 
0. 
The transportation of ·students to extra-cur~icular 
act:·ivities · · · ·. . . 
Inability ~,!:0 ' provide extr; . ::cur~icular--opporGuni ties 
fo;, ... all ~.tud.ents . ~ · . . . . .' 
·. ~ ·. · .__..-- " Inv~~v;tng alr··sfUdents in school activities 
I ~ C 
Insufficient time to sp·end in evaluation of the 
' . \ 
staff ' ~ -
Insufficient number of specialist teachers 
. 11.5 · Insufficient ~unds for equipment repairs and needed 
materials ~,g \ ) 
\ 
\· 
.11 
. ,- ••• 
·' ' . ~ ..... 
' 0 
,, 
... 
I 
. ' -( . 
'; ·: ... 
0 
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Mean 
Difficulty 
RBting · 
4.55 
4.42 
~ -
4"'. 25 
4.25' 
4.08 . . 
4.00 . 
4.00 . 
.. ~~0 
3; 7.5 'i' . 
3:75 ' 
3.67 
3.67 
~\ . j 
•. 
, I 
.... :.; .. 
., 
.  
-. 
. . .
., 
' . . .
. · , 
, . ' 
a . 
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·The Problem Areas . . ) 
• , ......... ~ . I ' ., l : , .. l 
Table 20 pr~s~~~s the · ranked order and -grand-mean difficulty 
L • ' 
ratings ctf the eight .problem areas as perceived b~ principals without 
1 . . . 
eitiu:r a mast~r t ~ degree or ~racitiate diploma in e.ducati~nal admii'li- w 
... ' • 
stration. ~he~problem areas of curricul~~ and instruction, organization 
t. • ~ .. ... 
and structure, and. physical facilities were rated as the most difficult 
. ' t f:· ..... "" 
areas with grahd' mean difficulty rS:tings 'of 2.84; 2 .• 62, and 2.43, . 
. ,
respectively.· Problems related to'. public relljl.tions -rated· the ·least· 
difficult with _g ._ grand mean difficulty rating of · 1. 90 on the five point 
~ ~ , ' 
scale. . } 
. ... 
. , . 0 . ' 
Princ~pals with a master's degree or ·a graduate diploma ~n 
• ~ ; l ' ' ~ . ' 
_ educati~nai admdniptration al~o rat~~he problem. area of ·curri~ulum · 
. ·' 
j" ~:qd · instruc-tion ·a·s the most difficult area w~t~ a g~rand mean 4VficultL ... 
.. . ~ 
.rat_ing of 3,11. · Table 21 also reveals .that, the preble~ area of· 
0. ~~ganization a:nd •structure . ~as rated as the seco~J~· most .diffic~lt area · 
by those · principals. 
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Table 20· 
., . 
Rank Or~er ·and Gr~nd Mean Difficulty Rating of the· Problem 
Are.as as Pe~ceived by Principals without .a ·.Master's 
Uegree ·or Grad~ate Diploma ip .. 
Edu~ational Adm~nistration' 
Rank 
Order 
'·." 
.. 
+ 
Problem Area 
1 .... ; Cut;riculum, and Instructiol'\ ... · .... 
. ~1'-... 
· 2 :~- t ·· orgat}iza~ion and Structure 
3 
.·, . 
. 
P~ysical _ Facilit~~s 
. I . 
School Finane~ · -.: 
. 
Student Personnel 
. . ' 
6 •. Tra~~portation pf -P~pi~s 
. ·' 
·~ 
. , 
• 
. '· 
' 
. ! 
f . . 'lo • • 
; Instructional and.Non-Instructiortal Staff Personnel 
... 
0 • ~ .o:-,, 
Q ~ .• 
, . 
8 .=. 
. 
PubHc Relation-s 
' .. 
. 
. . . 
. . 
I 
·., 
I 
... 
.-
' · 
. ·. ) 
' . ~ · 
. 
. o • .• ~ ~ 
. ' 
·. 
. 
.. . 
. . 
• 0 
.. 
. . .... . 
. 
't' ' "' I 
· ' 0 ,' ' 
" 
~ 
• G r ·. 
r 
.. . 
. , ..... 
. . ~ 
. · ' 
;, 
. '. 
'' I • 
.. 
.. 
· .:9. 
. 
. ' 
. . -, 
A ~ 
·~ -,; . 
r. . (< • >< • • . 
, . 
. 
. 
•. 
I 
. 
.. · . 
. ., 
t - • 
'\ ... · .. 
I 
.· 
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Grand Mean 
Diff~cu~ty 
Rat in~ 
" " 
2.S4 
: .2:62 
. ... 
4.43 
2.35· 
2.24 
2.11 
1.90 
... ,. 
J 
. 
. 
.:• 
. ( 
' i 
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·Table 21 
q l 
- . . • t ' . 
Rank Ord~r .and Gr.;1nd, Mea~ Diffi~ulty Rat_ing ~e Problem 
Areas· as P~rceived hy Principals with a Mastqr's 
. D~gree or Graduate l)iploma in ' "' ' 
Edycational Administration 
70 
• I 
\ I. 
Grand Uean 
. ~ 
. f 
Rpnk 
Order· Problem Area ·. Difficulty , 
Rating _..., 
' 
' ' 
1 
. · Jti - '·- . 
·Curriculum and Inst~uction 
. '.__. . \ . 
3.11 
2 O_rgani&ti~n ahd . Structure ... 2.70 
a School Finance.! . '. 2 .• 36 
). 
4 Student Bersonnel - 2.29 
. 
5 Physical Facilities . ' 2 .~7. 
. ' 
' )~ ,· t 
.. 6 Instructional and Non-Instructipnal Staff _Personnel . 2.20 
u ? 
8 
" ' I Tra~sportation of Pup1:'ls ~ ' / . 
' Public Rela tion·s 
. . 
THE PROBLEMS OF PRINCI~~S 
. i, 
"' 2 ~. 08 t---0 ... 
1. 73' 
. I 
~he. previous · section of .~i~ chapter p're~~n~ed the major problems·, 
I I ... (I 
. . 
' Q as pe rceived by p'rincipals•-of differing characte:dstics, a~d · the ranked 
, I }, 
' . order of d·~jfi~~lty assigned to .1 the eight prob.le'm areas by the dif,ferent 
groups of' pr~ncipais. 
• Q This ~ section presents .in .t abula r form the mean 
Q j • ' ...: "' p. 
dafficulty ratings for all the problems contain~d~in the questio~nai~e. 
It p'rov'ides an .o~er~ll picture of the degr'ee o f- difficulty assig~ed to 
, . 
' . . . 4 . , : • 
··. :.ea!;!h- problem by _all pr-incipa~s, without .regard for: dift'ering 
: 
. . 
"characteristics. · 
, . 
I f .. \ 
\ . 
I 
, . 
I' 
.. 
I 
.t 
(o/ "-~ 
. . . ;/ 
' ' 
' .· .·-~ 
:. 
-
,.., 
. .. 
• I 
... 
·' 
r . 
.. 
:: . ~ 
,. 
.. 
.. 
' Instructional ·and Non-Instructional St'aff 
Personnel Problems 
. . ~ . . .. 
An examinabion of Table 22 . reveals . . that two 
~-
11 
r t~~nt!y-six listed 'within this problem-area received mean difficulty· 
. • . . a . 
. . .\ . 
r?tings high enough to be classif:i.'ed as· major pr~'!Jlem_~-: The ,problems· _.~ · 
' , . 0 . . 
.of '~Securing qual.ified s 'ubstitute·•teachers" ·and "Insufficient number of 
,. . . 4. . . 
. non-instructional s~af£" -f'ated 3. 9i~ and . 3 • .56, iespectively ,· Of\) the 
' .. . . . 
fiv~ point scale. Another five ·problems were rated as mod~rate~ 
•" . . , ,. .. . . . 
· · ·~pproxim~tely 70. ·percent of the _prqblems included in this ·area,, however, .: 
. ...r" ·· -: 
were rated as minor' proble~s • . ) 
' 
. I 
Rank 
Order 
1 
,;_,' 
' 
2 
.. 
Tabl~- .22 . 
' ·, 
Rankt Order_, Mean' Difficulty Rating, and Degree of 
Difficulty o~ Staff P~rso~nel ~roblems a~ 
.Perceived by Al-l Principals 
. ' 
... 
-. 
' . 
. 
. 
. . 
·' 
Mean 
.. Difficulty Problem 
: ' . Rat-ing , 
' _. t~~c?ers- . ,securing qualifi~d substitute 3.92 
" 
' ~6 I . . non-lnst·ructibn~l-·Insufficient number of 
·staff 
t 
-
~ 
. 
J 
' - . . 
" 
; 
0 
' Degree .of 
Dif.ficulty 
. 
Major 
" 
- 0 
.3' .'Ge-«.ing '_ .faGI}lty members interested~· in 2 ._92 ., l r? • . 
' 
' . 
~ 
school- wide ah~ classroom. innovati~nil : 
' 
. 
' 
. 
.adopt 
. 
··4 
. Get:ting_facu_~ty members to newer 
. 
t~aching· techniques 
I . , . 
Securing. 
. 
5 qualified. replacements fot 
facu],ty members _who resign during ·.the year 
.. 
. . 
,. 
6 Getting faculty membe rs to:"accept the -
changes in the attitudes and out.J.ook of . 
st,udents .. . h; -
. • , .. 
-'. · . , Q 
·. ' . 
. . ' 
,. 
.. 
., 
.. ~ I ; • 
. . .' .-, .·.' 1 
. \ ' .. '. 
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.. . . .... ~ .... ·.:·' 
. . 2.86._ · · . ~ F.· . -!."-· . 
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"· ~. 
Moderate 
, 
2.83 
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. Table 22 (Continued) 
•' 
Problem 
' 
.;.··: 
·7. · Inability of individual fac.ul.:ty members to 
maintain proper student discipline 
8 
9 
10 
'11 
12 
13 .. 
14. 
' •• VJ . ·c • 
' Inability of individual faculty members to 
comm.unicate with s .tudents 
' 
" 
! 
Oetting faculty membe.rs '. to take a genuine 
interest in the. stud.ents 
Securing and keepitt:g. quali,fied fac_ulty. 
members 
Orienting teachers. to their new positions· 
. 
. Incompetence, laziness, ·or tardiness of 
tJt'individua1 faculty members ' ' 
• ' ) , • I ':> 
"'Subversion~' of " school ·poli~ by19 
individual faculty members ;~ 
.Developing bet;ter coi!Illunication channels . 
beh~een faculty and the non-instructional 
staff ' ·' 
... 
Mean 
Difficulty 
Rating 
2.64 
2 .• 45 
2.43 
u 
··2.18 
· .
1.97 ... 
15 Inabili'ty to replace the · incompetent non- · ·1. 71 
.instruction-al .staff members 
'· 16· 
17 
18 
CoiJUD.unicatiilg With faculty meinbers 
.. ~1 Perso~ality clashes among faculty 
.. 
, me~ers , . I 
·7 • . 
Get!i~g faculty' members to accept,you 
in your role as principal 
. . 
. '(~~- .· · .62 
1.S8, 
' '. 
. ~ 1.54) . 
19 Developing better communic'ation 
"' be tween yourse;Lf and. the non-
' instructionalPstaff 
~annel~ - 1.47' 
.20 : 
,. 
Zl.S 
, ; 
·'~- . 
Incompetent po~~instructional ~taff 
·members ·· 
. 
. 
; . 
, 
Personality clashes among menibei's. of a· 
. " ... . . . ~ 
teaching team .. 
.' 
. ·. ' ' 
. · I , 
• . , I 
, 
·-. 1.44 
1 •. 40 
' 
.. 
,. 
' 72 f ... 
:\; . 
Degr,e~ of ·. 
Difficulty 
Moderate 
Minor : 
: 
' • .. 
J , 
·. 
·. 
.. . 
'· 
r _ . . 
\ . . 
' . 
.. ' 
' . ·. 
.. 
I 
. ' • 
I· 
' 
. 
/ 
.. 
. . 
/' .. 
' .· 
" 
I 
Rank 
Order 
.. 
. . 
2L5 · 
23 '--
.. 
, .. 
\ . 
Problem 
~ 
Becoming acquainted and ·familiar with~ 
faculty' in~mbers · · · '! . . .. 
Gaining the _loyalty_ of- . the non.;.inst.ruct-
ional staff 
' 
.· 
24 . . rers~nality ~lashes a~ohg non~instructional 
. staff 
- ,• 
.Inconsistency of non-instructional. s'taff 'in 
.. ' enforcing rule~ . and. r~_guladons 
~· ' . : 
0 
' 73 
I, 
Mean Degree of 
D~fficulty Diffic~l~y 
Ra.ting 
./ · 
'1.35 . 
1.28 Mil). or 
. 1.24 
. ' 
) .. 
. , . I : 
26 
'· \. . - - -
Inability of· non-instructional · staff to t 1. 21 
.. 
.  
., 
.. 
·_l".getjlong11 wit~ students. ·· 
, -
Organization-~and Structure Problems 
··. The problems . lis.te~ in . this: problem are~ appear to be. presenting ; .~ • 
great d-ifficulty to th~ principals queried in· thi~ study, As shown in 
. . . . ' · 
~ .. · 
. . ~ . .. . . . 
· Table 23, t'.-rree of · the twenty-two problems ;were rated as· major-- dtles, 
' • '- ' • ' • • ' ·~~ ' ' ,. I •: ' • ' ; • ' • ' .- , 
I. and qnother. 'eleven .. were rated ' af? . moderate. This represents approximately 
I . • . • ' ' • . / ' • l) tJ '-. 
.. 64 ·percent of the .prob'lems. The problem of "It).volving arl students ·in 
-~ . . , . . . . ' . -~ ~ · . . ' •, ' 
school acti··rities" wa~ ~ated as most dif~.i~ult .·with a mean· diffi~ulty . 
. ~ . . . ~... .. ~ 
t · ' rating of 4.(,8· on .the five po~nt . seal~. I · 
'- . 
' J 
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Rank Order, ·Mean Diffi~~lty Rating, and Degree of Difficulty , 
of Organization and Structure·_Pr.oblems ·as . 
Perceived by All -Pr:incip.als 
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Rarik 
Order Problem 
M~an lne~re'"e' of 
Diff~culty pifficulty _______ ____ _ 
Rating . .. • 
1 
2 
<6 
,.. .. 
' 
4 
··s 
~·. 
6- -
7 
-
8.5 
8.5 
Involving all ' stud~nts irt school activfties 
. 
' • 1 tl I 
Insufficient time to spend in the eval-
uation of the programs offe~ed in your 
school ' 
.• 
. ~ ' 
!~sufficient time ·to spend in evaluation 
of .. th~ staff 
... 
~cheduling students into classes of 
tneir choice 
.. , 
I 
Scheduling extra-<mrricular ·activities .. 
into the school day ., . 
' Providing supervision of pupils during 
recess ·,periods, lunch periods, and before 
and after school 
' ' 
Developing a master schedule' for ,the school 
Knowing how to effectively evaluate the ' 
programs offered in your schdol' 
t" I l! 
4.08 
" 
-" \ 
3~54 
. \ . 4-?· 
\ 
\ 
3 ."51 ~~ 
) 
I 
3.31 ~-
L97 
' 
. 
2.91 ~ 
u 
2 .. 89 
-
2:83 
~~ 2·.8 
10 ·Insufficient time for . the promotion of -1-- 2. 78 
public relations . · · 
I '., .. 
11 . KPow;ng how to effectively evaluate the 
- staff . , · "" ' . , 
2;67 
. 
: , 
. 
12 Insufficient time to 
· ~~.and ·civic events 1 , 
.. . . '· . 
i 3 i5 · ~cheduling -teacher~ 
att~nd -athletic' 
.. 
• 
~ 
2.64 
I 
. 
. . 
2.56 
. 
I 
. , 
-, 
. 0 . 
.... .. •, . 
.. 
. 
" 
. ' 
• I , ' . .,.,.-f~ .r~ -'· . 
. . 
.. 
Major 
. -~~ 
,( . 
/' I . L 
Moderate·. 
' . 
.1-
) 
' 
• I 
•.' .. 
. .. 
.. _..,, 
"· 
.,. 
... .. 
. '0 
. .. 
·' .!. 
' . 
·. 
Rank 
Order 
. . 
·I , 
0 • 
· . 
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Table 23 (Continued) 
Problem 
is.s ; Completing reports 
'; 
·ts. 5 In'su'ff icien t t :i.!Ue · to : supervise n~n..:.. 
instructional staff · . . , ' 
•' . 
. \ 
. '""' 
, . 
75 ' 
. . 
· Mean Deg_ree of 
Difficulty Difficulty 
Rating · · 
2.32 . 
· '· 
, 
.J2. 32 ,, 
. 
. , 
. ,. 
~ . Establ'ish.in~ ~chool piles· and 'regulati~q.s· ' . 
.... 
17 2."24 
.. 
,. 
~ 
2.10 
I 
18 ., Knowing the· proper • ~liannels through which · 
to solve problems · -
t ' 
.. 
Minor ·-· 
---1.~ .. 
20 
_l(nnwi~ar'tment of ~duc~tion· re_g_~~~i:._~ons . 1;; ?4 
• . h b d 1 . -d---~~;:-'., -+=----..:.1 ,~7-8--+-
Knowing sc col oar po icies an · ~ , • 
21 
-22 
regul'ations • 
Planning for staff meetings 
.Scheduling ~f the n~n·..:.instruct)!_ona,l! staf{ 
for more · efficient oper&jio~ · . . :1 
' .. 
Student Personnel . Problems·· 
·, 
1 
-
1. 75 
1.72 
· ' · 
' 
I ., 
( . 
' · 
.. 
' 
' 
r 
. 
~ •n 
.\ 
·• 
'· 
. J 
. 
. ... 
,. 
. I 
' # • • • "· • • • - • ' ~. 
.... The· problems of drug a~use, . t~eft · and vandalism _ of .s.chool p~op~rty, 
1 
. 
' · · -·~~student Walk Outs,_ tha~ otie' ~sa~ciates ~ith t:;-a_ay 1_s _'hig: ,sch~ol, ·: '· 
presents on.ly inir10r, if any,, problems for the principals participating/ in 
this study: 'l'~~e 24 revea~~ th~~ ail p~obiems· ·relatel to thes~ .·p~rtic~lar . . . B - ~ 
, ' . 
. . . 
areas were rated as minor; # ,., · ·"Transportatio~, o.f ·pupils ·to extra-7~rricu~ar 
,. I ,• '" ,. I• 2 
. \.. . . . 
. · ~tlvitie.s" was the only problem in the student p.er.'s'o~nel;_pr6blem area 
' ' ... ·· ~hat Was tated· qS major ,by a"l:l ·princ:f.pals • . ~our p·r,oblems we·r.e . rated as 
. . . • ' . . . . . . ,. . &-- , 
· mcterate; -ten of the fifteen, or 67 percent ',. we're rat~d ~s minor. · 1 - ·"· . I ~~... ... - ; .. ..~ . ·' " • ," 
.. \ ~ 
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· . Tab1~ 24 · ,, . . 
Rank. Order, :Mean Di;f'i~ul ty Rating, and Degree of 
J)iff:i.culty of StUdent Pe-rsonnel Prolbems a&• 
?erceived by AU Principals 
.6 76' 
.. 
Rank 
Order. ' 
. 
Mean, ~ Degree of 
Problem Difficulty Difficulty 
. . ,
'· Rating • 
1 
2.5 
•·. 
2.5 
4 
. s. 
6 
'7 
·.Th~ transportation .of students ·to extra-. .. 
curricular acti vi ti·es 
l1ig~ student absenteeisl!l 
~ ~ 
B~ilding school spirit and prid~ 
~ r 
.. 
· In-adequate gtrlcfance and counseling-
·services fo·r students 
Large number of dropouts 
.. 
-Vandalism of s_ch6ol property 
!" - ' I' 
· Smoking by students in areas 
thos.e designated f~r Ejmok±ng 
• 
. ,_ 
other' than 
Students arr-iving .latE;! for classes 
•' 
. 
.-
-
8:5 Theft of school. property· by students 
< . 
10 \!Developin~ a good _rapport .with the studept • 
l?ody ,_ < _ , -. 
.. 
11 · Reaction of students to dress .code 
12 Use •and sale of drugs o? ·and off schoo1 
grounds , -. 
. .. 
The challeng~hg of admtnistrative 
decisions by ·Students '· 
14 Student's' · fight~ on· and off . s~hoqi • 
·propet:ty ·J • 
t 
" f 
. 
15 Student. wa lk out~ 
. 
. . r 
., 
•' , 
. . ,.. . 
.. 
.· 
) · · tt . 
. .. 
. 
.. 0 
3.54 Major 
' 2,94 
2. 94 . . , 
2.89 , ~te 
2. 70 
. 2:45 
J 
2.35 
• 2. 27. 
2.16 
. ' - .. 
.. / 
1.77 M:f:nor 
1.58 ~ 
/ , 
1.51 
' Jlr 
' . 
1'.08 •' 
... 
/ 
,. ' 
-~ 
.. 
-~ · 
.. 
' ' . 
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Public Relations Probieins ' ' 
' .'' ' , .. I " • • 
Taole 25 p~esents the ranked order and mean diff~c~lt;y .rat~rig _ 
by 811 priric:f,pals of t:he problems · related.· to pub lie. relations. No · 
' : • ' ' : ' •' I,/ ' I , 
' ' I • ' 
problem receiv~d a mean difficulty rating high enough to be classified . 
. . 
as a majo.r problem. Only, one p.roblem, the problem· of. ~'Formation of 
... /il • ., . " . ~ 't> 
a home· ·and s~hool asso-ciati.,on" Y.Jlted ~igh _e~ough .to, be .classif±ed as 
; u 
' moderate. The remaining eleven of the twelve problems in this problem . 
f • "' • 0 I (" j.J 
a~ea were perceived ~ all: prirtcipals as minor qnes. · 
. • . . I . . . . 
.. Table 25 
. \ 
\ '• 
u, I · " . • 
. Rank· Order, Mean Difficulty Ra't:ing, and De&ree ·o.f D~fficulty ~ 
· · of Pu.blic Relatic;ms Problems ·as Perceived 
by oAll Principals ... . \ '· 
" ' 
., 
, Rank~ , 
·Order •. · 
• Mean ·· Degre.e of. 
Diff~C·!Jlty Df.ffiicu;lty 
.1 . 
' ' Problem 
. , 
Formation of a home .attd scbool association 
/_ 
~ . . .. 
Communication- problems caused by· the size 
O·f the geographical ' area served 1by '' the ~ 
• s~hool · · · 
. 
Rat,ing , - , ~1 
•3.35 Moderate 
2.28 
.. . 
',• 
; 
'.· 
' ' 
< • .. 
' 
·. ' ! 
( 
.. . 
.. 
3 Lack of financiai ·means to kee-p ' parents. 2 '.24 .. ., 
5 
0 • 
·' ... 
7 
, .. 8 . 
' ' . 
informed .· .. ... 
I' • I • p o> 
Inadequate communication chan~els to ·the 
co~mun:l ty ,, I 
. . '2.16 . .. 
. 
.., .. ,, "' . 
~n.forcement 0 f • r~leS~ regula ti~nS J , and , I " 
Q.ress code ., · · " 
2.08 Minor 
' • I 
Milftant p~rents ,. -
·.· . I' 
· People startin~ rUIOOrs in order to cause 
trouble ~ .. 
.. 
. school board or ·school·. bdard {>erso.nnel 
creating·.public relations pr~blems· . : 
• • j • • . • • ~ • I : . 
.. . 
P. 
. '. ~ 
.- . 
1.,59 
., :~.: 
I ' • • 
.. ... 
1.44 
• ~ .. P 
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·.'---"' .... \ . \ 
I , ...., , ' \' 
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. Table 25 (Continued) 
.' 
~ . . 
Mean 'ijegree of Rank . 
Order Problem 
(i 
Difficulty Difficulty 
·' R~sistan~e of the . . community ·:to pr~~~ and 
· -~ ·, : or~anizat.ional changes itt the ·school · 
9•. ; r 
10 · : Pressure groups in the community blocking 
·ch~nges desired by faculty ·and students 
11 Lack. of cooperat_ion of local news media _ 
i2 Local people refusing to accept you in 
· the conimun.ity 
-
Rating, 
' .. 
'• 1.22 
. 
.. ~·: 
II 
' 
I ' 
'\ 
Cul-riculum -arid Insbruction Problems 
v . ' , 
. ' ~The participating. principals in th;is study. perceived 80 perc~nt 
. . ' ·. .. .. \ . " 
of the problems t:elated :to currictJ,lum and ~.n~troctio~ as being eit~e~ 
• - .. p • • • • • 1,_ .. t '\ 
.n:ajor or fn.ode\'a,te. prob~ems. The· pro~lems of . "~evelopit;t~ programs "tC: · 
· mee't: the needs· of : .~~e · ~o~~~ch~ev~~s"· 'an~ "Dev:elop'ing programs: to .~e~t 
the ~~.ed!> of~the ' iifted ' s,;~dEmt" were rated as majov .probll!IDS with " .' 
• • • • • '.. <I .. 
·.. , • • ' I 6 1.' C 
·.· niean· difficulty,;at:i.ngs ·of 4',02. and · 3~,96, rres~ectively. · - Tabl~ 26 
.. I _, • • < ~ - ' • ' '" ' 
shows t~at only thre eo· ~f the. r'iift~en ·problems listed ·!-.n th.is .'py;:oblem 
- - · , ;· · J, · ~ · · ·· \ 
area were rated as minob· . ... .. . .· 4, ' · ·: 
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Table, 26 
., 
· ,; 
Rank Or.der~ .Mean Difficulty Rating, . and ~egree of Difficulty 
of Curriculum an~ Instruction Problems as 
Perceived b.y All Princ~pal1:1~1 ~Y: ==-=~"="'="""""'"=-........ """''========-===--====-==-==-=-~· ==· """"""'-==-""'"""""""""""'~=L 
. . 
Rank 
Order 
1 
2 
Problem 
I' 
Developing' programs to meet the needs ·of 
the low-achievers ' 
~ ' ~ 
Developing programs, to meet the needs of 
·the gifte·<i student 
l\o.. 
I 'I' 
.3 " !~ability to ··provide extra .. curricular 
. . ~ 0 
opportunitie!'>·' for al.l students . 
·Insufficient number of specialist ·teachers 
... . . 
5 Inappropriate- class or course ·assignments . 
for some ·s·t~~ents ·· , 
6 Developing an a·dequat~ student•. evaluation 
, ~y~tem 
I 
·, 7. 
!j ••• 
: f 
Initiat1-ng i!lservice . ~rai~ing. programs fot; 
the' fac~lty. . . . ' 
8 · .-. ' Initiating changes fat: curriculum ·'improve-
9 
10 
11 
ment r ' • ~ • 
. 
Shortage of instruc'tional ·equi.pm~nt 
. . .) ·... - .. 
Shortqge of :books -and other print~d 
material . . . ' 
' . 
.~ 
Schoo~ ·•too small to .. of~~~- .~omp·r~hensi"<7e 
' • 
I 
'" 
; ' ~ 
programs · _ . ;· 
. Intr.~d~citlg ~ Se:J:C educ~t;ion .program .n t, , 12 
\, 
13 
14. 
' . 
... ·15· 
Introducing a . drug: educatio~ _p r ogram,; 
. . 
Inability of faculty to effective! .use 
available · resou'r:a~s · •·" r •• • 
" . • ' co 
In~bility • ot -.facult; ;tb eff~ctiv ly ._use 
available equipment 
.. . 
.. 
I 
' . 1 
Mean Degre·e of 
Diffi~:uity Difficulty 
Rating 
4.0~ 
3.95 
3.49 
Q 
. . 3. 30 
t\ 2.97 8 
2.-91 . 
2 .sa~. · 
Major 
. ' . . 
l 
-+ 
/ · 
•' 
. Moderat·~ ' 
2.86, 
2.73 .. 
~ 2.69 
' ' 
. 
. 2 64 , .• 
'... . ' . ~ ... _ ~, .. 
' . 
2 .37. 
2.25 
Minor · 
... 
' I 
\) 
0 
'Q> 
... 
.I 
r 
-.. 
. .. 
.o 
... 
.. , ·: 
. , . 
. """. o.: ' 
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'• 
I , 
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I 
,· , 
, .. 
I •' 0 
n 
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Physical Facilities Problems £J F , ~. -~·:::;; . . .• 
. Table 27 lists the proplems retati.ng to ph~dcal f_a\~l.ities -
in ·ranked order according to th~ mean di-fficuity rating for· each 
. . . 
. . . 
problem •. No . probl~m in this area: was ·ltat~d as ~eing major; hoWever, 
, . ' 
,, 
seven. of the twelve_ problems.' w~re ~a ted as moderate problems • 
'fable 27 . . 
. ' 
-,_. :· . 
Rank .Otder, Me.a~ Diffic~lty Rati-qg, arid 'ne~ree of -Difflcuhy. 
. .\, 
'. "\ 
I 
Rank' ' 
Order 
1 I 
2 
4 
5 
' • 
6 
7. 
' . 
8 
'9 
.. 
10' 
· of Physical Facilities Problems a'$ Perceived 
' by All Principals 
q • • 
-. ... . 
. Problem · ' 
Me~n De~~:e · ~~· 
Difficulty Difficulty 
Rating · · 
.. . : 
.. . 
<I 
' . 
Inflexible \cho.ol building ~ 2 .88. . 
0 
Inadequate f~cilities _for play·. and. 
recreation . . · .. 
.. 
Inadequate facilities .in sp_ecia~ areas ~ 
, (such\ as art, science, and· physic;a1 ' 
education) · 
2.83 
: . 
.· 
-
Inadequate facilities for storage ., 2. 73 Moderate· 
' 
• '. 
Keeping the school building, -grou~.ds, ~nd. ' 2.59: / 
. ' 
equipment in usable and presentable 
. condi tio,n ·. 
) 
ltiadeq~ate facilitfe:s for teaching 
• t a I 
Inadequate guidarice space 
I " In'adequate · administrativ.e space 
.Adjilsting to new or. r ,enovat·ed .. fac.ilj.ties 
; '. . 
Safety a~d ·l)ealJ:.~ haz~rds within the school 
' . , 
2. 54 .J 
2 ~51' 
' . 
. 2~24 l 
1. 93 -j 
. 
1.89 . . 
• J 
Minor ·. 
;.. 
1 . - , · 
' . • f 
• I ' 't 
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_, ~ . 
.. 
, . tt l . 
'• I 
. •\ 
. ' 
' I 
, • - ... _ 0 • • • • •• 
\ ' ·:- :.( 
' \ . I ,,.· 
. \ 
_ .. o~ ·in the vi~;nity. of·'the school ~ .~ '. .; 
11 .. •; 
' .. 
"· ' 
I~adeqt$te parl<ing ·faciii~ies 
I' 
, Inadequ~te heat
1
ing syst;._em · 
'. 
,"· , !.It 
-. 
.. ' ": ~J 
' . ' 
' " ' 
' ) .. . •I,., . 
•• I • 
•' 
, I ; . ..,;_.. I': 
l. 
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Problems ·.ReLated to Transport-ation of Pupils 
v 
8l 
... 
( ----
~· •' . ". . 
T~ble 28.· shows th~t. five of. th.e se.ven 'problems listed ~itbt:n 
• • . .. f • -
; 
• t: • . I • ' -
· this. P,r'o..blem at;ea ~re ·rated as. minor by the P.articipatin~ principa'ls. -· 
e f' 'I I ' • I " ~ ' • 
- ' 
However, the Table also sliows that the pi:'?b;.em of :"Stuaents. tr~velling .-
. . 
on ·buses unab~e to participat~ f~lly .in ext~a-curdcular a_ctivities'.' .. 
' ' 
was r~t.ed as a major preble~ ~ith. a mean' . difficulty' rating of 3. 94. .. . 
. . ~'~ : . ' 
·a 
.-
Tabl,e 28 
, ( 
. , .. . 
. Rcin~der~ Mean Difficu~t~ Ratirtg, and D~g~~e of Dfffiotilty 
· · of Problems Relat.ed to TranspQrtation of Pupils 
as Perce'ived by All Prinf':,ipals . 
" 
• • I) 
~ 
. 
.. 
RanJ.<. .. i. 
' 
He an -Degree of rJ . . .. 
·Difficulty · Order Problem . Diffic·ul~y . . 
~ 0 Rating 0 • . 
' . 
. 
1 'Students travell~ng buses ut~able 3~94 on 
-. Major in extra- . 
--
.to participate fully 
~ .. c~r~~t:.ulat; . . activiti,EJs . . I 
-
. . ~ 
-
. 
·-
" • .. I 
,--
.. 
\ . ' ... 
. . . ·
.. . 
; , 
: · . . ( 
.. ~ . -. . ' 
: 
·-. 
: 
·z High . school,· e!_einentary sc~6ol', and 2.54 Moderate pnmary ·schoo,l students ':ls.ing the 
•" 
I 
3 
,o 
~ 
4.5 
1 
I 
·-· 
4.5 
... 
6· 
.. ~~: 
7 
: 
. 
• '· 
.. 
' 
same buses 
.. 
Determining most ·suit~ble 
- ~ 
·of-. bus stops . 
·placement ; 
Loss of ,,~e~ching time be·cause of () 
conditions that make 1t' uns.afe for. 
school buses to travel 
. : 
• . 
Re_gulations •'concerning who is ' 
p17rmi t ted ·to travel on sc;.hool .buses . 
,. 
r 
' Iric?mpEitent bus drivers 
.. 
' 
school ' buses· arriving after· ¢lasses · 
have co'mmencE!d ·· 
. 
' . 
. . 
' 
. ' 
-
.. 
i 
. \' 
:;· 
" 
\ 
' ~ 
' 
i' 
\ ' ... 
.. 
' . . . 
. . , .. , 
., 
I I • • :,_ \-
' ' ' ~ 
. 
·' 
. 
. . . 
- .1._70 
r . ; 
-
. 
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.. 
1.68 . 
1 
< ,. ' . 
. 
-
1.68- ' . 
··Minor 
" -
· . ... 
:·· 
; : ... 
1.61 . . , .. 
' ... 
·' L} I• 
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"- School" Finance · Problems 
-
.. 
. . ... ·: . . ' 
problem area was rated as · a . major problem • 
. ; 
. ' .~ere rat~d as 'minor; and one; .the' problem .of, "in~ufficient 'funds for 
. ~ . 
; . 
equipment repair~ and needed materia'!s" was rated as· nio'derat'e ·with ·a 
. . . .. i ( c. 
. ~ ' 
'...(''• 
mean diffic.ulty r~ting of ·3.45. :_ ·. 
< .. 
. / 
0 ~ , .. 
.: • 1 .,0 ,.- 0.. • 1 ,., • • • ; : • • • I\ 
R<ink Order, Mean Diffic\tlty Rating, and . Degree of Difficulty ·· 
· qf School FinAnce Problem·s as- Per<:eived · . ·~ ·. · · · · 
• ' I I • 
, by _Al~ Pr~n~:tpal~ 
' ,. 
' '· 
.. : .. 
- . • • 
Rank 
Order · 
,~ I • 
Mean Degree of · · ' 
0 
Difficulty Difficulty 
I ,, Rat't~g 
·' ~ ·· .·Problem 
1 ,, .~ 3.45 
,_.-. Moderat;e Insufficient'funds for . 
and needed rorteri~ls ' · 
... 
2 
I 
Preparing a budget • 
.:. '• . 
' 
tr 2.40 
- . 
... 
I '• 
·' 
•• 
:r-·· Deciding proper expenditure of fundsn 
0 ... ;.32' '1. -~ 
- ;-"' 
Becoming familiar .with a~counting and , .2 :11 · . f. 
reporti~g procedures · ·. ~ ., • ,. · • }11.nor ; .. - ~ 
•. ~" · "~ t 
. . 
. ,~------:.... \ 
. . , 
:v 
.~ . ~ · 
" .. ·{',. 
... I 
' "' ' 
. ; . ~ 
. J . • 
> • I 
Supervising .spe~ial funds ~uch · ~~ yearbook __ • ·1 ·. 97 :·.! 
an'li . cafeteri~ funds , · ___ ·-.. ~ , · _ 
5 
.. . . 0 . ·· ~ 
Controlling fund raisins projes-~s 
your ·ow school 
. . 
. . , 
· ' 
.,.P"_. 
. ,
.. . 
· -:--
. ' . 
"' 
. ~: .. :• . 
' 
' ,. ·' A . ,. ,, \ 
, . I 
' I 
Q .• ' . 
I ' '• 
. ,. 
'I 
< ' 
:,. . ; -·· 
. ,· 
., 
. ·' 
, I 
..., · > 
., 
' 
. ; 
. 
I 
within 
. ' 
' · 
. ' 
.... 
II 
1 • 
. 
., 
. ' ' 
' . -
~ I 
. ' 
-~ 
l (l 
. ' 
0 
' 4 0 
· ~ · -
/ 
~ ft ~ l 
· '' 
, f ' 
., 
,; . 
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. .a,. ' . ' 
, ; .. 
. .. 
" L 
' . 
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.., . 
I •t; 
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" tl , 
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·: . 'AREAS · OF· PR~NCil?ALS 
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In ·this section- ~ summar~ is presented of .the major probl~ms 
.. 
and the pr.oblem areas ;;lB per.cei.v.ed by a.ll the principals participating 
- ' 
\ .. ·' 
. in this study. -
\, •' 
1'ab1Ei'""30'7"P.r~sen·ts the 'g~and mean. difficulty rating for each 
. of the problem areas as ~ated by _ t~e _ diffetent groups of principals. 
. ' 
· .It shows that all groups of prinCipals· rated the' proble~ are~ o( 
curriculum and· 1:rtstruction a~ the' mo-st diffi~ult area. The . problem ... 
area of organization and structure was rated the -second most difficult 
. . 
., .. . 
~Y all the g~oups of ,pri~cipals. . . " \\ 
. · Table 30 also shows that inexperienced principals rated -all 
l 
·: ·the problem areas,' with th~ ~xception of one, higher than· did any of . 
.. 
the other groups ~of principals • . · . 
. . 
·' 
•.· 
\ 
0 • 
' 
,- .· •·. 
~-
, . 
.. ' ' 
. .
.. . 
.l e . · · 
0 0 • • 
k".. 1;:.;.1 ' 
·-: . 
,: ' 
' . 
I • 
0 
- ~ 
' · > 
r 
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Table 30 
.. Grand Mean Difficulty Rating of. the Problem Areas ~ Prlncipa1s 
··Problem Areas .· 
· Instructional and Non-
Instructional Staff Personnel 
Organi"zation and Str~cture 
Student Personnel 
Public Relatipns 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Physical Facilities 
Transportation of Pupils· 
School Finance 
.~ . of Differing Characteristics 
. .....__ 
-.. 
· p:incipals' Characteristics 
.. 
.. 
2.09 2.02 
2.76 2.46 
. 
2.26 2.25 
1.93 1.72 
3.02 2.78 
2. 44 • 2. 30 
-' 2.14 2.04 
2.37 2.32 
2.18 2.03 . 
3."06 2.52 
4.43 2.20 
2.18 
3.38 . 2. 78 
2.54 . 2.33 
2.31 . 2.03 
2.98 ·2.14 
• 
2 •. 07 2.06 2 .. 00 2.20 
2.70 2.62 ' 2 • .70 
2.18• 2.41 2.24 2.29 . 
1.85 1.84 1.90 1. 73 
2.76 
2.50 
3.13 . 2.84 . N . 2.14 2.43 
3.11 
2.2-7 
2.14 2.00· 2.11 2.08 
2.26 2.54 . 2.35 2.'36 
. -
• . . 
. ._ 
. Oo . .. ... 
-&:-- ' 
· . 
. 0 . 
~\ 
' 
0 • 
., 
.. 
, 
" 11 
.· 
.. 
0 • 
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When mean ·difficulty ratings were calculated f6r bhe specific 
A 
pr~b~ems, ·as r~~e~ ~y a~l principals, i't was found that nine problems 
were perceived as major ones. Table 31-presents the mean difficulty _ 
·' 
.rating for these nine problems.- It shows that the following Hv~ 
·problems all ol?tai~d mean difficulty ratings over 3. 90 on the five 
.point scale: (1) Involving all students in school activities, 
' (2) Developing p~ograms to meet t'\le needs of the low-achievers', 
(3) Dev!!ioping programS> to meet the- needs of I! he gifted student, 
. (4) 0 Students travelling- buses unab~e to participate fu~y in 0 0 on 
~xtra-curricular ac~ivi.~ies, and (5_) Securing qualified 0 substit~te 
tea.chers, al•l obtained mean dif~iculty ratings 9ver 3. 90 on the · 
five point sca1e. 
When these nine prob~ems are · examined, one finds that ~hey 
'ay be grouped ·in the. following manner ; · (i) Developing pr?gram's 
for; the gifted .and slow learn~~s~ . (~) Involving student in school 
activities, {3) Securing sufficient number~ of qualified staff 
0 0 • 
personnel, and (4) Finding 
prograi!IS. 
• 
'!/ 
•' 
time 
. 
.. 
to evaluate· school 
0_... 
staff and 
00' 
' .. ·· 
. -
f 
,,.-
•' 
. 
' 
.. . 
..... . ' 
: . 
' I ~ 
· ~ . 
• 
Rank 
.Order 
~ . 
), 
. ' I' 
....... 
v 
' I ; 
Table 31 
Major Problems of All Principals 
. . 
Major. Problems 
. •' 
1 .. . I~volving all students in school activities .. 
' t 
2 ., Developing programs to meet the needs ·of ·the 
low-~chievers · . . . 
3 Developing prog~ams to. meet ih~ ne~ds of 'the 
gifted st¥aent · . 
. ' 
. . 
. . 
4 Studen.ts travelling on bus·es unablQ. to participate ·· 
' I 
fuily in .. extra-curricular activities •· 
-5 Securing· qualified substitute teachers 
6 
7.5 
Insufficient number of non-instructional st<iff 
' ' . ' i.ns~ffic.ient time to spend in ~valuatio~ of the 
programs offered in your 'scjlool · · . · 
·1.5 'T~~ transp9rt~tion of students to extra-curricular 
•activities ~ 
\ 
9 !~sufficient time to sp~nl,l in eva,luation 'of ·the 
staff 1 
~ .· 
,.. · .. 
.. 
' · 
-~ 
'• 
~ -
- ~ 
\ .... . 
.., 
. ...... 
'. . 
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. ...... 
Mean 
Difficulty 
Rating 
4.08 
4,03 
'f. 
' . 
' 3. 95 
\ 
. } . 
3. 94 ' 
\ ~-.~l' 
\ 
)· 
;, . 
.3.92. 
3.56 
J 
3. 54-
3.54 
•' 
~ . ' 
. .,-
_ .. __ _____ 
' ' 
\. 
, . 
.. 
· . ~ 
.. 
·. 
• 
. ·. 
.· 
.r 
,. 
. . 
•. 
> - n 
.\ 
• 
.. 
. ' 
. ' 
'. 
. , 
· I . 
\ ' 
. \ 
.I ' 
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_When grand mean difficulty ratihgs were computed for- tpe eight · ... 
ptobleui areas as rat~d ... by all principals, ·it was reveal~d that the 
' " ' 
· . ar~as .were · rat{!d in the following order of difficulty·: 
• .... t . 
n r 1 , 
1, Curriculum and Instruction 
. , . 
• 
2. Organization and Structure 
. . . - . 
3. · Physic~l.Facilities 
4, School Finance 
'' .·, 
~ 5. . Student Personnel 
6. Transportation of Pupils 
<. 
7. Instr:uctJonal and Non-~~struct.ional Staff Personnel 
8. Public Relations 
Table 33 pro_vides the grand mean- difficul,ty rat;l.ngs obtained for ~ach 
. of the above problem areas. .... 
-
Rank 
Order 
1 
- 2 
' .. 3 
•4• 
5 
6' 
7 · 
~ 8 
·1 
I '. 
Table 32 
. 
Ra~:~.k OI"det and Gra nd Mean Difficulty 
Problem.Areas as Perceived,by All 
J ' \'!> · 
f 
Probi~m Area 
Curriculum and ·Instruction' 
Organization and Structure 
Physical Facilities 
' . I 
School· Finance 
Studenf Personnel 
. Transportation of Pupils 
;Rating o £ the 
Principals 
. 
. . ' l.-
-~ . . ~ 
Instr~ctional and Non-Instructional Staff Personnel 
' ( '' . ' 
Public Relations · 
• 0 
I • 
'- . . 
. ' . 
Grand Mean 
Diffic~lty · · ·. 
Rating .. ;' ·· 
2.93 
2.65 
2 • .38 
2.35 
2:26 
.2.10 
2.06 
' 1-.85 , . 
) . 
I 
. , 
• I ' 
: . 
.· 
I' . 
... 
. I 
· .. 
:-
. ' 
' 
I -
., 
I " 
·. ' 
•I 
.... 
·. 
I . 
• ! . . ' f 
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Table. 33 shows .that, according 'to grand tnean difficulty 
.. 
' . 
. ' 
•. ~rat:ings, _inexpex;,ienced printipals rated the 115 problems listed on 
" 
~ I J ' . 
' ' 
· the questionnaire as b.eing inore diffi~ult; than ·~ny od1er . group of 
~ 
princip~ls. 
' ' 
Central high. school princiPals and principais with eitheJ:.- · 
a master.' s . degree . or graduate diplarut in educationaL adndnistration 
rated ' the prob~ems seco~d and third, i-~spectively. Experienced 
. ' . · . 
. principal~ ·and princi~als ~f regional high schools rated the problems 
• 
' '' 
. , 
' I' '. , • I 
the least difficult with grand mean difficulty ratings of 2.25 and 2.24, 
. : , 
respectively. 
. . 
t , ' . 
Table 33 
. . 
-Grand Mean Difficulty Ratings of All 'Problems 
Questionnaire by Principals of 
· Dlffed.ng .Characteris~ics . . 
u . • . 
I 
Rank .. 
Order • . 
I . ·, 
• Principals ~ Chara.c.teristics 
.·, 
1 ' .Inexperienceq 
! 
' ' 
2 Central"_ High, Schoo~s. · 
. ' ' 
?J Master's ··Degree or Graduate Diploma 
. . ' : ,' 
'' ... 
' ~ Plus 500 Students 
5 .5. 300- 500 Students 
. I ' 
I 
5.5 N~ Master's Degree dr Gradui:ite Diploma· 
. - · ' . 
,.... 
7 · ExpE\rienced 
. .. ... 
8 Regiona l.High. Sch9ols 
0 
'· 
. I 
. .... 
. I 
,• 
. 
. ~ . 
.o 
on 'the, 
. ·' -- · 
' ' 
!' 
• J 
' . 
0 
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t ~ ·1 
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• SOURCES OF. HELP 
·'1. : 
In'. this study, the par_ticipants were asked ' to list ' the sources 
from ~:~h.ic~ they -received help in deal~ng with or sol~ing their pro-
' fessional poroblems .. Their replies were cat.egorized into ,eig~t groups 
. . - .. 
by' the researcher, and th~ . number of q .mes the source was mentioned 
. . 
was recorded, Table 34 reports the fi~dings :of th~t secltion af tqe 
questionnaire., 
! • 
'It" was fotmd ,that cent~al office .pers(:;nnel j · i.e., super~<~-
. . . 
. , . . .. 
intendents ,' supervisors·, and consultants with the schools boards, we·re 
J • • .. • : .. / 
the most frequently mentioned S~)Urce of help, .This source' 'wa·s closely 
' . 
followed by the' faculty and staff within the scho.ol. . 
' ' 
.The shortage of px:ofessional reading material' in ,the schools 
and the scl}.ool districts of• t~is Provinc_e may 'Qe indicated by the 
fact 'that this source of help was oniy mentioned by three~ of -the 
' . . . 
. : . . principals • 
Ne.ither. would it appear that the iqs~rvice. programs conducted · 
I . 
. I 
\ .. , I 
0 ' 
. •' 
' I 
. '· 
' I 
. I 
. by the _ Department of Eduq,a~ion, Memo'rial Univ,ersity, or -the Newfoundland· 
( 
·, 
' . . ' . T~achera I Association 'are having the desired effects • . I:ess than one- ' 
·third ·of the principals mentioned consultants arid/o'r programs of these 
. organiz~tions as. being a source of . ~e.lp .• 
. ~ 
• 
\ 
' .-
., 
"u .· 
I , . • 
'\ 
( . 
. . . 
' '· 
. I 
.. 
.... 
. . 
. 
l ' ' 
I . 
... 
. ~ 
'• 
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;Table _34 
'o . 
-1: 
f • 
. , ' . .. 
- Source o~ Help, by Times . Mentioned . 
' . 
, 
~~ . ~ . . Source of He~p- . I '!imes , Mentioned ' ' 
·• 
-. 
. 
' 
Central Office Perso"q.nel . ' 4127 . . . 
•. . . 
. I~ Faculty and Staff within the School; I 25 .. 
' ' 0 
.. 
.. 
'Other. frincipals 17 -. 
. •' 
I -~- - J ' .. ,. Community Re~burce People ,and Commun:l:ty . . 
· Organization~ l - 15 
... Consultant's and/ or Programs of . 
Professional Org~~iza ~ions . 12 
. 
. • 
.; 
Students and Studeri'ts' ·Organizations ,. .. . 10• . . 
-
•• 0 
: 
. . 
Parents and . P_arent-School Associations 5 
. -
·Professional Readings · \ . \ '3 I . , 
. ~ 
·r 
\ . -. 
. ... 
··-
0 ' 
' 
' . ~ .. 
,. 
' . 
· : 
. I . ~. 
·, . 
: 
. . . . ~ 
' ' 
_ ... 
! . ~ 
.. I • . 
.... .. 
,,.. 
I ' 
.. 
.. . . • · .. ... ... ~ ... 
. . 
. . ·. 
'. 
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SUMMARY 
\ . 
I ' 
., 
( , 
.. 
In this chapter. a{ de.~cr~ptiv~ ana~ysis .of the perceived 
t\, • .. 
prcifeasi~na1 problems of 'principals in large high schools in the 
. . ' 
,; 91 
Province of· Newfoundland,and Labrador qas been pre.sented. By use ci£ 
mean and grand mean '-d_ifficulty ratings," the findings of this study 
• I - ' I 
' . 
. · ·were presented in tabular form~ Tables were presented that showed ·. . .\ 
' ' I • 
.I 
the major problems of, and the degree of difficulty assigned to . . · 
1 • • ~. . .. •• 
the eight problem• at:eas by the eight groups- of principals. Further· 
, ' ~ . . . . . 
. 
·. · analysis of the data was presented . to sho~ h~w all principals, 
<• 
r .egard,less of differing 'chara.ct.erist~s~ rated the specific" problems 
.. . : . I ' · . . ~ · · . .. . I 
a~d the problem · areas. . Summary tabl,es '!¥ere presented to show: .(1) \. 
J • • I,. 
the grand mean ' difficulty rating for ' each problem area as -rated by 
. . . . ' . . . .. 
each group. of principals, 
. ,j (2) the proble~s ~~t~d as · majo~ · ~ ;11 . 
., 
principals, (3.) the grand . mean di·fficulty rat'ings· of the prob-lem, 
• # ·~ ~ 
areas by all principals, and ~4) the grand mean difficulty tatings 
I· 
" • I , 
. for all problems on . the : questionnai:re for the different groups ~f 
. I 
I \ . 
principals. 
Information ·~as \ also . p~ovided in this chapte r on t:tte . soi.irces 
· . ": . · · I · · · o 
from which the participating . principals received help in. dealing with ' 
. . . 
I 
or solving their professional problems, 
.· . . I . - . . \ 
It was found that for all principals partici pating· in the 
/ . .· • , ! 
study .. the main s~urce~ of problems ~ay in the proble~ area of 
• 
· curriculum and . instruction, ana of organization ~nd structure. The 
. . . 
pt'q~lem . area r ated the least difficul~ was :.the area of. public 
I . . ' . . 
relations. The two specifit . problems r eceiving 'the hig~st rafing 
-~ . 
. .. 
'\• 
.. 
I I • 
' I 
. ....... . 
.;. l . 
1. ' 
' · " 
.. 
.. 
- "1. ·. 
· . 
' 
,, 
• 0 
,.· 
. . 
.. 
~ .. 
- ' /." 
. \ 
... 
., . 
~ 
·. }. ' . -. , 
. \ 
.. 
. : 
' I 
\., . 
I , 
of difficulty by_ all. principals we.Jre the ·problems ·9_f · ,·~I~volvi~g. ~~i 
students in school acttvities"~d "Developing programs to meet tp'e_ 
• (> 
. . . 
needs of the low-achievers;" The data presented in this chapter j ._ 
I 
92 ' 
--·· . 
indicated that inE!;JCP.erienced .. pruicipals, ,cen~~,#?. high sc~ool principals, 
. . ' {(,},\;;,( . ' . ~ ~ 
and principals with either a· master's. d~gree \6·r1 graduate dip,loma in 
. . - , . 
, ... 
educational administration perceive.d more problems to be of' major . 
. . ; . ~ ~· 
. dif.fl~u~ty th~~ ~Y ot~~r. group _o~ pr1eta~s. The· sa~e gr9up·s · 
rated ,all problems, as de~ermined by the grand mean for ali, liS' . 
. . 
problems on the quest,ionnaire, to b~ mo;re difficult than did any other · 
ftroup. The chief source .of help 
" . 
·of principals ·was repor.ted to be 
. . 
in dealing with or solving prqblems 
centrJ of,fice per~onn~~. 
Mean difficulty rati~gs _for' al~ .the problems listed in the 
. . 
q~estionnaire, as ~ated by principals of. differing charactetistics,-
are givE}n in Tables 35-42, App~nd:L,x A. 
. . -
·It shoul~ be noted that, ·altnough space .·wis . provided for 
on 
ipals. to. add and rate 'proJ>le~ not included iri the questionnaire, 
three additional problems were reported. The probl~Bis .of "Being 
responsible for previous school 'debts," "Effect~ of the ·b~sing of 
. . . . . . ., ' . 
sjudent~ on ~tudent mra~e and ·behavior," and "Programs offered by 
school' not accepte~ by post-secondary educational: ins~it'utib~s," '1Jer~ 
each rated as ,being ~f major difficul~y by one princ'ipaL. 
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CHAPTER 5 
:' S~Y AND RECOMME~~TIONS .· 
· . 
. . . 
SUMMARY· , 
.. 
Statem~~t - ~i'{the Problem· 
• 
.. 
, . 
' . . 
The purpose of this ~Jtud! ~as _' to survey all the pri~::ipals of 
' ' 
large · high schools 1 in the ,Province of Newfoundland and ~abrader to 
- . 
0
, w I I 
ascert.ain what they perceived as professional··probleins ''in · th~ per-
' ·, . 0- -
forman~ of their tasks. Spec:f:fi~ally ·, t~e study at tempted: 
. . 
1. To ascerta~n wh;l.ch -specific ·probl~ms, .as perceived by the 
prin~ipa_ls, caus'e~(·the ~st diffi~ulties. ·· · ~ 
2. 
.. 
. . ~ 
To d~termi.ne_ \Jh~ch of the pro~l~m areas, as· perceiv~d by : 
, th~ p~incipals,. ca~sed the most serious" problems. 
3. To discover from_ wba.t sources principals received help in \ 
-· 
·_the solving'. of -G'r _dealing .with · their p;oblems: 
... 
•. 
" • 
/"', 
Procedures I' 
\. ... "'. • • '· I 
In an attempt !:o answer "t:~e;.all9-ve ~u~_st-ions, an -itt~tr~ment 
.· . 
was developed by ~~e ·researcher us~rig as a basis"; the eight problem . . 
· ·· iirea·s used by Dr. Dwight ·c. Witty of th~- U~lv~rsity of Miami ~ Florida. 
• • • 'l • 
A pilot st~dy JNas cond~ct.ed with the instrument ~n an attempt to insure 
1.. 
that tlle ' specific pr.oblems in the questionnaire were relevant and 
... . 
... 
. 
1i>efined by the researcher as a central or regional high 
scHoo~ hav::i.'ng a student enrollment of three hundred or more. 
•' ' 
9.3 
.. 
• I 
·' 
: . 
. t • 
'. 
, 
" • ·c 
, ' 
. . ' 
., 
' .
... 
... 
. . ' I 
, . 
- ,. · . . ,,• 
' 
.· 
'· . 
. . 
. ' 
·, 
t · .. 
94. -~ 
' 
~. 
' \ • I 
' 
... 
. . " 
unambi.gious, and to maximize face-validity. . "" A major· objective· was' . to 
• 
. . 
~nsure. thaJ:. . the in.strument_· was appropriate' for the research setting. ·. · .. • 
·, 
. I . 
'Following the pilot stu~y some modificatioris~ere made, and .. .). , 
the revised instrument was -~.dled to forty-four· principB:ls in New-
. \ 
· foundland and Labrador in April, 1973. ·Thirty-seven; or 84.1 percent, • . 
"' . . . 
. . 
·of the questi9nnaires ~ere completed !and .retiJrned'. 
\, 
... 
On the questionnaire,. pri~cipals were asked ·to rate, as t-o ., . 
·. 
degte~ of difficulty, 115 problems using a .scale ranging ,fx:om .1-:-not · 
· " • • - " # ' 
' . 
'I 
.. 
.. . . . 
a . 'problem and causes no difficulty, . to 5--a major problem ehat causes '\ ' . 
• • • t ' • ~ l I , I 
'. 
• . ' ' .. 4 . 
. · sedous difficulty., A rating .. of ·N was .. also available for' non-
c 
After- t"ating each of the 115 problems·, the 
principals w~~e as~~d to list ~he sout:ces from w~.ich they. r~ce.ived 
. . . , . 
help in the q61vlng ··.o or dea~ing with',their problems. 
' I 
For comparative . urposes, the . p~rticipating_ princ~pals ·were _ 
• • . &. 
, . 
· groupe~, in different ways, according to: · (1) tl).e type of s~h~9l ·in · 
. . 
wh:l:ch they worked, of stndent.s in the school in -which 
... 
'a , 
they .worked, (~) th'eir experi nee as school ad~inistrators,, and 
) 
• D (4). their prof~ssional -'quaiific 
J-,., . 
tt · ·.H · ),f..:. t - .Mean difficulty ratings \ . ere obtained for each speC'i.fic 
··I'J· ,' . 
- ~-~\, \. ·. 
problem in. the qu~stionnaire aJ erceived by principa-is of di-ff.ering. 
I 
character:tstics and by all principals. · An arbitrary deciWion was made 
. ~ . . 
. by the r~searcher 'to ~lassiJ;y as a major problem any problem that •. 0 
recei~ed··.,a)'m~an difficul~y._rating above ~.SO on the five po~~~ s<i·~le .• 
The major _pcoblems of each of the ,. differ~nt ·groups of principa.ls, J . 
, 0 
of 'all principals, were ranked according to their _mean diff~~~l~y 
" . . 
t, •. 
rat'ings. • 0 
' I 
an~d . 
' . . \ 
... "'·· ... ; 
•• 0 
·· . 
... . ~ ...... , 
•. 
.· 
.\ 
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·. • • 'rt r 
Grand :me~n dif~icult'y ra~ill;S~ w~r~obtain~d - ~and us~d ·to s~ow 
' ·' ' . . 
.now· the ~if.ferent groups ~f principals rated. the eight: problem areas.' ·. · .,: 
o. I • ' • . ' .. . .. t; ' 
.. ' , . 'o , •eo v · 1 ..,~~ 
the ·same m~thod"'as \!S~d .~~- determine wh,ich group of princ'ip'als r -ated : 
.. • w .. ... • • • \ , - .' : • • •. • • .. ~ • ' ~~ : .... ' '~ 
~11' 11·5 p_~oble1Jl.S, taken' cb1:lect';lvely, .ap being th~ most·· difficult. 
•' \' . 
. ' ' ·~~. , - ~o·u;'c~~ ·of ~If~ r~~ort~d· by principals f~ the .aolvin·g o£ or , 
' 0 . v c . .._ ' 
' \ .; ~' : .... ' . • 
· . . dealing. wit'!\ tneir probl.e~ were 
" • 0 ! ' I o 
rec~rded ac~or_cfing _ to frequency of 
. . . "" ...,~· ....... :. 
:times mentioned. 
,., •.& 
I , • · .. 
.. 
0 ,, . 
All tl!e above information has beeh p~e.sented in· tabular form f 
. .. ' . , 
. to/give great~r clarity i of interpretp t·i~n. The tables' whi~h "snow haw 
" . ,. '-
, . . . . 
e.;lCh Sp.ecific problem in ' the queetionnafre was rated by the principals Qf 
• '> I ' • ' ~ L.:. I 
- - • I ' ~ ' "-~f¥erfng~cteristi~s, and ~by all ·principals, are presen~e.d in 
• '. ~~~et;t~i~ A.. The remainder of th~ tables are .:.:pre~ en ted .·in Cha~ter 4 
~ accompanied by descriptNe materi_als ih wh!ch the i .m. po!tant. points , are 
- ' • I 
men dori'ed. 
I 
": 
;. ... ~ · Majo~ Findin(s. · 
p 4 .. ' qu~~tionri~~~r ; roblems 
., . 
.. 
Of the llS problems listed in the 
' ~ 
. . 
were rated as major 'by aH groups of p r inf ipals, regard~~ss of. the way 
. , 
. . 
the prlncipall.s- \vere divided. 
' . ff1 
The problems 6f, "Students· trllvelling 
I, 
on ~uses un?ble ~o · ~,articfpate- fully in extr'a-~urrioul~r. activitie~, ~· 
'~Involvifig ali stuliimts in school activities ,i• ~'Developing programs· 
""' . t • ., • . 
\ .. \ .. . . \, " , 
to ~et . the needs oe th'e low-ach~evers, ,; oan'Ci "Devel~p,ing pr~gr·nms to' 
' , 
,meet the nee'ds of the gffted ' s-~udentn ' received m'a'[). dlfficulty r,e:tings.: 
- . 
over 3.50 on)t~:e :five pain~ scale from 'all groups of· principals, 
~ ~ 
. . . • . • • • II 
Another ~rob .. lem,_, "Securing qualified substitute teachers _ was rate~ 
"' 
as a maj.o'i problem;~ se~e~ q_f the. eight. different · gro~ps; prinoipaH 
t < • .;· { 
.. 
·, 
• 3 
' , 
. I 
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'o 
· ·'of schools with a student enrollment of over ~ve hundred did not rate 
it as ~ ·majo·r problem. 
· . .'Mean dif,.ficulty ratings · of all the problems, as per~eived by · 
# . ~ ~ • ' 
all _ ;he principals as one grj,up, showed tha't nine .problems were rated 
. . 
. ·• 
a~ being of major difficulty. Again, as with the different·groups of 
principals, th'e four problems of, "Involving all studenttl in school 
actdvities," "Developing tprograms t;o meet the 'needs of the low-achievers," 
. . 
'~Developing p,rograms to meet the needs of the gifted student, II and 
\ 
"Students travelli~g on buses. unable to participate fully in ·extra,. 
' . . ·. 
\ ., curricular activities'-' were rated as mos.t difficult. ·.The nine 
• 
. ~ .. 
. • f t' 
... 
:J 
0 
~-·-
. . 
. ' . 
. ; 
prob'lems perceived as major ones by all -principals . may be grouped as 
. . 
problems of: (1) developing programs for gift·ed and slow learners, · 
• 
•(2) involving students in school activities, (3) sec~ring sufficient 
numbers . of qualified ~taff pe'rsonnel, and (4)' find,ing time to evaluate 
school staff and programs. 
When the 'participating principals were- divided into comparison . 
groups the f6llo~ was found: 
~ - . . 
Central·high school principals 
. . . 
pekceived more pro~lems as • - 1. 
being of major d-ifficulty than did regional high school' 
' prin~pals; _arrdr in gene~~ _ centra~ high school ~rincipals 
· ._tEm"!ed to ra~e a~l problems . as being more diff icult. 
·,, 
•· 
' . 2. , Ihexperaenced principals perceived ~ore problems as being 
I \·R 
of , major difficulty~tha~ did experienced principals; and; in l\ ' . ' . . ... 
\ \ . ~ gen~ral,s they t~nded to rate all problems as being more 
\ 
' di:fficult. ' . 
' 3. The~.e appeared ' to be little difference in t he degr ee ~f 
' ~ 
.. 
' <? 
" c .. 
,_ 
.• 
' 
r ..!'., 
., ' 
() 
, 
' 
.<l 
. ' ~ 
Q 
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· 'diffi_cu_lty assigned to the problems., in general, by principals· 
· in schools'with a student en~~llment : between.three hun~ed . to 
., 0 0 
0 
0 
• five hundred and·. those principals i~ schoo~s with a student 
.· ... 
enrollment of more than five hundred •. Howev~r, the major 
. & 
problems of . those tw~ groups tended to differ somewhat. 
4. Principals ~ith either a master's degree or graduate diploma. 
,, 0 
in 'educational ad~nistratiqn perceived more problems to~ 
of major difficulty than did principais with neither. The 
. . . . 
,, .: tnore qualified principals also perceived all the problems, 
··~ · ·: .' 0 
· . .' in general, . to be more difficult. 
... I 
- ( ·~en grand~ean difficulty ratings were obtained for each of 
the problem area~, as rated by the part~cipating principals, it was 
_f<?und t:!hat- the problem areas were rat~d, as i:o difficulty;-.in ~he 
. 
. following order, with number ! -being the most difficult: 
1. c~·rriculb and Instruction zf . -
2 •. Or~anizatio~ and Struct~re . 
3 .• P~ysical Facilities 
4. School Finance 
s. · Student Personnel 
6. Transportat1ion ,of Pupils 
7. Instructional and Non-Instructional St.aff tPersonnel 
8. Public .Relations 
~ ~- When ~h~ principals were divided into comparison groups, it 
was found that all the groups rated .the problem areas of curriculUm 
and instruction, and of organization and structure, as .being the two . · 
-- ~o. Tp .., ' 
mo·st .. difficult. The problem area of public relations was rated the 
0' 
., 
• c 
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least difficult by all groups of principals. 
.. 
" Over 72. per.cent of the. princip-als participating in the study 
reported "centra·! office 'person?el'' 'as a source of help in t;e sofving I 
of or d~aling with their problems. This· source .was followed by "faculty 
and staff~ithin the scho~l," where over 67 percent r~ported them' a~ 
a source of help. Few principals in the Proyince's farge high scQools 
relied 'upon "professional read.ings" 'as a source of help. Only three 
principals . rep?rted tpis. 
Findings Related ·to Other Research 
·' The research reviewed iri Chapter 2 of this thesis reported on 
p~oblems of principals~in geographi~al , area/ _other ihan ·in the Province 
' 
of Newfoundland and Labrador: This section will, where pos.sible, 
' compare the most noticeable differences. and similarities of the 
' 
findings of thes~ .reviewed studies, with the findin~ of this study. 
The Zweibach, 2 Rollins, 3 and Witty~ studies found that the ( 
~ prQblems ·consi~ered most pressing· by principa~s irtvolved were problems 
relateq to staff personnel. Norton 5 found that this-was considered ~- · 
the third most ·difficult area. The principals participating in this: . ) 
,, 
2S. I. Zw~lbach, "Problems of New High School Principals, 11 
National Association of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, Vol •. 36· 
(October, 1952), 69-84. 
. 3 
. S. P. Rollins, "Survey of. Problems of the· Principal, 11 National 
Association of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, Vol •. 44•(February, 
1960), 55~-57 • 
.. Dwight c. Witty, "The Perceived Problems of Beginning Senior 
High School Principals in Florida" (unpublished Doctor's project, 
University of Miami, 1972). 
~ • • 0 
. 
5M. Scott Norton, "Current Problems of the High School Principal," 
The Clearing Bouse, Vol~ 46 (April, 1972), 451-457. 
\ 
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present study i however' rated the prob~ems 'related to the area of 
0 i 
.instructional and non-instructional staff personnel as being the se~ond . 
1
·least ditficult area. Only the area of public relations rated less 
difficult. 
Zweibach, 6 in his study qlso found that there•were no significant 
differences betWeen the problems· expressed by principals when principals 
'J 
-were compared as to experience. ·The n.ndings of this study indicated 
.. 
that inexperienced principals _percf!!ived more problems to be more severe ·. 
than did experienced principals. 
Reeves 7 found that the sources of help utilized most frequently 
' 
and given· the highest rating o~ helpfulness by principals ~ncluded ·• 
profession~! readings. A finding of this study does .not concur'with 
that of Reeves'. Only,_ approximately 8 percent reported professional 
readings as a source of help in this study. 
' 
-. The findings of this study compared more c·~osely to the fi'~dings 
of the Wilklow and Markarian8 .study than to any·, of the .other studies 
r 'eviewed. · The Wilklow and Markarian study concluded that: 
I ') • < 
(1) findin~ 
p 
. 
and keeping good teachers, (2) finding time for sqpervision of teachers 
and programs, and (3) pr?viding for gi_fted and slow learners were 
Q 
_________ .... ' 'J\01 -
-· 
6Zweibach, loc.cit. ' 
0 
7Bill E. Reeves, "The . Improvement of College Preparation Programs· 
at the Graduate Level for High School Principals Based Upon Case 
Analysis of Problems Encountered by Principals in Sel~cted Public High · 
Schbols" (unpublished 'Doctor's project, Texas Technological College, 
1965)0. . 
-
8 Leighton w. Wilklow and· Robert Markarian, "School Population 
and the P~oblems of the Principal," Clearing House, Vol. 40 (Octol?er; 
1965) '· 97-99. 
' . 
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major problems of secondary school principals. This· study found· that 
l ' 
many Q£ ·the major problems of principals of large high school~could 
,J 
\ I 
·be grouped as:1 (1) developing programs for ·gifted and slow learners, 
I' • ~ 
(2) securing suff~cien~ numbers of qualified staff personnel, and 
(3) .finding time to evaluate school staff and programs. 
The findings of this study al~o agree~ with the findings of a 
·number of the studies on at least one point. Stanavage 9 for instance, 
t' 
. as did o'thers, fourid that the principals involved in this study rated 
problems.related to student militancy as being of little difficulty. 
' . \) .,. . 
·The principals participating in this study rated thes~blems. in 
< a similar way. All of the reviewed studies, with the exception of 
OIJ.e, found that p.roblems· related to the problem area of curriculum 
and instruction were considred as severe by princip~ls. The findings 
·: 
o,f this study also showed that principals rated this problem a~ as 
. ' 
.presenting many severe problems. 
' 
Conclusions 
In keeping with the'limitatione.and d~limitations of this 
study, the following _conclusions are made: 
, . I 
' ' 
1. · The major problems of principals may be grouped as'follows: 
' ' 
. '".• .. ':'. 
<P ·dev~loping programs for 'the gifted and the slqw learr:ers, 
·"'' . 
. . ,. (2) in~olving students in school activities, (3) securing 
sufficient numbers -of qualified staff personnel, and 
(4) finding time to evaluate school staff and progr~ms, 
9 John A, Stanavage, 11NCA Principals 1 Perception of Their 
Principalship, 1' The North Central Association Quarterly, Vol. 44 
(Winter,·f972), 319-330. 
. ~ - oft 
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2. · Probl,ems ~ncOtmtered br priqcipais cover all the major 
. ' 
· :administration task areas of school· administr'ation, ~th 
' 
. .'· the a_;-eas of curricu1um ·and inst.r..uction, a1_1~ o_rge~ization and 
struf:ture, pr~senting the most severe problems • 
. 
· 3. · The severity of most problems· had a. relationship to the number' 
. ' . 
qf. years. of experience a principal had as « school administrator. 
Inexperienced pt:incipals perceived their problems to be ···more 
'-
severe tl}an did exp~rienced, pr~~cipals. 1). n 
4. The severity of mos·t problems ~ad a rela.d.onship . to school 
5. 
. . 
siz~, with some pr'~blems increasing and others decreasing, in 
importance as school size increased. 
The sev'erity of most problem~ had ~ relationship to the .type 
of school in which the . principal wor~ed. Centr~l high school 
pdncipals perceive·d their · problems to be more severe ~han 
. did regional high · school principals. 
6. The amount of profession-al preparation that a principal had 
... ' . 
--··- did not 'lessen the seriousness of ·his problems, as perceived . 
• I· 
I ' ' 
. by him. , . I . 
,. 
7. Pupils travelling to centralized _schools are · pr.evented from 
.• participating. fully in many school activities. 
I 
8 •• Some of the major probl~ms that affected principals ar~ 
• ' I 
' problems .that cannot be solved by them alone. The 
. , 
p~~b~ems ~ssociated ~ith the tFansportation of pupils and 
. . . 
finding qualified . supstitute. teachers are two such 
proble~ •. 
' ' 
' , • I 
' '· .  
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. ·. · RECOMMENDATIONS 
,. 
From . the findings and conclusions . ~this study, the following 
~ ·~ . . 
. . 
recommendations are made: 
/ 
Recommendations for Implementation 
1. Pressing problems are· a constant source 'of,-ir:r;itation for ., 
i. 
.... 
. ~ ...... 
prac t~cing adtninis t rat·ors. Therefore, in~erYice programs 
should, b.e design~d which would enable_prin~ipals to cope with ' 
these 'issues • 
Because of the importance .of. knowing one's sp'eci.fi~ P":oblems 
before any g~nu:i.ne attempts can be made·· to .soive them, 
? 
. ' 
·school principals and centfal office perso~nel should conduct; 
.. ' . \ ' ' 
. :'periodically, a study of the proble.ms .of princip~ls within · 
thei;r area. The primary purpos_e of such a study would be 
' ' 
" -
• 
to aid in the intro~uction of inservic~ programs to hel:.p · ' ' 
.. ' ' -
"" . " 
principals . in the_ performance of their tasks. 
· 3. systematic ·approaches should be designed ·by officials of . 
Memorial ilJniversity, the School Administration Association, 
. . 
. ' 
the Newfbundland Teachers' ' Associa.tion, 'and th'e school boards 
fo investigate, define, and · develop appropriate educational 
· ,! 
leadership progra.nis' for, high . school ·pr.incipals. .Results of 
) 
.this study indicated that the . need to develop competencies. in 
' . . " ~ ' 
the areas of curriculum ·and instruction, ·and organization and 
structure~ is th~ most urgent. 
' . . 
4. Since this study clearlyt indic~tes that most · principals 
. 
_perceive th~ · problems related to progr~ development . to be · 
"fery severe, the Department -of E~~cational Administration of 
.'\ 
• J 
·-· 
.· 
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·~ 
- Memorial University of Newfoundland, sho'uld include 
• 
, .. 
materials dealing specifically ~ith this topic in its 
. . 
. graduate program for administrators • 
• 
5. _./An ~ppropriate, agen,cy, ' such as the School Administ-rators' 
( . ' . . 
Association or th~ N~wfoundland -T~achers' J(ssociations, 
) 
' 
, 
should give consideration to providing principals with a . 
- ' 
-_bibliography of curr~nt . prof~ss~Qnal readings · tha{1iiight be 
I 
. _./ 
of.assistance to ~em. While this study showed that 
• 
administ1;ators do not rely heavily upon such materials · as · 
sources of help, other studies ha.;,e· sugg~sted their value. 
Due to.th~ isolated setting in which many ·principals work, 
. ~, ···.: ~ .• it would seem to the re·searchef that the provis;i.on of ·' 
.•. 
· · professi?ri.al reading. topics would ?e' a sound ·fae8:. 
.• 
_/ .. . 
6·. The problem of providing qualified substitute teachers should 
.~e studied by.Department of Education and school boards' 
~} 
officials f~r the purpose of implementing a plan to greatly 
redu'ce this problem in this Province's high schools. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
. ·. Th~ basic purpose of ~his · ~udy was to ,survey the prinCipals 
of . . lar'ge . high schools in the Provin e of Newfoundland and Labrador 
·. 
('· 
to ascertain· what they perceived to be major p~~fessional problems in 
- the perFormance · of th~ir tasks. The researcher feels· tha_t. thi':l•h.as 
. been accomplished; and this research ar.e~, in Newfoundland, has .. no~· ' 
. been opened up for further studies which'might deal with more 
I 
D 
sp~cific problems. 
.-
. ·-. 
.. 
. ' 
" 
\ 
I· 
' .(. 
'r • 
•· . . "' 
,. 
. , ; 
.The following are suggested topics that the 
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reseatch~r~els 
. 
need furthe.r ·study,: 
.I 
I 
I 
1. ·. A study. to determine m · what way the problems reported in the 
curriculum and instruction area are -related to other factors, 
* • • .. . ' · , • 
such as inadequate physical facilities, unqual~fied staff 
personnel, and inadequate !?reparation programs. 
2. A study to ~et~rmine ~hether the finding that principals\ 
reported few problems i~ the ,area of public relations is the 
~ 
result of a good school-community relationship, o.r whether it 
·. . 
' · is the resu;tt of other factors ·, such as the school and its 
activities be~ng isolated from the community. 
. 3. A study to determine the multitude of effe.cts · that the 
. . . 
centralization of schools is having on pupils. S~nce, as ·a 
. . ' 
. 
consequent of _centralization of -~chools; many· pupils are 
''bused" to school, this study could investiga'te a num~er of 
items, su~h as the~ effect o~ students' participati~n in 
' • .I .., • • ' 
. . . .. . ~ ,... . . . . 
extra-curricular activities, on .scholastic achievement, and ·on 
. . . . \ , . . 
: devel~ping a · se~se of 1'b~lo~.ging11\'~ .the scli:ol community • . . 
4. A study • perhaps. using ·the Delphi te~ ique ,. to de£ ine a 
strengthe~ed and" more viable r~le fo pri ncipals ; consistent 
. ~ 
with the purposes ' of the-secondary 
\. 
hool in Newfoundland . 
On the basis of this defined role, a model might be developed 
which coula serve ·as a guide. fo~ the recruitment, ~reparation, 
' 
and:r professional· activities of secondary .school principals. 
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Table 35 
Mean'Difficulty Rating of·Staff Personnel Problems as -Perceived 
by 'pr:J.,nci];lals of Diffe'r_ing Characteristics 
Mean Difficulty 
· ~ting , 
Scale·~ 
Principal's 
Charac-teristics 
1.00-2.50, lUnor 
2.51-3.50, Hoperate 
3.51-5.00, ~k•jor 
1. Becoming acquainted and 
familiar with faculty me~ers 
2. Orienting, teachers to 4 
.their .new positions 
1.52 
2.39 
II) 
....... 
0 
0 
.d 
0 
· Cil 
.d 
bO 
i%1 
......... 
~-o...:r· 
'M .-i 
bO II 
CIJZ 
~-
1.21 ' 
1.71 
II) 
"d cu ~ 
~ 0 m 
. ~ ~ 
tll...r 
ol ~ ~ aJ 
ro cu aJ 0 
CIJ ~ ~ ~ ~ .d CIJ 
~ H..-1-
.CIJ 
-
~co QJ tllO\ lllCIJN 
~ til H • ::S ~ H 
'.d CIJ z ..... z 
H...:l'-' P-f~-
1.55, . 1.35 
2.66 1.94 
mr 
~-CIJ CIJ 
~ ~ . ....... 
... ~ CDP. t2 CIJ •M ·~ 
cu "d ~ ~ -
'0 :I 
::s ~ IJ) CIJ 
... ~ Cll.U 
-
... ) 
Cll ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ 0 ~ CIJ 0 ~'t:l 
0...-f- ll'l ..... - til ro-lrl.-ill'l r4N 
-!l-41rl I 0 N • Ul e"t t.!IN ·0 ~ u .. ::s 
1--4 ~· o~z r-l~Z 0 
l"'li.Lt ''-' p.. fo.l- ·"-' ' Z 0 '-' 
,-,. 
1.32 . 1.58 1.36 
1.96 2.50 2.16 
.._ . 
--~ 
"" 0 
QJ. ~ . 
QJ 0 til 
0 ~~ ~ 
bOP.. ro QJ..-1 p. 
~~ .. .,; 
tJ 
til CIJ ~ 
-
+l . · ..-j 
"" 
ro- ~-QJ ;:) N P-f,.... 
+l't:l.-i 1"1 
Ul ro II ·..-. II ;!l-IZ .-iZ t.!l'-' <'-' 
1.-50' .1.40 
2.08 2.13 
3. ·communicating -with faculty 
members . 1. 78 1.35 1.77 ,1,57 1..56 1.75 1.68 4 1.50 1.62 
. . 
4. Getting faculty members to 
accept 'you in your roles as '. 
· principal: 
5. Getting faculty members to 
_adopt newer teaching techn~ques 
· . 6. Getti ng faculty members 
interested in school wide and 
·cfassrodm innovations 
3.04. 
3.00 
~ 
1.51 1. 77 . 1.46 
2.57 3.J2 2.75 
2 ~·78 3.33 
.. '~. 
--
· 'L44 1.75 
2 ; 68 3.25 , 
2 .83 3.08 
- ~ 
1.40 1.'83 
2.76 3.08 
2 .. 76 3 .- 27 
1.54' 
...... 
2.92 0 
\.0 
' . 
.. 
\. 
D 
, . 
., 
Table 35 (Conq.nued) 
' . !J) Mean Difficulty Principal's .... .. 
Rating Characteristics 0 . 0 ' 
· C1J m 0 !· ~ 
..c C1J 0 0 
Scale: (J 10 ""' 
~ .... ~ til 
"' Q) ... 
""' 
1:: 0.0~ Q) .. 
.;, = (J ~ = Q) C1Jorf. Q) 0 !J) 1.00-2.50, Min"or () 
..c 
as .:: Q) C1J 
"' 
Q~ . ~ .... .... Q) ~ 
"' 
::I bO~ co 
· 2.51-3.50, Mo-derate. bO "" 
!1)...-t ::I · 
""' 
!l)"'aJ C1J .... c:l. 
...-t • = ... ~ 
Q) Q) 
""'""' 
Cl)~ 
-
""' 
Q ~ · 
"" 3.51-5.00, Major = OS C1J C1J (J en ~ ~ ~ 111 (J .... ~-s ... ~ 0 ~ g ~ - Q) ::I !J) Q) ~ .... (/) g~ .£: Q) ""'"' - ""' ...... lllr-f- E-4-M- Or-f- II'\ .... - lOIII""' ... ~- ... _ J-4 '·0 1""1 al 
-
J.fCO 11'1 .... 11'1 • ....tN :i!!J-411'\ Q):;IN ~,.... 
"-'ON '" .... ~- ~ <r;' tlliUN l ON . tll~r-f t.!)N -l-l"tlr-f 1""1 5-fi~ · bO u ::I CJ,. u 0 ... u ::I u II til Ill u r-f II ~5 ..CC1JZ r-t><Z o~z ~ z 0 J.fZ ~J.IZ r-fZ Utll- E-4...:1'-' P-4~- C"''~- fl.t~- z o- .1:.!)'-' <'-'. 
~ 
1. Getting faculty members 
to accept the changes in the 
attitudes and outlook of 
students 2~73 2..85 2.88 2.75 2.68 3.00 . 2.68 3.00 2.78 
8. Getting faculty members to 
take a genuine interest in the 
' 
students ' 2.34 2.57 2.33 2..46 2.40 2.50 2.36 2.58 2.43 '~ 
9. Securing and keeping 
.. . ~ualifi7d facult_y ~emberJ 2.30 2.00 2. 77 2.00 2.36 1.83 2.40 1.75 2.18 
'_.:.~. : 10. Securing qualified ...; substi~ute teachers ~ · 4.04 3. n~ 4.11 3.86 4.40 2.91 3.76 4.25 3.92 
11. Securing qualified re- ._ 
.placements for faculty members 0 
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Mean Difficulty Bating of Physical Facilities· Problems as Perceived 
by Principa~s of Differing ·Characteristics 
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Mean Difficulty Rating of Transportation of Pupils Probl~ms as 
Perceived by Principals of Differ~ng Characteristics 
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Mean Difficulty Rating of School Finance Problems as Perceived· . 
by. Principa;s o~ Differing Characteristics • · 
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MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
•' st·. John's, Newfoundland, ~.ana~ . 
~-
;.. 
, I 
·-
. ' Department of Educational 'Admi~istration 
\ April 23, i973 :r 
rJ 
· Dear frincipal: 
As part of toe requirements for the M~Ed. program at Memorial University, 
I am conducting a ·survey of the professional problems of principals in large 
high schools in the Province of Newfoundl~nd and Labrador. . 
' . The intention of th~ questionnaire · is.· to obt~l'in data relative to the 
degree of 'difficulty that principals. perceiv~ certain speci~i~ problems to be •. 
. . 
The survey will involve all high school principals (central and regional) 
in schools which have a student enrollment ·of 300. or more. · Since there are only 
45. such pr_incipals in the Province, a high . percentage of ret'urn is\ most: important. 
. . 
6 This survey is' being conducted under the supervision of Dr. R. D. Fisher ~d has the approval of the Department of Euucational Administration at Memorial 
University. · · 
As a former principal of a high school in this Province, I am aware, 
to some.extent, of the great' demands being placed upon your time. I feel, 
however, that the time spent on completing this questionnaire will be well spent 
as the· completed study will focus upon an often forgotten aspect of the 
principal!ihip. · · · 
. " ~ 
1 • 
Your careful and prompt reply is ~ss·ential to this su'rvey. You are asked 
to complete the· questionnaire ancl return it in the stamped," self-addressed 
1 · envelope provided; lr 
In ·anticipatio~ of your cooperation, I ~hank ' y?u· 
. .. . . 
EnclCilsures 
Yours truly' 
Wm. Patrick Wals~ 
~radqate ~~u~ent .· ' 
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DeptJrtment ·of BducatioMI Administration ~-
! 
D 
Dear J 
Box 13· . 
.May 8, 1973 
. " 
~ . ,;. "' 
. . · 
Ort th~ 23rd, of April I mailed you ~ .questionnaire relatin'g to my . thesis 
on the Problems of Principals. This thesis is an essential part · of my graduate 
studies pr,ogram lilt Metnorial University • . 
As stated id my initfal letter, it i~ hoped that this ·study. will help .. 
focus attention upon an often forgotten-aspect of the principalship~-The 
Problems. ·· .. · : 
. As of the above date, . I have not received your completed qu~)tiorinaire; 
and~ as time ·is· of great importance to me in the. comple don of this .. study, I 
am again requesti~g you· to complete the questionnaire at your earliest . 
~.c;>nvenience and to retu~ it to me in the envelope provided, 
If. yo_u ·have·· already returned the· questionnaire, I thank you for y;our -
_assistance; without ~t my thesis would not b.e possible • 
Sincerely yours, 
Wm. Patrick Walsh 
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~- ·INFORMATION SHEET 
( . 
" 
The Purpose · o . 
........ 
The purpose of this QUesiionnaire is to enable ·the prin~ipals 
·" 
o·f l~rge high schools to identifY: what they consider to be their 
:.. 
0 
p;ofessional problem~ in· the . performance of their duties. 
\ 
It is hoped that the . results of the completed survey .will 
·~& . ~ ' : 
' · 
• ·· ~ pr~vide the information needed for improving course work and in-
\, ,. . 
. ' 
. ? 
,• 
'. 
... 
~ · 
n service. training programs for principals. 
0 
,· 
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. I Directions . . 
This questionnaire is in three parts. The first part asks you 
. . 
to give some info~tio~ _concerning yourself and the school in which 
< 
you are principal. · 
... .· ' 
Part II is de~igned to disclose how serious or how difti.cu~t 
.YOU perceive certain problems to be. Using the gi\fen vrati ng scale, 
. ·. 
circle ~he response you believe to be appropriate in your ·particular 
'' . 
case. You ~ill observe that :each problem is cat~gorized under a · 
• . pr?blem area.··· Si~ce _these problems .~Y :not be all .. incl_usive, . YOU are 
0 
asked to add and ra.te, in the sp·aces provided, o,ther problems that you 
... . 
have. 
r ~ 
Part III of t he questionnaire asks you to list sources (central 
• C> 
offi~e o~ficials, othet principals, teachers,- un~versity personnel , 
stUdent s.ouncil~ N.T.A., etc.) from which you rece ived help _in. the 
solvi ng or" or deai :i.ng wit~ your problems . 
. 
You are assured that .all inf ormation r~ceived wil~ be held i n 
. . 
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·. str;{.ctes~ confide~ce, I The complet~d survey'· wi.ll report' · t~tal · dat~ 
o'nly and ~~t .indl~idua! responses • . 
~ : 
Please return thes~ mat~rials (Pa~t . I,'Part II, and Part III 
·., of the Questionnaire) in the enclosed, self-addressed env~lope. 
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. , ·PART. I 
... 
' PERSONAL AND SCHOOL DATA~ . 
1. Your Name: 
2. .Name of School: 
. ·3. Address of ·School: 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7 • 
8. 
9. 
10. 
. , 
• 'II 
Type of School: · C.e~tral High---- Regional High ----
. ' 
Grades Being Taught in this School: 
Student Enrollment as of November 1, 1972: 
Number of-Years, Including this Present Year, 
.That y~u have been Prin~ipal of a School: 
Academic Degree(s) or Diploma(s) You 
Have Been Awarded: 
Your Present Teaching Certificate: 
Please Indicate the Amount of Graduate Work you will have 
Completed in Educational Administration as of April 15, 1973. 
(Tick one.) . 
, a. No graduate courses 
b. 
d. 
e. 
o,;e · to, thre.i , ~radu~ourses 
Four to six grad~te ~Jurses 
,r 
./ ., ~ 
Seven to ten graduate courses I . 
J 
Master's degree ill Educational AdtD:inistration . -----~ 
. ' 
0 
...... . 
. -
li. Do ·you wish to receive a stmunary .of this study when it,fs completed? 
Yes No ~ 
'"'- , 
I '. 
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. PART II 
/ ' 
RATING SCALE FOR PROBLEMS : 
. . 
.\' 
· 1; Not .a · problem and causes no difficulty. 
·.·" " • ' 
2; A very minor problem th~t causes very little difficulty. 
a• ' ' • 
.-
3. A ~efi~ite problem' that causes minor difficulty. 
4 • .. A ,~ignificant problem that causes considerable ~iffi~ulty. 
. . 
15. A major problem that , .. !=auses serious difficulty. 
...-: . . 
' 
N: Non-applicable. 
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1. Becoming acquainted ' and familiar with 
.faculty members. ~ 1 2 3 4 5 N 
2: ·~r~enting teacher~ to their new positions. 1 2 3 4 5 .. N 
3~ ' 
,, 
Communicating with. faculty members •. 1 2 4 5 3 N 
\l 
4. ·Getting faculty. members to accept· you in 
your role as principal. ... 1 ' ·2 l 4 5 N , .. 
' 
.  5. Get~ing•faculty members to adopt n~wer 
' teaching tec~iques. 1 2 ' 3 " 4· . 5 N · 
~ 
... 
6. '\Getting . faculty members interested in 
~cpool wide and classroom innovations. 1 ~ 3 4 ·. 5 N 
. 
7. ·Getting .faculty membe1s to accept the 
.c~anges in the attitudes and ou~look 
3' . . of . students, 1. 2 4 5 N 
a • . Getting faculty membe~s · to take a 
genuine interest in the students, 1 2 3 4 5 N ... ' 
' 
.. 
t • 
. . 0 
* 
. ' 
. '· 
..... 
I ' 
9. 
' 
·•. 
_, 
Securing and keeping qualified 
faculty m~mbers. · 
10.. Securing qualified substitute teache~s. 
. 11. Secur~ng qualifie~lace~ents. for . 
fac~lty ~embers who~ign during the 
yea~.. . 
Incompetence, lazi~esa, or tardiness 
of individual faeulty members. 
13. Inability of individual faculty 
members to com1nunicate with students'. 
14. "Subversion'' 6f schoql policy by 
individual facu~ty members. · ~7-
15. Inability of ind.ividual faculty 
members to maintain proper studen~ 
discipline. 
16. Pers6nality .clashes among'taculty 
b I , me~ efs• 
17. ·,Personality clashes among me.mbers 
· of a ·teaching . team. 1 < 
18. · Gainini the loyalty of the _non-
-instructional staff. 
19. Developing , be~ter connnunicaUon· 
channels between · yourself and the 
non-instruc'tional staff. 
2'0. 
·\ 
Developing better couununicaUon channels ·. 
between faculty and non-instructional 
· staff. 
~' . 
0 
~ 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2' 
1 2 
1 2 
1 .2 
1 2 
1 2 
.. 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2· 
·. 
2i. Insuf~icient n~ber of pen-instructional 
staff. .1 2 
22. Personality clashes among non-
instructional staff. 1 2 
' ' 
' . 
.. 
. 13.8 
·N 
3- 4 5 · N 
3 ' 4 5. ' N 
3 4 5 .N 
3 4. 5 N 
3 . 4 5 N 
3 4 5 N 
3 . 4 5 N 
3 .4. 5 N 
3 4 . 5 · N 
3 4 5 · N 
3 4 5 N 
3 · .. 4 5 . c N 
3 . 4 . 5 N 
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23 •. Inability ·of non-instructional staff 0 Q) Q) oM ~ 0 . ~ z :> Q Cll z 
. 
. to "get along4 ' with . students. 1 2 3 4 5 :N 
24. Inconsis~e~cy of ~on-instructional· 
staff in e~forcing rules and regulat~ons ~ 1 ·2' 3 4 5 N 
'25. Incompetent .non-instructional staff 
members. 1 2 · 3 4 5 ,N 
. . . \ 
' ·' . 26. Inability to replace incompetent • 'I <:~ ....... ~ f non-i'nstru~tional staff members.· 1 2 -3 4' 5 N 
~-~ 
27, •. 
) 
. 1 2 3 4 5 N 
28. f~ 2 3 4 5 N 
~ 29. 
\ 
1 2 . 3 4 ·s N 
\ 
B. Problems Concerning Or~anization and 
Structure 
1. Develo'ping a master schedule for the 
scllool • 1 2 3 4 5 N 
2. . . Scheduling st.udents into classes of 
their .-choice. 1 2 3 4 5 N 
3. Scheduling teachers . .., 1 2 3 4.- 5 N 
4. · ~lanning for staff . meetings. tl ·2 3 4'· . 5 N 
.. 
. 
. 
5. .Scheduling extra-curricular activit ies \ 
into the school day. " ' 1 2 3 4 5 . ·N 
6. Knowing Department of Education 
regulations 1 .. 2 ~- . 4 . 5 N 
'" 
\ 
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C..· 0 Cl) Cl) '" . ~ 0 7. Knowing school board policies and z > ~ Cl) z 
regulations. 1 2 3 4 s N 
8. Knowing how to effectively evaluate the ( .. 
'I 
staff. 1 2 3 4 5 N 
9. Knowing how to effectively evalua~e the 
progr~s offered in your _school. 1 2 '3· 4 5 N 
10. Es~ablishing s~hoo.l rules and regulations.- 1 2 3 4 5 N 
11. Knowin~ th~ proper channels throu~h·which 
to solve problems. · · 1 2 3 4 5 N · 
12. Insufficient time to spend 
~ 
in evaluation 
' 
· ·of the staff. '1 2 3 4 . 5 N 
13. In~ufficient time to spend in evaluation 
of the programs 'offered in your school. · 1 2 3· . 4 5 N 
14". Scheduling extra-curricular duties .for .. .  
staff. .. 1 -2 3 4 . 5' N 
., 
15. .Insufficient time for the promotion of .. 
p~blic relations. 1 2 3 · 4 . 5 N 
' 
16. Insufficient time to attend athletic 
ana civic events. 1 2 3 4 5 N 
' . 17. Completing reports. 1 2 3 4 s· . N 
.' 18. Scheduling of the non-instructional 
staff for more efficient operation. 1 i 3 4 5 N 
19. .Insufficient time to supervise n~n-
instructional staff·. . 1 2 3 4 5 · N 
II 
' .. 
"' 20. : Deve~oping a strong student council. 1 2 · 3 4 5 . N ~ 
2i. ln~lving all ~tudents in school 
activities. 
-
1 2 3 4 5 ~ 
,. 
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22. Providing supervision of pupils during ~ > · ~ tl) . ~ z 
recess periods, lunch periods • .. and "\ , ' before and after school. 1 2 -3 4 · 5 N 
.. . . 
. 23. . .. 
' ' -
1 2 3 4 5. N . 
2_4 •. ,. 
-
~ 
,. 
, 
1 2 3 . 4 5 N 
25. 
"1 2 3 4 5 N 
,. . 
'< 
<;. Problems Concerning Student Personnel 
1. Vandalism of school property • . 1 2 3 4 5 N 
. 
off schooi 2. Students 1 fights . on and. \:: ~ 
property. 1 i 3 4 5 N 
3. Students an;iying .~ate for classes. 1 2 3 4 . 5 N 
-4. Theft of school property by students. 1 2 3 4 5 N 
. ·s~ Smoking by .students in areas other . 
than those designated for .smoking. 1 2 3 4 5 N· 
. . 6. Use and sale of drugs on ·and of~ 
school grounds_. 1 2 · 3\4 5 N 
. 7 • High student absente~ism. . 1 2 3 4 ·. 5 N 
• 
' . 
. 8. Large number of dropouts. 1 2 3 4 5 . N 
Student ~alk · outs. · 
.. 
9. ' 1 2 3 4 . 5 ·N 
10. Reactfon of students to dress code. 1 2 j 4 .5 N \ 
'·· 
.. 
. . 
' . 
·. 
. 
'· 
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11. The .challet1ging of ad~ni.strati.ve 0 QJ C1J -'r'1 ~ 0 z ::> A (/) z 
decjeions by stude~ts. 1 12 . 3 4 5 N 
·12. Inadequate guidance and.counseling 
services for students •. 1 2 3 4 . 5 N 
--. 
13. The transportation of stuqent:s to 
extra-curricular ' activities. ,, 1 2 3 4 5 N 
14. Building s.chool spirit and / prfde. 1 2 3 4 5 N 
/ •. 
15. Developing a good rapport! with the 
. student body. 1 -2 3 4 5 N 
16. .. 
1 2 3 4 5 N 
17. 
., . 
1 2 3 4 5 ,N 
18. 
1 2 3 4 5 N 
' • 
< 
. D. Problems Related to Pub1ic Relations 
-
., 
C- ./ · 1. Militant par~nts. 1 2 3 4 ·5 N 
' . 2. People starting . in order rumors to 
r . ca us~ · trouble. ~ 1 2 3 .4 5: ~ · - ·N 
3. Lack of financial means to keep 
parents informed. 1 -2 3 4 5 .. N 
4 • . Local people refusing to · accept you 
in the community~ 1 2 3 4 5 N 
5. Inadequate communication channe1s to 8 
the community. 1 · 2 3 4 5 N ~ 
\ I . 
;. · 
~- .. 
.. 
-·· 
., 
. f 
.d •. 
.. 
\ 
• 
. . . 
6. Lack of cooperation of local news media. 
7. . Communication problems caused by the 
,;size of the geographical area served. 
by the school; 
8. ·Formation of a home -and school 
associatio.n. 
g. Enforcement of rules, regulations, and 
dress code. 
10. %hool board or school board personnel 
c;eatiilg public relations problems. 
~ 
0 
z 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-11. · Press·ure groups, in the community blocking 
chan gee desired by facuH:y _.and students. 1 
~-.. _ 
l \ 
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2 ) 3 4. 5 N 
4 5 N 
2 3 4 5 N 
2 . 3 4 5 N 
2 3 4 5 . N 
/ 
12. Resistance of the community to program .,.,. < I. 
and otganb:a tiona! changes ,in the schoo:f."·_-·--r · 2 "J · .... 4 5 · .. N ~ 
13. 
. . 
14. 
is. 
----~----------~---------------------~ 
.. 
E. Probleins Related to Curriculum and 
2. 
Instruction 
Insufficient n~ber of specialist 
teachers. 
' O 
Inability · to provide extra~curricular 
opportuniti~s ~or all studen~s. 
.. 
/ 
• 0 ~· 
1 . 2 . J 4 'S N 
1 ' i 3 4· 5 N 
1 2 3 4 5 ~ N 
. ,· 
1 ' 2 3 
1 2 3 4 5 N 
.. · .. .( 
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Inappropriate . cla3t or course 
z > 0 tJ) z ~. 
assigriments for so~e ·student:s ·. 1 2 3 4 5 · N 
4. :Developing programs to m~et the needs ' 
of the low-achievers. 1 2 3 4 5 :t'f 
5. Developing programs to meet the needs i . 
of the gifted stud~nt. 1 2 3 4 ·5 N. 
. .. 
n • 
6. · School too small to: offer comprehensive 
programs, \ 1t 2 3 · 4 5 N 
7. Shortage of books and other printed 
material. ·1 2 3 4 5 N 
" 
• 8. Shortage of instructio~al equipment • 1 2 3 4 5 N 
9. . Inability o.f faculty to effectively 
use available equipment. '1 ' 2 3 , 4. 5 N 
10. Inability of faculty i:o effectively 
use , available resources. 1 2 3 4 5 N 
-
11. Initiating cl,tanges for cut'ri.'culum 
improvement p 1. .2 , 3 4 5 N 
.12. Introducing . a drug education program. 1 2 3 4 . 5 N 
. . 
. 13. Introducing a sex education prog:ram • 1 2 3 ·. 4 5 N 
. 14. Initiating inservice training programs 
for the faculty~ 1 2 . J , 4 5 N 
·neveloping an adquate ' :• 15. student 
evaluation system. 1 - 2 3 4 " 5 N 
16. 
.1 2 3 · 4 5 N 
' ' ';-
17. 
' . 
, ' 1 z· 3 . 4 5 .N 
' t . . \ . . 
' 
. . 
I ( • 
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18. 
1 2 3 4 5 N Q 
i~ 
F. Problems Related to Phlsic<il Facilities \ ' 
0 1. · Inadequate facil•ities for .teaching. 1 2 3 4 5 N 
2. Inadequate facilities f~r storage. 1 2 3 4 .5 N· 
• I 
.;;; 
3. Inadequate facilities for play a tid I 
re~_;:eation . 1 2 l 4 5 N 
4. ' Inadequate parking ·facilities ., 1 2 3 4 " 5 N 
• 
5. . InadeqUate facilities in special areas 
. (such as art, science, and physical 
·education) ,. 1 2 3 4 5 N· 
. ! 6~ I Inade~uate heating system. ' 1 2 3 4 5 N 
. I 
7. Inade~uate administrative space. 1 2 3 4 5 N 
,, lj;) 
-
o- ... 
8. In:adeqti.ate guidance space. 1 2 3 4 5 N 0 
,. 
9 • . Inflexible school building. 1 2 3 .4 5 N 
10. Keep!ng the s_chool building, grounds, . . ' 
and equipment in usable and presentable 
'condition: 1 2 3 4 5 N 
11. Adjusting to new or renovated · facilities, . 1 2 ·: 3 4 s · N 
(' [' 
12.. Safety and health hazards within the 
school or in the vicinity of the school. 1 2 3 4 s· N 
13. 
·' 
"' 
1 • 2 3 4 5 N 
14, ~ 
.o 1 2 3 4 5 N 
• 
' . 
~ 
. ' ~ -
•' 
0 
-, ' 
0 
.. . 
··' 
I . 
1s.· 
G. Problems Related to Transportation 
of Pupils . 
1. School buses arriving after classes· 
. h_ave commenced. 
. 2. Hlgh ·a.chool, elementary school, and 
primary school ~t4dents using the 
same buses. 
·3. Students travelling. on buses ~able 
· to participate fully in extra-
/ - . 
curricular a!!tivities.- · · 
. 
4. Loss of teaching ttme because bf 
condition~ · tbat ~k~ it unsafe. fo?= 
.school ~uses ~o ·Javel. . ·. · 
. 5. _: · ,Incompetent bus /drivers~- · 
6 ~ De te'rmi~lng roo it suitable placement 
of bus s.tops. / 
. . I 
nl . 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
i 2 
0 
3 
"" 0 .,., 
)! 
4 5 
3 . 4' 5 
3 4 •. . 5 
3 4 ' 5 
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N 
N 
N 
. N 
· l 2 . 3 4 5 •N 
. 
1 2 3 4 5 , N 
. ' 
1. 2 . 3 4 rS N 
7 .- Regulations ··concerning who is permitted 
to travel on school buses. ·. 1 . 2 3 4 · 5 
8. 
(\ ' 
3 4 5 N 
9. 
1 2 3 4- 5 
10.-
1 2 3 4 5 .·.N. 
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H • . Problems Related· to' School 'Finance 
I ' 
1. . :Becomin·g familiar with accounting 
and , reporting procedures. · 
·· 2. Deciaing proper expenditure of funds. 
' .... 
3: Preparing ~budget. 
4. Supervising special funds .. such as . 
yearb.o_ok and cafeteria funds .• 
5. c"ontr~iling '. fund raising projects 
wit~in y{)~r 0 wn school. .· ) 
. . . 
6~ • . - Ins'uffici.e~t funds for equipment · 
tepairs and neede~ ma~erials. 
. ~ · . ... - , . '·I 
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